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Introduction 

The story is told of a Cambridge college, some years ago, which was 
presided over by a very conservative Master: 

It so happened that the College had just elected into a Fellowship a young 
m a n who ... had the temerity to p ropose, al the first Fellov.<$' meeting in 
which he took part, a number of measures concerning College policy. The 
Master listened frowningly, and when the novice had finished, he said: 
' Interesting ... b ut it would seem to m e that your suggestions are a little: 
contradictory to the tradition o f the College.' 'Not at all, Master, ' replied 
the aspiring reformer, ' I have: studied the history of the College and I can 
assure you that my proposals are perfectly in keeping with the: ways of the 
College over the: last three hundred years.' 'This may well be,' said Ihe 
1\.1aster, 'but wouldn't you agree that the last three hundred years have 
been, to say the least of them, rather exceptional?" 

And of course he was right. There is something about the last three 
hundred years which sets them apart from all other epochs in human 
history. In the field of international relations this is especially obvious 
since these centuries see for the first time the emergence of a states
system which covers the en tire planet. But it is obvious everywhere 
else too. In fact , whenever we use the term 'modernity' we reiterate 
the claim that there is a huge gulf - a structurJ"discontinuity - which 
separates the way the world used to be from the way it is now. 

Wha t is this discontinul!Y? This is arguably the first question of 
all ~i-;I"Science::-~i~, of all attempts to develop a systematic 
understanding of the contemporary social world. And it preoccupied 
nearly all the major thinkers of the e ighteenth and nineteenth cen
turies now regarded as the forerunners and founders of mode rn social 
tho ught - from the Scottish Enlightenment to Hegel, from English 
political economy to the post-revolutionary French sociologis ts. 
Whether they gave their answer in te rms of the change fro m a society 
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bas~d on status to one based on contract, or one characterized by 
mechanical rather than organic relations, or the replacement of militant 
classes by industrial ones, or feudalism by capitalism - whatever the 
terms, nearly all these attempts to explore the character of the modern 
world begin by stressing how different it is from what went before. 

Indeed. for many of them, it is this awareness of how great the 
change has been which makes social science, as distinct from political 
philosophy, possible at aiL It does tbis by revealing how much of the 
world they had known was actually not part of a universal natural 
order of things, but was rather the daily outcome of historically specific 
social relations characterizing a particular kind of society. Augustine 
Thierry, writing in the aftermath of the French Revolution, is very 
eloquent on this point: 

There is not one amongst us children of the 19th century, who does not f 

know more on the score of rebellion and conquests, of the dismemberment 
of empires, of the fall and restoration of monarchies, of popular revolution 
and the consequent reactions, than did Velly, Mably, or even Voltaire 
himself. ... [f]he events of the last fifty years, events hitherto unheard of, 
have taught us to understand the revolutions of the Middle Ages, to 
perceive the spirit beneath the letter of the chronicler, to draw from the 
writings of the Beneqictines that which those Ic:arned men never saw, or 
saw only partially, without suspecting its significance. They lacked the 
comprehension and sentiment of great soc ial transformations. They have 
studied with curiosity the laws, public acts, judicial formulae, private 
contracts, etc.; ... but the political sense, all that was 1iving beneath the 
dead letter, the perception of society and its various elements ... escapes 
them .... This perception, we have acquired through our experience; we 
owe it to the prodigious changes of power and society, which have taken 
place before us. 2 

And, of course, once this point is grasped with reference to the past, 
it cannot help but make one think about contemporary social forms 
which we take for granted - for example, the market, the state, and 
indeed the individual - in terms of ~istori'?l~ecific soci~s 
£haractenstic of a earticular !ind of s~c::~. 

D epending perhaps on one's politics, that is either a very strong 
argument for bringing history and sociology together, or a very strong 
argument for keeping them apart. But either way, it is a striking feature 
of these early theorists of modernity that they did not think in terms 
of the partitioning of the social world between academic disciplines 
which we take for granted today. Smith can no more be squeezed into 
neoclassical economics with its relentless externalizing of all 'non
economic ' factors than Marx can be accommodated within orthodox 
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sociology. The reason for this is that ~~ way the disciplin~~~ 
up social reali:x itself involv~s~d th.s:refo~_over
lookin certain basic thin about the modern world which to both 
Smith and Marx. seemed novel and nee ul of exp anatio-;t. 
--'TheCiearestexampreor thiS is the aIsci'piir;ary$epariiiOrtof politics 
and economics. This formal separation is now a century old, dating 
from the birth of pure economics in the aftermath of the so-called 
'..Q!..aOOnalist' revo lution of_ t~e_ !./t'os: Realist International Relations 
is one of severa] academic aJsCipIlnes which are founded upon it, 
constituting itself as the study of political relations between states. 
(Hereafter, the discipline of international relations, as opposed to the 
actual relations belwem states, -.yill be referred to as IR.) Over the years, 
many commentators (including, for example, E.H. Carr') have pointed 
out that this division of labour can be unhelpful in trying to under
stand the real world. Mter all, states routinely intervene to regulate 
and constrain markets, and markets produce effects that influence the 
behaviour of states. More recently, this has led to the emergence of 
a new field of international ~litical economy which focuses precisely 
on the causallnteracti<Tno f internauon-ar politics and international 
economics.4 This is seen as an innovation which presses hard against 
the disciplinary boundaries of IR and economics. 

Well , perhaps it does. And certainly the question 'What is the 
relationship between states and markets?' is an interesting and im
portant one. But it still takes ar its starting point the observation that 
the international system comprises distinct institutional realms of 
politics and economics. Perhaps this starting point seems self-evident. 
In fact a historical review would show that it is more or less unique 
to the modern world.5 And if these social forms really are new, then 
this points to a further question: exactly why does the modern inter
nationa] system assume the distinctive form that it does - namely, 
states and markets? And since this question cannot be answered in 
terms of the irreducible properties of states and markets, we are led 
to ask what is surely a m ore fundamental question: in what. kind of 
socie!J!. doAistinct instiLutional ~res of eolitics and eronomis;s.open ! 
~~..!'-nd why? What is really going on when this occurs? 
Answering these questions, as I hope to show later on, might tell us 
things about ~!.ms of s<><:.ial power which we could never see 
so long as we took states and economies to be the basic components 
of social reality. 

For now, however, the point is simply that in order to pose this 
deeper question at all we need to step outside the existing disciplines 
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and think as the earlier social theorists did in terms of the social world 
as a whole - as a sqciaJ totality. We have to do this because it turns 
out that the disci iio;;;' division of labour between the modern social 
sciences Itse reflec uncntlcall and t er:eb- riitU@izes the distinc
tIVe social orms of modernity. States, markets, individuaIs p;eci~y 
~:: _~~~ ,'!S...!;~~o ex.e1ain ;aie:ar;eaa-x ~~ lObe natural 
startiniL~ts. By conceptualizing partiCUlar structures of mOdern 
sOCiar relations in lsolatiozl'" from eaCh oth"er,"'tiUs divisiOn of labour 
tends io rei'fytilemTntOSdr-sufficie'n~t1itheirown aistinct;;e 
~~e~ ".!!i2f~~ ooUS the ~isto~~l~ of these forms and tlie 
specific S~IaJ. rela~o_~s .. w~_~ch ,:o.n~t~~~e~iil."A:fid1t ilmost goes 
without saYIngtliat thiS also effects an ideological closure, a drawing 
in Qf the horizons of collective human egssibility. 

It is as if the modern social world a£rived in Euro~ with a tre
~us thunde.ri~g and crajhing whic!!-.was unmistakable (even if 
f!2!.!1~~arily comprehensible) to th£teJ.i!:!!tg~ere~ tJ!~.ti!l1E... .~~.d 
~.'p"'~.~ede.d to c.over up its, t.ra~ks. 

And, one could argue that the real task of social science is not to 
be complicit in this process, but rather the opposite: to ~ 
the world around us ~ showing how@eren!}t is f!Q.~~~; 
~ social forms of state and market back into the 
~~stori~ally spe;ific sOfial-;eT.rtio~~~_E..e.~pje whicJt _c.o~~i~e 
~h.e~; _ ~n.? (inally, to retrac~ OUt steps in order to rediscover the 
~lX.ence and 2evslo~od~rn _socia) ~'V<lt!d as the history 
oi. t~suocial J:s:J~~ i2..n~J?e~al, living..in_divi~~a1s·.6 

Now, if we define this as the labour of the SOCial sciences as a 
whole, is there any reason why IR should be distinct methodologically 
in the exploration of its own subject matter? For many writers work
ing in the still-dominant realist tradition, there most certainly is. 

In their eyes, the discipline of IR is premissed on the recognition 
of a fundamental disjuncture between internal political life, which is 
carried on under the co-ordinating and pacifying sovereignty of the 
state, and external politics, which is governed by the irresistible logic 
of anarchy. Exploring this logic of anarchy is held to be the distinctive 
task of IR theory - a task which must be kept more or less rigidly 
separate from the study of domestic politics which is governed by 
fundamentally different principles. ' And attempts to explain interna
tional outcomes by reference to the internal character of the socie ties 
involved arc (ofte n rightly) seen as a crude reductionism which is 
blind to the operation of external factors. For these reasons, it has 
become almost axiomatic that whatever may be required in any 
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empirical reconstruction, it is no part of IR theory to trace the con
nections bet\veen geopolitical systems and internal social structures. 
As Kenneth Waltz has put it: 

Students of international politics will do well to concentrate on separate 
theories of internal and external politics until someone figures out a way 
to unite them.' 

The problem with this is that ~ce the theory of external ~o1itics ~s 
cut adrift in th~~~~:£lmes literally impossibTe to avoid .!ti~ 
iei.f1.cation or5OClai forms discussed above, because the social relations 
which c~m£?se them ha~e been excl~~undeithe lleaa:. 
r~ of 'internalP..9I~:. Hi: defin,}g~ se£.arate th.~?ry. C?~~~r3al 
p~t t~~ state~s ~s jts. startmg, point. 

The damage might b e partially reversible if one were able to 
c.Jmpare different geopolitical systems in history and see just how 
different they really were. For example, it is difficult to imagine how 
anyone would explain the role of dynastic diplomacy in feudal geo
politics - or its absence in the modern world - without reference to 
the internal character of the societies involved. But this review is blocked 
off by a remarkable neglect of historical contrast, which renders invisible 
the very modernity we ought to be trying to explain. Waltz is perhaps 
more extreme than mO$[: 

The enduring character of international politics accounts for the striking 
sameness in the quality of international life through the millennia, a 
statement that will meet with wide assent.' 

But he is far from being alone in this. Robert Gilpin asserted that 
'the nature of international relations has not changed fundamentally 
over the millennia." o And it is not unusual to see the Italian and 
Greek city-states-systems cited as examples of the timelessness of the 
balance of power. 

As a result, critics often observe that realist IR ends up by reifying 
modern geopolitics, neglecting historical contrast, and producing a 
model of the states-system which is literally incapable of seeing his
torical change except as the rise and fall of great powers. 

The aim of this book is to contribute to the reorientation of IR 
as a discipline in line with the common vocation of the social sciences 
as set out on page 4 above. That is, it seeks (a) to identify the ways 
in which the m odern international system is different from all other 
geopolitical systems in history, (b) to integrate this contrast into a 
broader understanding of the dom inant social structures of the modern 
world, and (c) to indicate how such a perspective might change the 
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way we seek to recover tbe history of the international system, past 
and continuing. Each of these purposes requires a critical engage
ment with the realist orthodoxy at a slightly different point; but if 
there is a unifying theme to all three, it is the simple claim that 
~iti~ s)'!:teelS a;e .EDt constitut~d..indep..endent1~d_caE~t I 
~e understood in isolation fr9El~ ~~_d~~tur.es ..?fj~i:p~.£: 
~,~~!iC2n of social life. 

The argument of the book is divided into three principal parts, 
each comprising two chapters. The first part mounts a theoretical 
critique of the dominant theory in the academic study of interna
tional relations. namely realism. Chapter I uses three of the most 
influential texts of the school in order to focus successively on its 
descriptive. prescriptive and social theoretical articulations. Key 
weaknesses are identified in the unhistorical and presociological 
character of realist theory, and two categories in particular - sover
eignty and anarchy - are marked out for future redefinition. Chapter 
2 develops these points further: beginning with an example of how 
realist theory constricts any attempt to think historically abou t the 
international system, it argues that the unhistorical r ti f 
~archY...l!..eeds_ to l.2.c. s;fuelaced by an alternative, sociological prob
~e!fl.a~c~ Qf ~$Cnitr. To this end, it reviews some key issues in 
contemporary social theory, outlines a broad historical materialist 
framework for analysis, and then challenges the realist axiom that the 
geopolitical core of the discipline's subject matter-is ontologically 
distinct from the wider structures of social reproduction. 

The second part of the argument comprises a series of historical 
explorations of the ways in which social structures have been impli
cated in geopolitical systems. Chapter 3 takes up the notion of the 
autonomy of the state, a notion central to the realist assertion of a 
separate geopolitical realm. By contrasting the modern capitalist states
system with those of Renaissance Italy and Classical Greece, it at
tempts to show that the surface similarities between them cannot be 
understood without seeing how in each case the form of the state is 
specific to a particular kind of society. This is an interrelation which 
also has important consequences for both the character of inter-state 
power and the developmental trajectory of the geopolitical system as 
a whole. The conventional use of these examples to argae for 
transhistorical con tinuities between states-systems suigennis is directly 
challenged. In chapter 4, the argument turns to some premodern 
equivalents of the contemporary world market - namely, the struc
tures of exchange relations and forms of imperial expansion which 
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characterized the Portuguese and Spanish empires of the absolutist 
period. Here it is demonstrated (in the Portuguese case) that the 
precapitalist character of the metropolitan society underpinned a set 
of exchange relations sharply contrasting with those of the modern 
world economy, while (in the Spanish case) both the dynamics of 
expansion and the forms of colonization bore the stamp of the origi
nating social structures. 

The third part of the argument returns finally to the contemporary 
epoch, and seeks to develop Marx's social theory of capitalist society 
into an alternative, non-realist framework for understanding the 
modern international system. In particular, the two core categories 
of the discipline earlier marked out for redefinition - sovereignty and 
anarchy - are now re-examined in the light of the foregoing historical 
and theoretical studies. In realist hands these categories had sealed 
the separation of the discipline from the broader social sciences; here 
they are reworked with the opposite intention - that is, to illuminate 
the ways in which the modern international system is unmistakably 
of a piece with (~e~p.i!al~t soci~l~ st~I!~!u!.es which compose its leading 
constituent nationaC-societies. Chapter 5 redefines the concept of 
'sovereignty' in the light of Marx's d iscussion of the abstraction of the 
state in capitalist society, and then goes on to suggest that Marx also 
p;c;;ides an unremarked theory of 'anarchy' as the characteristic social 
form of capitalist modernity. Finally, chapter 6 develops Marx's dis
cussion of 'the secret of primitive accumulation' to indicate an ag~nda 
of further historical research. This agenda points to a radically dif
ferent historical narrative of the emergence and development of the 
international system to that assumed in the orthodox discipline. 

One further observation may be in order at the outset. The chap
ters which follow have been left substantially unchanged, and in the 
order in which they were composed over four years of doctoral re
search. The disadvantage of this choice is clear enough: the argument 
developed over time, and the successive chapters reflect this. Indeed, 
were the book to be rewritten now from the vantage point of the 
conduding chapters, a different organization might suggest itsel[ Had 
the destination of the argument been known in advance, a more direct 
route could have been followed, from a more promising starting point 
than realist IR. On the other hand, the debate over the strengths and 
weaknesses of realism does remain the unavoidable starting point for 
students of IR. And for such readers, a work wh ich begins ensnared 
in familiar debates and then struggles out onto a quite different 
intellectual terrain may actually be of more use than one which pitches 
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its camp outside the recognized boundaries of the discipline. The 
argument which follows will therefore have served its purpose if, for 
all its unevenness and idiosyncratic turns, it traces one possible path\vay 
out of realism. 

I 1 

The Trouble with 
Realism 

The academic study of international relations is not knO\Vll for its 
strength in the area of theory. It has n o immediate equivalent to the 
rich contrasts of perspective generated in sociology by the legacy of 
Max Weber, Marx and Durkheim. So much so, that one of its most 
celebrated British exponents, Martin Wight, once \\'Tote a paper called 
'Why Is There No International Theory?'1 His own answer was, in 
part, that there is nothing further to theorize after the discovery of 
the repetitive m echanisms o f the balance of power. This was a sad 
conclusion for such an acute and creative mind to reach. But it does 
illustrate a central feature of this discipline. For a two-dimensional 
model of the balance of power, it can be argued, is the limit of any 
realist theory of international relations. And ~t's conciusLon was 
~s more an i~ex of ! he dominance of IR a realist orth~y, 
~n.~efle!Ction of_the in~en1J?!~~~~ain 
,!S a!) ob~t. of ..1!udy. 

What then does it mean to speak of a realist school of IR theory? 
In the postwar period the term realism has come to indicate a series 
of propositions underlying a distinctive approach to the study of 
international politics. T hese may be abbreviated as follows: 

I. International politics is to be understood predominantly as the 
realm of interaction between sovereign authorities - a realm which 
is separate from that of domestic politics. 

2. The distinctive character of this realm is given by the condition 
of 'anarchy' - meaning that the competitive pursuit of divergent 
'national interests' takes place in the absence of regulation by a 
superordinate authority. 

3. The result is a set of compulsions generic to relations between 
states which works, through the complex operation of the balance 
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of power, to determine how states behave internationally. To 
understand the balance of power is therefore also to explain in· 
ternational politics. 

This chapter explores the adequacy of these premisses as a starting 
point for understanding international relations. This exploration is 
divided into three sections, in which works by E.H. Carr, Hans 
Morgenthau and Kenneth Waltz are discussed as examples of (re
spectively) descriptive, axiomatic and theoretical articulations of re
alism.2 It is argued that, as description, realism leaves too much out; 
as a set of prescriptive axioms, it lets too much in; and as social theory 
- well, that it is not a social theory at all: rather, it is an operator's 
manual posing as one. This technical assessment is followed by an 
ideological characterization of realism, and some preliminary sugges
tions as to how a redefinition of its core categories might alter the 
scope of IR theory. 

Descriptive RealisJTl: E .H. Carr and 
the State>s-Eye Vie"" 

T~e.r0r~~I~on o[ re~~~~~~~}~te'.l: to a curi.2us 
'!~c! s~~g~~~v.!-e.a . .La~x~~..!!ron,e ~~n_~ t:,~~onstr~Cl~re~lism" as" a 
school might reasonably expect, on turnmg to Its claSsiC texts, to find --..... . . - .... 
thc:se state-centric, tenet~ar~ued for and g:.ounded i!l a brQ!lder 
conception of political science - or at least stated in propositional 
form. Yet this is often no~ the ~case, Indeed, iF we begin ' byJ urning 
to Carr, we discover not only an absence of any explicit defence of 
stale-centricism, but also a discussion of 'realism' in which the latte r 
IS not even implicit,' . - -

In the first half of The Twen!J Years' Crisis Carr develops the idea 
of 'realism' as an intellectual tOol especially suited to unmasking the 
ideological determination of political thought, a purpose to which he 
sets it in his impressive critique of the hopes for 'peace through law', 
Time a nd again he demonstrates how liberal cosmopolitan values 
and the assertion of a fundamental harmony of interests between 
peoples have been successively the luxury, rationale and fatal delusion 
of materially and politically privileged groups. The utility of 'realism' 
for this critique is evidenced in its leading assumptions, as derived by 
Carr from Machiavelli (63- 4). fj t it conceives the historical process 
~rall~sco'y'erab~!!9: effects . . escm..., 
!! hoWs that tbought is .DQ.t...a (i!f.ulty in~Rendent of the pragmatic 
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THE TROUBLE WITH REALISM " 
need f t ses out f ractice and can be anal s d as 
a~ T~inasmuch as ethical beJIavi£ur depenID 
u,e _ the sc:gesatiQn. 9(-"cjpJ~.twe~n_ actors~ a. recipr<><:iU' 
Secured onl~ !2x.the presence of c~authonU\ m2ra11ty 15 a funcuon 
~e.o~~.~~. There is .no visible 
commitment to a state-centnc analYSIS here. Indeed, haVing added 
the later assertion of an immanent historical dynamic of progress as 
a fourth ingredient, Carr happily describes Marx - who would never 
have accepted the axiomatic separation of domestic and international 
politics - as a modern 'realist' (65). At this critical distance from the 
concerns of policy-making there is no overwhelming sense that, for 
example, power is constituted solely in the agency of the state. 

How, then, is Carr a realist in our sense? Here the curiosity deep
ens; for of course by the time (in the second half of the book) he comes 
to construct his own understanding of international politics. the full 
panoply of realist assumptions has arrived unannounced. 

In itself, there is nothing surprising in this. For Carr shared the 
urgent policy orientation of the 'idealists' he was criticizing: if their 
utopianism was an involuntary recoil from '9'4, his own realist 
corrective was equally an injunction to learn the lessons of the '930s. 
He was, after all, an ex·diplomat.4 But as a result, ~e 
~a discourse of raison d'iUzt. as. p resqiption, it is committ~o 
a~ of the state~~~~~nse~.!!YL as explan.!.tion.~e..r~s 
~~c:d to the iIIum~o~I2.t~r".,.ation~ his:?ry~~~half
~Q.practice~!ld"'p~rtly ~~ed '!.utc2m~ ?f~ate .~h~y. Thus, 
theoretically, the agency of the state remains an Irreauclble category 
_ not in the complexity of the challenges which it faces (Carr does 
not claim to offer easy policy answers), but very much with respect 
to the interwe~ving of international and transnational processes within 
which it is constituted. In short, Car(~':'~ienc~~~2!!~ e...o~' 
p?_se~ _9.u:.~t!c;:~s ... ':I0t ,of the state bu~ impiiC@yon Its behl!.lf ~nd t~s 
is "or course a signature of realism. Its deepest assumptions are 
g:O'undedin" the ideoloiical nee<;.:isOfj he sOCial practice - namely, 
dlplom-acy-- ~hose nor ins it articul~tes. 

---py.o6'ablY the first of-these assumptions, then, is that political agency 
in the international system is concentrated a lmost exclusively in th e 
state. (Historical ageng is almost a lways reducible in realist writings 
to policy.) It therefore seems natural when he comes to define social 
power that Carr discusses it quite narrowly as the instrument or 
constraint of state policy. And although he allows that state power 
comprises diverse ideological, economic and military components, it 
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is none the less measured and expressed in g~neric form as the 
nationally constituted capability of a state to influence international 
outcomes.3 

We do not have to jump very far ahead to see the theoretical 
implication of this conception of power. If military, economic and 
i~olo£ical !actor~~~rj~s of a ~ric PQ"ier ~d 
.,?y_ !.~e _~~J$--~~~$!"patt~~f mternational rel~~ 
~ttal~ slgn~fi~~~t 1.[l~t~~ .. ®l!.~l!.ar!.e.~_ch~T~ mo~~ 
as i~strum.:n~ of state policy, then ~t:..~~f relations ~tween 
~"':.t19!.!.::~tat~~_I~ __ '22!.~~t:.C..!x.~.~pe~~c~.?ment of th~_i!lJ~.9nal 
order: Jt actually defines the dynamicS of that order. And the business 
Of~nd~~sta~drng world ~Iftics indeed r~s';I.;e~ TtS~lf into the familiar 
realist task of describing the balance of power. 

Now, we do need to understand economic, social, military and 
political power structures as parts of a global whole: arguably, that 
is the distinctive task of a theory of international relations. But can 
it really be done simply by collapsing them all into a model of politico
military competition between states? Can we give an adequate account 
of what international politics is about in these terms? This is what 
Carr attempts here, and we should look at some examples of why this 
is unsatisfactory. 

For reasons which are evident (and which would have been espe. 
cially pressing in 1939), 'the military instrument' appears to offer least 
resistance in this respect. If international politics is understood as the 
struggle for power between states and self-help is ultimately the only 
effective regulation of that struggle, then military power poses the 
quality of international competition most starkly, as it is directly con
trolled by states and most nearly conforms to the realist account of 
power. Thus it is here that Carr illustrates best the zero-sum mechan* 
isms of international power politics: the prisoner's dilemma under* 
lying ' the appetite for more power',6 and the fragile complexity of the 
balance of power. 7 

However, the attempt to treat economic po~r along the same 
lin es rapidly comes up against serious problems. Carr begins by 
observing that financial resources are a prerequisite of military power 
and that for this reason (among others) states conceive a strong in
terest in promoting economic growth. Building on this, and noting 
the historical expansion of government intetvention in national econo
mies, he proposes 'a general return to the term "political economy'" 
(II 6). 

Now the utility of this phrase for thinking about international 
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relations is "that it suggests two vital perspectives simultaneously: an 
economics of political competition (exploring the role of the state in 
ordering, directing and taxing economic activity within its borders as 
a means of extending its power beyond) and a politics of the world 
economy (suggesting a set of shifting global economic relationships 
,';hich traverse political boundaries and shape, via the transnational 
processes of uneven development, the forms and scope of political 
action). Evidently> we need to understand both of these. Similarly, 
when Carr adds that 'the science of economics presupposes a given 
political order' (117), this does not only signal the existence in every 
empirical instance of a ruling political elite which mobilizes economic 
resources; it also raises the theoretical question of the institutional 
relation of the state and state-system to the national and international 
economy. 

Unfortunately, because he is considering 'economic weapons ... 
for use in the interests of national policy' (lIS), Carr's account is in 
both cases skewed heavily {Qwards the former sense, with mercantil
ism presented as something like an ideal-type of economic policy. 
This is partly the result of his polemical focus, which identifies liberal 
theories of the market from Adam Smith onwards as the most per
sistent source of utopian thinking. But it also illustrates a more general 
weakness of the realist descriptive method, which call perceive that 
'the modern state- seeks to mobilize tlie eoonomy;-~~e 
ec;;-no;:nYis·als?~~t ~f a~-;an"~~~io.~.1 ~hole ·w~.er0u~s imRQr
tant political effects in~epe_ndendy._or the agency of the _~~te. Two 
exa'mples may clarify this point 

Carr argues that the nineteenth-century doctrine of free trade 
posited a specious 'separation of economics from politics' which was 
not only belied by the reality of imperialism, but was later rudely 
shattered by unprecedented state control of the economy during the 
Great War: 'VVe have now returned therefore, after the important, 
but abnormal laissn;foire interlude of the nineteenth century, to the 
position where economics can be frankly recognized as a part of politics' 
(116). VVithin a pure realist perspective we do seem to have come full 
circle, nothing rundamental having altered since the closing years of 
European absolutism: states still compete for power in the interna
tional arena, mustering such economic and military resources as they 
can press into the service of policy (conceived generically as 'power 
maximizing'). In this, surdy, Carr the ex-diplomat, who gauges the 
authenticity of political insight by its reconstruction of the dilemmas 
'which are always present to the minds of those who have to solve 
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problems of foreign policy in real life' (III), has got the better of Carr 
the historian. And we have a glimpse too of how realism, though heir 
to a huge fund of historical (or, more accurately, diplomatic) anecdote, 
is curiously insensitive to the processes of historical change. 

For the implied image of the circle really does miss the wood for 
the trees. "1()plcfiirethe~orl~ 'COnii-nuT!yof th~ rline~~
rury"~\.~·~-~ee(ra~!fastto - c:..l)vision a spiral f!l~tion whi5 h )t;l~~ 
t1ie eXRansion of industrial capitalism as an international_system~ 
We1~ therel~tedc_onS§~~~'ilienatio~:staie:-rr-;~ 
transformation then 'the se aratton of economics from P2litics' will 
i.~vjta .... blr ~p~ar as slmpl¥ f!de01ogy~neSfatus qU? a';9 _ f~e_e 
trade as 'the mercantilism of the strongest'. Posed in a more familiar 
fur:""m.~!.ve!", Jht.!eEa~~tion of the-"pol'mca-fanSt ~he ~~oiiOmic 
i~icates preci~Lthe £c::~~1 ins.!it!ltio,!al . li~~g~~~t~e~n theEpi
~a.-!st . e«on0'!ly and the nation-state: that is, thc:Jegal stru,c}l!re .Qf 
proper~y ,rights which remov_es. market rel~tionships from dire~t po
litical control or contestation and allows the flow of investment capital 
across-national bOui1daries.'I(-Carr -is iigFitto ' point to the state's use 
o~~ ..e;~u~~e~-for fo'~ign policy purposes; but the economy 
is not, as military power is assumed to be, entirely a nationally con
stituted instrument ready at the disposal of the state. 
. 'The-second example illustrates what is lost by regarding it in this 
way: C.J,!!r trea~ the export of ca.,pital,!olely ~~~ument of sta~ 
p<;llicy. No doubt there are many politicians on both sides of the Atlantic 
ra;;crthe Pacific) who wish that international capital flows could indeed 
be under the control of governments. However, ~P.'i~lf.9l1ows 
!Qs...hjg~~t.'ls~*h.Ql ~5:urre~cx.. appreciates bec:.au~e ?F the 
international competitiveness of the domestic economy, capital flows 
out in hrs~lt ir....!..he--..re~ultant, cheap investl1]e~t oPP9rtunit!~~
~2!l.!Deek~? ~eIe.o"~ hi~der lhis' p.r~ess-> but the und~r1ying 
!J1e~!!l~I]J~!La-"a~tj1b~l!t c~italis!!1...no.t,,~h9...ut ~tates. And thus to 
construe the export of capital simply as an instrument of state policy 
is to place the international operation of the world economy and its 
complex interaction with the political o rder of nation-states outside 
the purview of his analysis. 

A similar constriction arises from considering ideological aspects 
of international polities in terms of what CaJ"r calls 'PQwer over opinion' . 
Here the target of Carr's polemic is the liberal~iCipation that 
intemational public opinion cou ld become both judge and sanction 
in disputes between states. He is therefore concerned to show that 
universalist ideologies achieve effective power only when taken up by 
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an interested national state, that 

for even the free trade credo which Carr_dubs theJgeology of the 

econom!.5:aITy..E..ro..E&J~~t~ ~az:.~Y ~~~jh~~~:t!:~m-;n~ 
of fo~~icy:.. O~ tEe~ cont.ralJi it _e.§Lve~ ~ ~~e, c.e!1_t!,:pie.c~~ o~!he I 
dOiTlestic pohtieaf and internationiii economic aspimtions of "a self
~scious claJ'"?proje-ct: 'And hs"ido "tion' b ' 'stat'e ~i ' . ailed bo.!.h 
€.~,!ry of- those -interests and e..~~_~~h 
econo~ic p?~.1::!~wlte:e ~~ !l<?...v{? 

This question has a much wider application. Ee.r if the coune. of 
in,gana1.ional rclatio!lS.jL~..s' th.!:(>ugh ~e~:"dy J?Ls~ P-Qhcy, 
and. Bublic ,0Qinion J! tr~ated pri~cipally ~ !~ £,.bk,c.L of offigal 
~~!lip~!l--ti ~1!.> ~ow ~re ~e . to understand social revolu~~£.ns. ana their 
prominence in intemational conflict? The point of this is not to 
construct an autonomy 'of 'public opinion' or deny the routine 
manipulation of nationalist currents by the state. It is simply to in
dicate how much remains unsaid about social ideology (even nation
alism) as a dimension of inter~ lities -i1Ir1SConceTved in 
pure y Instrumental terms. 
-~aiis-;n has--;e-rious- defects when offered as an description of 

the dynamics of the international system. But its primary mode, as 
already suggested, is axiomatic: that is, it presents itself as a guide to 
policy-makers. How does it fare in this? 

AxiOInatic RealisIn: Morgenthau's 
LaW's of Politics 

It was suggested above that if we tum to Tlu Twen!y nars' Crisis for 
~ition of t~enets of~ we fina-instead a 'realist'--crrti§'Ue 
~_ni~~~roto-realist account of world lilies. 
Our seafCllfor theoretical ongms en s at the point where Carr (in
stinctively, it seems) collapses his discussion into the two-dimensional 
fr-ame of the state's-eye vie,v. And his guiding assumptions then become 
visible only in the light of subsequent criticism. This seems to illus
trate a general feature of realism which becomes increasingly appar
ent as we review later attempts first to expound and then to theorize 
the precepts of raison d'iklt. 

There is a well-known article by Stanley Hoffman which seeks to 
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provide a sociological diagnosis of the intellectual symptoms of post
war US realist thoughl. IO Hoffman considers (among other things) the 
sources of financial support for IR research, its close institutional 
connections with foreign policy-making during the global expansion 
of US power, and the prevailing positivist orthodoxy in the 'Nider 
socia l sciences. And he argues that it was these factors which directed 
the American study of IR towards the search for general theories of 
world politics whose 'usefulness' would be measured by their ability 
to guide and predict policy. This perhaps explains why Hans 
Morgenthau's PoliJics anumg /Vations, to a much greater extent than The 
Twen.!J' Yean' Crisis, is frankly a diplomats' manual or statecraft, which 
seeks in one extended argument to ~ rrom the assertion or laws 
~an Dature t~the ~a..QQration or the Nine Rules or Diplomaci 

It is important to be clear how and ";';y Morgenthau's attempt to 

derive axioms or political conduct rrom the premisses or realism is 
ensnared rrom the start in circular arguments. For the truth is that 
realism can Ie itimate 'ust about an course or action. 

Morgenthau's repeate insistence on 'human nature as it actually 
is' rorms more than a polemical allusion to the irresponsibility of 
idealist thought. For it is central to his account' or the possibility or 
a ' science or international politics' that the empirically observable 
continuities o r history point to objective causal laws or a universal and 
timeless kind. '(PJolitics ... is governed by objective laws that have 
their roots in human nature ' (4). II Enquiry into this nature reveals 
'those elemental bio-psychological drives by which in turn society is 
created. The drives to live, to propagate, and to dominate are com
mon to all men' (39). And because the constitutive relation between 
human nature and the socia l world is one-way only (,social rorces are 
the product or human nature in action' [20]). certain basic laws or 
political behaviour will persist throughout history. 

It is on the existence or such Jaws that Morgenthau bases his claim 
ror realist theory as scientific - and, relatedly, as both predictive and 
a sound guide to policy. What does h e mean by a scientific theory? 
' [I1he natural aim of all scientific undertakings is to discover the 
rorces underlying social phenomena and the mode or their operation' 
(18). In order to achieve this discovery, he advocates a broad positivist 
methodology: a rational hypothesis is constructed, positing a deter
minate causal relation between the social phenomena isolated; this 
is used to generate predictions which can then be tested against 
empirical evidence - and which, ir successrul, may be held to validate 
the original hypothesis. That is to say, the theory holds ir it is 'con-
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sistent with the racts and within itself' (3). Morgenthau does not go 
as far explicitly as R.N. Rosecrance, for whom 'history is a laboratory 
in which our generalizations about international politics can be 
tested';12 but the same assumptions are entailed. 

The core of Morgenthau's theory is that states are by nature 'power 
maximizers'. They exist in a discrete world of 'the political', the latter 
being defined by its concern with power. In turn, power denotes 
'anything that establishes and maintains the control of man over man' 
(II). Because each state conceives its interests in terms of the indefinite 
enhancement of this control, each is potentially predator or prey to 
any other. Moreover, the fact that, in the nature or this competition, 
states must ultimately look to selr.help ror their survival means that 
the contrivance of a favourable military position is the foremost concern 
of every state. Any group or states which endures as a plurality of 
sovereignties does so by Virtue of what he calls 'a general social principle 
to which all societies composed of a number of autonomous units owe 
the autonomy of their component parts' (187) - namely, the balance 
of power. By this shiftin g equilibrium of multiple a lliances, the inde
pendence of the units is preserved against the excessive accumulation 
of power at anyone pole of the system. 

Given this, sound lie can roceed onl ~ ~~~gnition. ?f 
the wer stru Ie at the heart or international life, and consiSL'I in 
u~i~~..!..n£~l!.t~~~? aii~~s 1i;Li.Iii~~c:!'-i of_gi.ven 
ends. Too muc~ ~~!r:.~~~~II!orth opponents!n equal p~~:tton; 
too little """Will make it impossible to uphold national interests - and 
may e~en invite aMressio.~ M'Oial fastidiousness a~cr n:.<?!3-1 fs~ur 
~~~~!ppropriate}l!l.?}a'!.~I!.S to the ratlon~l,~latlon 
of interests andbalances. SImIlarly, the ~fillcs must be 
gro-u"i-tded in the 'sa;ne~ognition: its leading categories must enable 
the isolation and description of the dynamics or the power struggle. 
This is the claim made for the central assertion of Politics among Nations: 
'We assume that statesmen think and act in terms of interest defined 
as power, and the evidence of history bears that assumption out' (s). 

What does this tell us? We should turn again to the vexed issue 
of power. Viewed as a means, power takes myriad forms, depending 
on the type of political order, the nature of the ends to which it is 
directed and the particular social forces mobilized. Similarly, as a 
routinely exercised property of rormalized relations of domination 
betweenlindividuals and collectivities, 'power' points our attention 
again to key social institutions specific to particular historical societies 
_ obligations of fealty, the capitalist wage-labour contract, the sovereign 
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authority of the state, and so o n . In each case the meaning of the 
term power, beyond broad generalizations about control, is given by 
the context and the ends involved. But the offer of historical expla
nation based on power considered as an end in itself is altogether 
m ore difficult to make sense of. If, on a weak reading, it is taken to 
mean that all political agents must seek power (as a short-term end) 
in order to achieve their goals, then it is of little explanatory value 
for it must cOV(:r anything and everything. Morgenthau, however, also 
intends a stronger reading. For he argues (and this is of course nec
essary to the positivist goal of prediction) that the behaviour of states 
and the outcome of rela tions between them can be understood sui 
gemris in terms of the fixed dynamics of power grouped around the 
compulsions originating in the balance. 

Now, there are aspects of political and other forms of competition 
which are given by the number of competitors, the stakes, the mea ns 
available and the degree of regulation involved. And states do per
force routinely pursue strategies in the international arena which must 
take into account the interests and behaviour of other states. It will 
therefore always be possible to point to interstate conflicts in history 
and descri,?e this strategic dimension in terms of a 'balance of powe r '. 

However, in order to pose the mechanism of the balance of power 
as the explanatWn o f internationa l politics, at least two further assump
tions must be made. First, it must be assumed tha t the international 
scene is defined exclusively as a plurality of states conceived as unitary 
agents, each adjusting its power d rive to the o pportunities and dan
gers of the external environment. A consequence of this is that do
mestic political issues and the do mestic configuration of power do not 
(or should not) shape foreign policy. If we seek to peer 'inside' the 
state we find not the complex of a society presided over by a political 
institution which faces both ways; instead we are returned to the image 
of the statesm a n, his gaze turned steadily o utwards, calculating the 
externa1 advantage of the ship of state, chafing at the querulous in
terference of 'public opinion' which threatens to distract from rational 
j udgement. Only by sealing 0 1T the internal from the external in this 
way can the 'prim acy of the international' (which simplifies the task 
of prediction by reducing the number of variables) be secured. Of 
course, most of th e resources which the statesman brings to the 
negotiating table derive internally - but they are held to affect only 
the strength of his hand, not the rules of the game. Morgenthau does 
not olTer to explain the processes by which powers atta in a nd lose 
greatness, only how they will behave once they have arrived and (in 
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the blunt imputation of a universal drive to dominate) what fuels the 
overall competition. 

Seco nd, the balance of. power is of course a military balance. Its 
prominence is given by the self-help character of international an
archy. To define internatio nal politics in terms of the balance of power 
therefo re involves posing a hierarchy of issues facing states interna
tionally, of which only those co nnected or potentially connected with 
the use o f force qualify as (power) political. Hence the statement: 'a 
natio n is not normally engaged in international politics when it 
concludes an extradition treaty with another nation, when it exchanges 
goods a nd services with other nations' (32). 

B¥ this ~e, howeve..s the ar~!!l~t has~bly 
ci!..c~La.£if power i!!~e ~rste~~~ely m~~~wer, and 
t~e_ stat~sman is '~'?ing"p"oli~i~s·_ o."ly w_hen ~tt~~I1~ .. ~~
~~~~h~!l_ tI:~~~thesis that ' the sta~s~n thinks and ~ts 
in terms o f interest defined as power' becomes unfa1sifiabTe. 

Once'" the scope 'of po litical nlctS has been circumscribed in this 
way, the prediction that international politics is about ' interest d e
fined as power' traces a great circle through history from Thucydides 
through Machiavelli to Kissinger and back again, skimming the tops 
of successive strategic climaxes and recovering the moral. For exam
ple, Charles V, Napoleon , Wilhelm II and Hitler all sought to domi
nate Europe a nd met the sam e fa te. Moral: imperial ambitions in a 
state system generate overwhelming opposing coalitions. Anothe r 
example: from the early sixteenth century to the mid twentieth cen
tury, Rritain repeatedly changed sid es in the Franco-German rivalry 
for control of the Continent. Moral: apparent fickleness in a nation's 
foreign policy m ay mask a n underlying continuity given by its iden tity 
as 'holder of the balance' . Diplo matic relations in Europe after 194-5 
remained in a fixed pattern given by the overarching Soviet- Ameri
can confrontation: 13 the conditions of a multipolar and a bipolar system 
differ in the scope of diplomatic mobility possible. Morgenthau gives 
a whole list of these examples; and they a re held to illustrate the 
operation of the balance of power - but what has been explained 
about international politics? 

The realist perspective highlights the similarities between Charles 
V; Napoleon, Wilhelm II and Hitle r by superimposing o n widely 
contrasting historical periods the logic of military competition in a 
state system . But in do ing so it prejudges the form taken by political 
power, reducing it to its military climax, and thereby suppresses the 
differences. Thi~ is perfectly acceptable as a very general proposition 
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about unregulated competition. But announcing it as a political 
explanation makes it reductionist. Further, because _these events are 
ex lained by unchan "0 'ob"ective laws that have their roots in human 
~ ), ~s~~sr.l}ational eolitiq, is unhistodjC!l: tbece 
15 only the unendm accumulation of em lrical instances re roducin 
the same...!Jlnge 2!'...!senap~th d' eTent participants. et w i e t e 
r~iS busy watching the stit;;;:;;e;;PlaYi~g' the h-ancis dealt them 
by the balance of power, those same international struggles are 
mediating a wholesale transformation of the form and conditions of 
social power in the world. One has only to consider the last hundred 
years and the relationship between imperial rivalries, the globalizing 
of a transnational capitalist economy and the emergence of a world 
nation-state system: it ought to Qe obvi_ous th~l,ili1g !."9re has 
~!..!~tern1l.~i.QB~!1YJhan<,@11~RU!wli~ 
1 huci:di~s. 

. ThUS-what is perhaps the most widely debated and animating 
question in the broader social sciences, namely how we are to char
acterize the enormous and continuing historical transformations 
grouped, for want of any agreed explanation, under the heading of 
'modernity', finds no echo at all in Morgenthau's realism. (A local 
and isolated exception to this is his recognition that the invention of 
nuclear weapons has complicated the use of force in the postwar world 
- but this remains an empirical observation.) As Kenneth Thompson 
puts it: 'The price one has to pay for identifying the "timeless fea
tures" of the political landscape is the sacrifice of understanding the 
processes of change in world affairs.'H 

This is not just an unfortunate omission. It is a fundamental failure 
to grasp what an adequate social explanation would consist in. And 
the cause of this deficiency is traceable fairly directly to the doctrinal 
realist separation of domestic and international politics itself. For 
!gnoring dOlJleUic non-state processes rendersJh.eir actual tJa.llsna9.on.ai 
~tension in~ible. This in ~n makesj! impgssi!?le (or irrelevant) to 
c~cel~.£!-h.~LK!.obal-structure~e£~part f!:.Q.[!L the political -
~t~~ ... oEly ,::"is!bl~~~ts a,! !?~. And with so much 
of the sul5stance of mternational politics cancelled at a stroke, it is 
little wonder that theories of indiscriminate power-maximizing and 
the endless security needs of anarchy step into the breach: what, 
other.vise, has a ll the fighting been about? 

Returning to Morgenthau, the restrictive definition of the inter
national is undertaken in an attempt to d istil the purely political in 
order to make scie ntific statements. What then becomes of the goal 
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of prescription? If the hypothesis about power is valid - and 
Morgenthau clearly believes that it is - then testing it against a wider 
and wider body of empirical data will progressively trace the outline 
of the laws of politics. Indeed, not only will it explain the past be· 
haviour of the statesman: it may also provide 'the clue by which to 
predict his foreign policies' (6). As if this were not enough, rS!llism 
~taneQ..usly a.1~2J_m~all.d a ru:acE~ &'}i,ge for the di£lomat: 
since the reSJ?Onsibilities of government demand an ethic of pru· 
&ce .. and sin ce on!ydisaster awaits th~ wb,g tl~,J.9 work aS2inst 
the forces determinin litieal outcomes, the statesman is both mot·all 
and professionally o~iged.!.9 pursue the national interest defined as 
ppwer. 

The problem, of course, is that a definition of power which pro
duces an unfalsifiable hypothesis about the past is capable of legiti
mating an unlimited range of practical suggestions as to present policy. 
Morgenthau's later attempt to spell out the foreign policy implica
tions of realism by distinguishing between 'the necessary and variable 
elements of the national interest"} leads no further than a rather 
unhelpful appeal for 'rational scrutiny' in order to identify and sepa
rate these. A similar attitude informs the gloss on the Fourth Fun
damental Rule of Diplomacy: 'For minds not beclouded by the 
crusading zeal of a political religion and capable of viewing the national 
interests of both sides with objectivity, the delimitation of these vital 
interests should not prove too difficult' (s88). Not only are the criteria 
for distinguishing these categories precisely what is contested - as his 
own later isolation on the issue of Vietnam was to indicate, even when 
it is common1y accepted that vital interests are at stake, the injunction 
to 'pursue the national interest' has no substantive content. Which 
statesperson, after all, ever thought he or she was doing anything but 
upholding the national interest? Certainly not the 'appeasers' of the 
1930s, those whipping-boys of later realist writers. As Kennedy remarks 
of British foreign policy in the interwar years: 

these were the actions of a country with nothing to gain, and much to lose, 
'by being involved in war. Peace, in such circumstances, was the greatest 
of national interests. 16 

And indeed the first edition of The Twt:n!J Years' Crisis described 
Chamberlain's policy of appeasement as 'a reaction of realism against 
utopianism ' ." This is an important point because it is part of the 
ideological se lf-definition of postwar realism to-contrast itself with a 
supposed prewar idealist ascendancy in fore ign policy-making which 
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led inevitably to the shame of Munich and disaster beyond. 18 This 
is pure myth. Every realist consensus is, like the Roman Catholic 
distinction between the Church Spiritual and the Church Temporal, 
postfactum. And ~hilco. reafu!!! likes to think that it guides foreign ~icy, 
~tually. it has often ended kt: simply legi!i'marin,g it: its 'usefunes! 
~een of a_rather diffs-rent kiruiJ.!L\Y..hat iLhad ho~. 

This raises the interesting question: if idealism did not exist, would 
realism have to invent it? Any serious contention that a particular 
aspect of social life is (reductively) its 'dominant level' needs to be 
armed with some means of explaining behaviour and outcomes which 
do not conform to its expectations. And if international relations are 
patterned by the mechanical logic of the balance of power, if this 
shapes the thought and behaviour of the statesman, why does the 
latter need to be exhorted to hold fast to its lines? Morgenthau blithely 
resolves this difficulty by proposing 'a counter-theory of irrational 
politics' (7"""9) of which the 'peace through law' school is one expres
sion .19 But the source of the difficulty remains all too apparent: ~l
ism inveterately confuses its own. urge!!!...de,.sire ,for attention !2 the 
st~'c as cts of inte"rstate relati OS20 with an ex lanation of inter-. -. --..---
n~o.!.l outcomE. And idealism then comes to represent anything 
which distracts from concentration on those pitfalls of the system which 
are deducible a priori, any concern with other issues which could lead 
to strategic errors. But of course it does not follow that those other 
factors are irrational; they may simply derive from.>other, connected 
realms of activity and determination in which the state is involved; 
they may involve, for example, domestic expenditures or foreign 
adventures conceived as necessary to the internal legitimacy of the 
state, or obligations which result from the regulative role played by 
the state in the international system, and so on. 

For this reason there is, as has been widely remarked, considerable 
uncertainty attaching to the status of Morgenthau's 'interest defined 
as power': does it indicate an objective law of politics which deter
mines political behaviour? This is ce rtainly what he argues in de
scribing it as a 'signpost' which 'reflects ... these objective laws' and 
enables prediction. Or is it rather an ideal-type concept which intuits 
(7JeTSlehen) the meaning to the agent of political action and registers 
its distortion by irrational or accidental factors? Again, this is how 
he defends against the charge that 'a perfect balance of power policy 
w ill scarcely be found in reality' (IO). Or is it, finally, a normative 
precept whose achievement is quite contingent and for which states
men are morally obliged to strive: 'foreign policy ought to be rational 
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in view of its own moral and practical purposes'? Now it simply cannOt 
be all three. The construction of ideal-types is part of an interpretive, 
not a predictive, methodology. Indeed, Weber premissed his use of 
them precisely on the denial of objective causal laws of human 
behaviour. Conversely, a deterministic account of human behaviour 
cannot be rescued from allegations of historical inaccuracy by 'a 
counter-theory of irrational politics' (7). And moral exhortation, a 
voluntarist intruder into the world of objective laws, is not accom
modated easily within a concept which is claimed to show the world 
'as it actually is'.21 

These tensions break out into open contradiction in the first two 
chapters of the work.. In chapter I Morgenthau stresses the impor
tance to a theory of being 'consistent with the facts as they are' (3); 
such a theory 'allows us to retrace and anticipate, as it were, the steps 
a statesman - past, present or future - has taken or will take on the 
political scene' (s); it models itself on the achievements of the science 
of economics a nd seeks 'to contribute to a similar development in the 
field of politics' (16). By contrast, chapter 2 dwells on 'the ambiguity 
of the facts of international politics' (23); the 'first lesson' of inter
national politics is that 'trustworthy prophecies (are) impossible'; and 
there is a general lament for the failure of the predictive power of 
economics: Not the least remarkable aspect of this confusion is the 
fact that chapter I was apparently written t4kr chapter 2. 

Waltz's Theoretical RealislIl: 
Accidents Will Happen 

Morgenthau's edifice of political realism was crumbling right from 
the start. Why Polilics anwng Nations remained the leading textbook for 
so long is indeed a sociological rather than an intellectual question. n 

Yet the bulk of the criticism directed at Morgenthau was concerned 
nOt with attacking his realist premisses, but rather with rescuing them 
from the idiosyncrasies of his WelJanschauung.23 Morgenthau, it may be 
recalled, had some rather unAattering and unsophisticated views on 
human nature, and an embarrassing habit of parading them as the 
philosophical basis of realism. It must have been rather unsettling for 
diplomats to be told that the basis of postwar US foreign policy was 
not so much the defence of democracy as the pursuit of an 'elemental 
bio-psychological drive .. . to dominate' (9), a drive which they might 
have in common with 'monkeys and chickens' (39n). And among the 
second generation of US realists, Kenneth ""ahz, in his book A1an, 
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the Slnle and war, und~rtook to secure the theoretical underpinnings 
of the conc~pt of the balance of power by deriving it a priori in the 
more palatable form of a rational-choice model." It should also be 
said that Waltz has an impressively clear grasp of what realism logi
cally entails, and he therefore provides its most concise theoretical 
formulation. 

Man, the Slate and War is not a general theory of international politics; 
it is an ext~nd~d discussion of the ' level of analysis' probl~m which 
arises in attempting to ~xplain the occurrence of war between states.2.) 

And Waltz's principal critir.ism of Morgenthau is a tactical on~: by 
deriving the international pow~r struggle from human natur~, 
Morgenthau conAates the behaviour of agents who are driven by th~ 
distinctive pressures of unregulated competition with a supposed 
inherent will to power. This conHation opens liabilities on twO fronts. 
First, it surr~rs the general flaw of arguments from human nature, 
namely that they cannot account for variation in th~ phenomena 
which they s~ek to explain - in this instance, why war is not a constant 
and pelVasive f~ature of human life (29).26 And s~cond, it has difficulty 
confining its implications to the realm of explanation, and thus invit~s 
~thical challeng~s which distract it from its analytical purpose (:37). 
By contrast , Waltz's alternative d~rivation of the balance of power 
from the anarchical properties of the international system enjoys the 
rigour and moral neutrality of a logical necessity grounded in math
ematically given dilemmas of rational choice. This sanitizing of 
Morgenthau raises the inevitable question: in theorizing the precepts 
of realism does Waltz advance our understanding of international 
politics; or does he simply reproduce Ih~ assumptions of rauon d'ilnt 
at a higher level of abstraction? 

Waltz's argument falls into three parts. First he derives the general 
principle that conflict is inscribed in any social system which lacks 
overarching authority. Next, he assesses how far states may be taken 
as discrete units involved in such a system. Finally, he establishes the 
connection between conflicts of interest and war, and reconstructs the 
balance of power as a function of an anarchical international social 
structure. 

For the first part, Waltz uses a parable by Rousseau concerning 
five men in the presocial state of nature who are driven by hunger 
to co-operate in a stag-hu nt. As they are on the point of trapping their 
quarry - which would be sufficient to feed all of them - a hare (which 
could feed only one) runs within their reach. One of the hunters 
lunges at lhe har~, a movement which puts the stag to flight. 

.~ 
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The moral of this is taken by Waltz to be that in a condition of 
anarchy, co-operation between individuals each seeking his or her 
own interest is only contingmtiy rational. Each must base his or her 
calculations on the possible actions of others. but without a common 
authority to guarantee agreements none can calculate with certainty 
what those actions will be. Therefore none can qlford to be absolutely 
dependable. And the response of the hunter who disrupts the stag
hunt by seizing the hare cannot be called irrational since he had no 
means of knowing that he was not simply pre-empting his fellows. 
Rational self-interest would have dictated restraint only if the fidelity 
of his partners had been assured. And since it is precisely this which 
is ruled out by anarchy, the latter may be said to yield antinomies 
of political reason which establish the conflict between collective and 
individual interests as an inescapable feature of co-operation itself -
so long as there is no authority to enforce contracts. 

How far does the conditi9n of states in the modern international 
system resemble the predicament of the hunters in Rousseau's par
able? Clearly they interact without any common political authority. 
As to whether they constitute and behave as unitary agents, Waltz 
suggests that this condition is satisfied so long as someone is in charge. 
And since the state would not exist were this not the case, it neces
sarily holds for all states. It is irrelevant to this part of Waltz's argu
ment that states are internally conflict-ridden, or that contingency 
and miscalculation are rife in politics. The question is simply whether 
those in power face conflicts of particular and general interest in their 
foreign policy-making which result from the effects of anarchy. To 
which the answer must of course be yes. Hence Rousseau's fasnous 
conclusion: 'it is not impossible that a Republic, though in itself well
governed, should enter upon an unjust war' (181-2). And this in turn 
underlies the logical core of Waltz's argument: 'That asnong particu
larities accidents will occur is not accidental but necessary. ... in anarchy 
there is no automatic harmony' (182). Moreover, since discord grows 
with interdependence, violence will be greatest in those situations 
where co-operation is necessary but supervening control and arbitra
tion of the resultant conAicts is not available. This, says Rousseau 
(184) (and Waltz), corresponds to the political structure of the inter
national system.To this extent, Waltz argues, the social structure itself 
plays a crucial causal role in producing collectively sub-optimal 
outcomes from an aggregate of individually rational choices. 

The logic of the balance of power is then derived simply by in
terpolating into this anarchical structure an assumed desire by the 
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state to maintain its own physical security. The means of achieving 
this goal are constrained by the condition of anarchy in that each state 
must provide for itself, and, as in a game of poker, 'Everybody's strategy 
depends on everybody else's' (201). Putting this maxim into practice 
necessarily involves at least a tacit reliance on a particular kind of 
behaviour from certain other agents - even if it does not issue fo r· 
mally in an alliance. Usually, h owever, where three or more units a re 
involved, tem porary coalitio ns result. 

This much Waltz takes from the game theory of von Neumann 
and Morgenstern.27 However, he is quite clear that in order for laws 
d erived from such models to be applicable [0 states, they must be 
twice qualified. First, the game produced by the competitive pursuit 
of security is not necessarily defined in purely zero-sum terms. It may 
become a 'general' game in which one sid e's gain does not dic tate 
the other's loss. There may even be times when the common goal 
becomes the m aximization of collective security. (And the reaso ns 
why it may switch between these modes are not given within the rules 
o f the game.) Second, states simulta neously play other games, bo th 
inte rnally and externally, which compete for the political priority and 
the material resources accorded to the security game. This is an 
enormous caveat, for it concedes that within certain limits (which in 
practice turn out to be very wid e indeed) the impact of anarchy on 
the behaviour of states varies according to determinations quite outside 
the purview of a realist theory. A state may choose o r be forced to 
behave quite otherwise than predicted by the logic of the balance of 
power: it may be prepared to countenance large-scale retreat inter
nationally in order to release resources for urgent domestic goals; it 
m ay und ertake the military defence of a transnational socio-econo mic 
system which leads it routinely to exceed the requirements of the 
visible 'national interest'; in extreme cases, where it contends with 
serio us interna l challenges, it m ay even fail properly to resist an externa l 
aggressor. M ore routinely, certain security interests may simply b e 
overridden because their pursuit is judged too costly in either d om es
tic or international terms. But even if all the games which all the states 
play are governed by anarchical rules, we could still not predict the 
outcomes a priori , si nce the relative importance to each state of each 
gam e at anyone time is con tingent. And insofar as th a t is the case, 
both the predictive and the normative claims of realism virtually 
disappear; for real ism does nOt pretend to possess the criteria for 
divining when pure balance of power considerations will be or should 
be overridden by other concerns: 'no set of rules can specify how 
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important th e (security) game should be conside red! ' (206). Waltz is 
quite explicit about the consequences of this: 

The reference to game theory does not imply that there is available a 
technique by which international politics can be approached mathemati
cally. Balance-of-power politics, however, can profitably be described using 
the concepl$ of von Neumann and Morgenstern. (2010) 

The implication is clearly that a theory of the balance of power is 
not a theory of international politics. And hence, no hard and fast 
rules may be drawn from it. In fact, we 'cannot say in the abstract 
that for peace a country must arm, or disarm, or compromise, or 
stand firm' (222). 

What, then, is the expla natory scope of the theory? Paradoxically, 
Waltz's 'strong' realism is actually very weak in the scope of its claims. 
It purports to account for why war persists in the international system 
without any claim to explain why any particular war occurs. It isolates 
a permissive cause, as opposed to the efficient causes, of war. It is a 
contradiction of perpetual peace rather than a theory of international 
politics. And the purpose is simply to establish that there is a dimen
sion of international politics, given by the absence of government, 
which conform s to Rousseau's parable: where knowledge of others' 
intentions is imperfect, and th e use of force is not ruled out (these 
being the two immediate consequences of anarchy), rational calcu
lation by any individual cannot afford to assume (and therefore cannot 
actualize) a n assured harmony o f interests. Ergo, the balance. 

It is difficult not to feel that the mountain h as laboured, and b rought 
forth a "molehill. Having righ tly d ispensed with the reductionism of 
Morgenthau, Waltz's theoretical realism is little more than a banality: 
tif course states face recurrent prisoners' dilemmas in their attempts to 
manage their relations with other states - in a ll fields, particularly that 
of security. Truisms such a s this, as the realists themselves like to point 
out, have been available to statesmen for millennia. 

But there is perhaps a more sign ificant questio n: is this as far as 
realism can go at the theoretical level - a barren choice between 
reductionism and banality? The question can be explored further by 
considering again what is involved in the realist assertion of the unitary 
agency of the state. For the latter is clearly connected with the belief 
that understanding the core of international p olitics is a matter of re
enacting the dilemmas faced by statesm en and t racing the recurrent 
techniques in the fitting of means to ends. This is especially clear in 
Waltz's use of the stag-hunter parable, where he allows the fiction of 
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presocial individuals to persist even after he has supposedly debunked 
other fallacies of 'the state of nature'. Now, within such a perspective 
social structure is pictured as a set of external constraints which derive 
from the aggregate of individual, reciprocally calculated rational 
choices - that, after all, is supposedly how it is experienced by the 
politician. But such a model will take us no further than a charting 
of the mechanics of reaipolitilr.. How calculations within the system are 
reckoned (ideally) by practitioners, and how determinations are set 
out in the model are identical: this is nothing more than a systema· 
tizing of raison d'etat. (And, it might be added, a logical proof of the 
prisoner's dilemma is also a normative legitimation of raison d'it4t.) 

It is p~cisely in this mechanical notion of structure that the in
herent weaknesses of realism a~ most transparent. In particular, it 
is perhaps easier to see at this level how two key concepts, change 
and power, become deeply problematical. What is it then that ac
cou nts for realism's obliviousness to historical change? 

The reason, it may be suggested, is that in order to conceive the 
state as a unit responding purely to the balance of power it must 
implicitly define it as ontologically anterior to the international sys
tem: and if the system is simply a set of external restraints given by 
the number and ~Iative strength of the individual units comprising 
it, what could change mean beyond (reversible) variation in the num
bers involved and the distribution of weight among them - where the 
mathematical possibilities are all given a priori?H But this of course 
is not what we mean by historical change. The shift from weak, 
territorially disaggregated fiefdoms in which the monarchical state 
sha~d authority and jurisdiction with Church and nobility to the 
modern, bordered, sove~ign nation-state cannot be registered in these 
terms. Nor can the key role played in that shift by the convulsive 
interaction of domestic revolution and the international system. To 
conceive these it would be necessary to supply what cannot be de
rived from a rational-choice model: namely, an account of those 
conditions of social power within a system which result nOt from 
balancing the numbers involved but from the reproduction of the 
core institutions which reflect its historical character, which position 
the individuals in terms of access to resources and which define the 
terrain of interaction. And it involves the same 'state of nature' fallacy 
a lready referred to above to assume that there ever were social sys
tems in which power cou ld be understood without recognizing this 
dimension. 

Waltz would presumably answer that the system of states is the 
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one exception: such core institutions as property rights, the liberty 
of the person and the supp~ssion of routine violence rely for their 
domestic reproduction on the availability of coercive authority in the 
hands of the civil state; but internationally, who will coerce the coercers? 
Short of world government, Waltz argues, no one. Since each state 
is therefore ultimately cast back solely on its own resources, a mechan
ical conception of structure is uniquely appropriate to the description 
of the society of states, however much it may need to be overlain by 
recognition of other. transnational processes in any historical study. 

But this merely leads us back to the fallacy of collapsing our 
understanding of power into a military definition of international 
relations, since that is the only ~alm in which it is claimed that this 
mechanical structure applies. And once again, the argument has 
become circular. 

Realisin as Ideology 

These recurrent circularities point to the need for an extra dimension, 
beyond a pu~ly technical assessment, to any explanation of the part 
played by realism in IR. Something else, remarked. near the start of 
this chapter, also points in the same direction: namely, the startling 
difference between the self-definition of realism and the properties 
which become visible only in the light of subsequent criticism. (As 
already suggested, the clarity of Waltz's exposition is exceptional.) 
And an intellectual position whose very propositional form is fiercely 
contested cannot help but invite consideration as an ideology. 

To come to the point, there is something awry with the foundation 
myth of realism, the claim that the historical triumph over idealism 
involved something like an 'epistemological break' which marked the 
inauguration of the discipline of international relations. There is a 
sleight of hand being practised in the repetitive and appa~ntly 
compulsive realist self-definition in contrast to idealism. Certainly, in 
rehearsing this 'Great Debate', opposing lists of assumptions a re duly 
presented: there is the marshalling of is against ought, and power against 
morali!y; but what remain covert (because uncontested by either side) 
are those premisses given by the fact that the 'Great Debate' h as 
always been fundamentally a policy debate. And as such it tacitly 
reproduces the premisses of the unitary agency of the state, the in
ternational 'state of nature' and the insulated autonomy of the po
litical sphere taken over from the tradition of normative political theory. 
In important ways, realism n ever did break with idealism, which panly 
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explains why its central premisses remain unannounced. For this reason 
the question of how to theorize the state within a broader understand
ing of world politics, surely a central question facing IR theory, simply 
does not arise as an issue for realism because it stands squarely in 
the common ground it shares with idealism. 

Realism, then, is not simply a focusing of attention on the state
political aspect of international relations. It is a determinate construc
tion of political reality which entails a series of hidden propositions 
a nd symptomatic silences. 

Realism is the conservative ideology of the exercise of modern 
state power: it provides a terminology of international relations which 
dramatizes the dilemmas, legitimizes the priorities and rehearses the 
means of realpolitilc. (Liberal, socialist and revolutionary governments 
also use realist arguments to justify unpopular state policies; but they 
do not, if they can help it, embrace realism as overall explanation. 
For it clashes with their alternative ideology, the 'society-centred', 
instrumentalist conception of the state.) 

Fundamental to this role is the positing of a discrete environment 
of 'the international' in which the behaviour of states can be ex
plained suigeneris - requiring the insulation of the international from 
the domestic. This is what enables 'the autonomy of the political' -
whether the latter is conceived as a self-sufficient explanation of 
outcomes (as in Morgenthau) or alternatively as the bare framework 
(and sole possible theory) of world politics (as in Waltz). The borders 
and landscape of this environment are set and policed by the twin 
concepts of sovereignty and anarchy. Quite restrictive definitions of 
these are needed to keep the environment sealed. The realist concept 
of sovereignty wavers belween a military fact, a legal claim and a 
theoretical calegory; but in each case its 'indivisibility' defines soci
eties as bounded entities whose interaction is channelled through the 
agency of the state. It does not, however, thereby become a window 
on to the society over which the state presides: on the contrary, by 
assuming the state to be co-extensive with the society for the pur
poses of foreign policy, this conception of sovereignty must factor out 
the operation of socio-economic forces which are nOt convertible into 
state power.19 

The fact that in the logic of realism this sovereignty of the state 
precedes the theoretical formulation of its interaction with other states 
is of considerable importance. Under the plausible cover of conform
ing to the experience of the statesman, it achieves two things. It poses 
the state as a completed social order such that its foreign interests are 
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constinued entirely internationally - thereby removing interpretation 
of the 'national interest' from domestic political contestation. And it 
clears the field for a purely interstate theory - since any other global 
structures or international agents which might complicate the picture 
could only be the result of the transnational extension of (domestic) 
sub-state socio-economic relations, which are not recognized. If sov
ereignty were not anterior in this way, and in addition were seen as 
a form of rule particular to the societies whose governments dominate 
the stales-system, then the role of that system in upholding domestic 
social orders would come into view and the use of the term 'anarchy' 
to denote ilS overriding 'slructural principle' would have to be re
worked. As it is, for the purposes of international politics, states are 
seen to have only each other to deal with; and the theoreIical atomism 
entailed by their analytical priority as compleled orders dictates a 
mechanical conception of structure. And so on. 

For these reasons, we shall make the explicit redefinition of these 
categories of sovereignty and a narchy central to our construction of 
a non-realist perspective in the last third of this book. 

Why then does realism have such 'staying power' as an ideology? 
Four major reasons may be suggested. First, although the discrete 
realm of 'the international' is a fiction, the distinctive social form of 
the modern state - expressed in its sovereign legal, territorial and 
violent aspects - does indeed have to be addressed theoretically. The 
historical fact of the differentiation of the state from civil society, and 
the specificity of the sovereign state-form which resulted from this, 
cannot be understood by 'reducing' it to economic factors, any more 
than it can be understood by conceiving it in isolaIion from the rest 
of society. Realism may end by misconstruing the specificity of the 
state; but it does at least gesture at something of considerable impor
tance. 

Second, realism SQunds plausible because it articulates commonly 
held common-sense assumptions about world politics. This is not 
surprising since it mimics the vocabulary of the state's rationalization 
of its own behaviour, and forms in that sense a ruling ideology par 
exce/knee. Its conception of the unitary, sovereign agency of the state 
sits easily with the popular nationalist identification with the home 
state which comprises mOSt individuals' participation in lhe interna
tional system. This is a notion which is reinforced from all sides in 
public discussion of the intcrnational scene, through the media pres
entation of 'neW'S' and the regular commentary of diplomats and 
politicians. And realism's celebration of the professionalism of 
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diplomacy chimes with the nationalist premiss that there exists a per
manent 'national interest', and that the conduct of international re
lations is therefore predominantly about the techniques and the means 
(not the political ends) of the operator: 

although I appreciated the idealism of those who march and demonstrate 
for ' peace', my admiration is reserved for that community of grey, incon
spicuous, overworked men and women of all nations - bureaucrats, dip
lomats, lawyers, businessmen and political leaders, sitting behind desks 
overflowing with paper - whose boring work, prudent foresight and hard
won mutual understanding across cultural barriers actually preserves it. XI 

Third, to the extent that IR remains, in terms of the sheer weight 
of numbers, resources and publications 'an American social science', 
the persistence of realism seems assured. This is so mainly as a result 
of the interaction and mutual reinforcement of three factors which 
distinguish the American discipline: the demand for policy-relevant 
studies which provides the financial supports of the discipline and 
thereby installs the state's-eye view as the natural perspective; the 
unique role played by the American state which requires special 
justification in the light of its extensive global interventions at all levels 
of the system; and the positivist methodologies, adopted in the effort 
to emulate the ' usefulness' of other sciences, which tend to accept 
uncritically the received categories of realist common sense - pro
vided by the state. 

The fourth major strength of realism is what Waltz might term 
a 'permissive cause': it consists in the absence of any recognized 
alternative conceptualization of the political structure of the global 
system to the one extrapolated from normative political theory, and 
the (related) behaviour of the critics of realism. It has become a 
commonplace in recent years to remark the 'absence in liberal so
ciology and in Marx's writings ... of a systematic interpretation o f 
the rise of the territorially bounded nation-state arid its association 
with military power'.31 Whatever the reasons for this, the contrast 
with the plethora of theories of the domestic activity of the state is 
striking: there appears to be no parallel as yet within IR to the way 
in which the tradition of normative political theory was overtaken by 
political sociology. n On the day that mainstream IR theory too breaks 
with the classical problematic of 'why must we support the coercive 
activities of the state?', and asks instead 'how are we to understand 
the distinctive social form of the modern state?' - on that day the 
stranglehold of realism on IR as a social science wiil begin to loosen. 
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For the moment, however, the commanding position of realism -
reproduced also through the broader ideology of nationalism , the 
language of the media and the testimony of practitioners - continues 
to have a disorganizing effect on its critics. Indeed, one could almost 
say that realism has been able to organize them tnto certain familiar 
areas of contestation which reinforce its own dominance. At any rate 
the persistence of forms of anti-realist argument which are clearly 
self-defeating is an index of how far realism is still able to set the terms 
of debate within the discipline. Among these forms, two stand out in 
particular. First, there is the outright denial of any specificity to either 
the political behaviour or the institutional form of the state. In the 
case of political behaviour, a clear instance is the ringing pronounce
ment of Jenkins and Minnerup: 

Conflicts between states are in reality not conflicts between states at all, 
but conflicts between specific social and class interests using those states 
for their purposes . . .. Stripped of its class content as defined by its ruling 
class, the nation-state is no more than ashell, a form, an organizing principle 
of political sovereignty: a unit in the vertical division of humankind, devoid 
of any inherent dynamic which would set one against the other, and as 
compatible with federal association 'above' as with decentralizing devo
lution 'below' it." 

Plenty of similar examples could be drawn from the longer history 
of liberal internationalism. As for the state's institutional form, calls 
for the democratization and even dissolution of centralized controls 
of the means of violence and the distinct foreign policy-making arm 
of government have an equally long history; they range across a broad 
political spectrum, from Cobden's slogan of 'No Foreign Policies!', 
through Lenin's (and Engels's) anticipation of 'a self-acting armed 
organization of the population', to the advocacy in parts of the 1980s 
peace movement of 'detente from below' as a means of reducing 
international tensions. In each case the outright denial of the au
tonomy of the political points to the need for an alternative theorizing 
of the state which, however, the critique does not supply. The net 
effect is therefore to perpetuate the realist claim to sole occupancy. 

A second form of polemical suicide in the face of realist orthodoxy 
involves endorsing the notion of a discrete political realm but chal
lenging realist prescriptions on ethical grounds. Moral attacks on the 
untroubled acceptance of power politics, on the rationale of arms 
racing, on the use of military force and war - all these, when unsup
ported by analytical criticisms, are so much bread and butter to realism: 
for they legitimate the contrast of 'is' and 'ought' which is so central 
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to its ideo logical self-definition . And the louder the moral protest, the 
m ore attention is diverted from the two mOst dubious claims of realism: 
that its conception of power has any significant explanatory (as opposed 
to rhetorical) force; and that it rests on a value-free empiricism . Both 
this and the previous type of criticism unwittingly rehearse the 'Creat 
Debate', and thereby automatically reproduce the terms of the realist 
ascendancy. 

Conclusions: What's Missing? 

It was suggested above that the interlocking of the emphasis on anarchy 
with the restrictive definition of sovereignty forms a kind of strangle
hold on the development o f IR theory. It rema ins therefore to give 
some preliminary indication of what new IXrspectives com e into view 
when this grip is prised open. 

Let us take the questio n of anarchy first. In chapter 5 we shall 
mount a systematic redefinition o f anarchy, one which allows us to 
pose its centrality to the modern states-system in non-realist terms. 
In the m eantim e, h owever, we m ay begin by displacing the existing 
realist category. As we have seen, a r igorously interstate theory of 
international politics pushes this conception of a na rchy to the fore, 
and blocks consideration of how much interstate be haviour is d eter
mined by - a nd is concerned with m anaging - other, domestic political 
processes. It is n ot just that th e international o tTers an>arena for exploits 
to bolster domestic legitimacy. Rather, the description of the state, of 
its position w ithin the global political order - and hence the overall 
character of that order tOO - is simply distorted without the recog
nition that the same agent is simultaneously central to the constitu
tion and management of internationa l and domestic politics. 

One of the clearest and mOSt important illustrations of this claim 
concerns the phenomenon of revolution .' · On a strict realist view 
there is no necessary reason why domestic revolution should impact 
significantly on the international system . If any instability is intro
duced into the balance of power it must be associated with the 
weakening of the state concerned; hence revolutionary states should 
calculate a strong interest in peace with their neighbours. However, 
this is nOt the case. The foreign policies of revolutionary states are 
generally hostile to fore ig n ruling establishments, which a re perceived 
as representing the same oppressive social forces as have been over
thrown domestically; they are unwilling (for the same reason) to 
recognize the legitimacy of conventional diplomatic channels; a nd 
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they freque ntly seek to export the revolution via transnational links 
and assista nce to insurgents in other countries. Generally too, the 
social conAiet which they seek to export is taken up at the interstate 
level by counterrevolutionary alliances of other states, often prepared 
to intervene directly or indirectly to restore 'o rder'. But a counter
revolutionary foreign policy is rarely just a foreign policy. To a degree 
which varies with individual cases it is also directed inwards, a na
tionalist identification of certain programmes of domestic political 
change with a fo reign threat. The Cold War, for example, always 
partook of this three-dimensionality. 

All this might seem innocuous enough to the realist until it is recalled 
just how much of the history of the sta tes-system has been distracted 
by such internationaliza tion of social conflict - that is, through how 
much of the history of 'international' conAict it is necessary to speak 
of the states involved as m ediating the agency of social forces. M artin 
Wight found '25.6 yea rs of international revolution to 212 un
revolutionary' since 1492 - and that calculation was made in 1960. 
So, however much states are compelled to prepare against the pos
sible behaviour of other states, 'the international' has also been very 
much about the m anagement of change in domestic political orders. 
In the aftermath of great wars this aspect generally need s to be 
reasserted: Wight noted that '[sJ ince Bismarck's time, every war 
between great powers has ended with a revolution on the losing side' . 3~ 
And both world wars were followed by a period of sustained, inter
nationally concerted counterrevolution . (Nor has the states-system 
acted uniformly as a brake on social change; in many instances the 
opposite applies: witness the drastic impact of European imperialism, 
or the imposition from outside of liberal democracy in Germany and 
Japan.) 

This d oes not m ean that the state is 'no more than a shell'. For 
when we approach it from the perspective of transnational political 
(and other) movements a nd forces, the materiality of its power is indeed 
of enormous significance. Revolutionaries in power moderate their 
support fo~ comrades a broad in accordance with raison d'itat. When 
they do attempt to car ry the revolution beyond their borders by force 
of arms, they stir up currents of nationalist resistance which contra
dict their solidarist doctrine. And indeed the very process of ' libera
t ion' is an extension of the power of the revolutionary state, which 
is generally appropriated in nationalist te rms. The attempt to use the 
agency of the state in th e promotion of the transnational spread of 
revolution h as proved endlessly prob lematic. 
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However, the important point here is that in both cases what is 
specific to the political realm. the manner in which the role of the 
state overdetermines other political projects and conflicts, is not vis· 
ible if the stale is conceived as a <national-territorial lotality')6 re
sponding purely to external determinations in the shape of other states. 
The plurality of sovereignties is indeed a fundamental aspect of the 
modern world system. But it does not follow that anarchy - conceived 
in realist ·terms - forms its core identity. On the contrary. as we have 
seen, such a claim cannot be consistendy maintained without emp
tying the history of the states-system of its actual political content. 
Perhaps this is the price that must be paid in order to construct a 
general theory of the states-system. If so, it is not a price worth paying. 

Turning to the issue of sovereignty, Morgenthau explains that 

sovereignty points to a political fact. That fact is the existence of a person 
or a group of persons who, within the limits of a given territory, are more 
powerful than any competing person or group of persons and whose power, 
institutionalized as it must be in order to last, manifests itself as the supreme 
authority to enact and enforce legal rules within that territory.'7 

There have been states which were not sovereign - medieval mon· 
archs had to share jurisdiction with Church and nobility. (In Waltz's 
atomistic version of realism, however, even this does not mar the 
conception of the international.) To this extent, sovereignty is recog· 
nized as a historically contingent fact which in turn enables us to date 
the modern states·system. But it remains a quantitative measure of 
authority, rather than a qualitative characterization of a specific form 
of rule. Moreover, it is an all-or-nothing fact: either it obtains or it 
does not; and if it does, the realist conception of the international is 
held to be relevant. H ence the ease of recourse to Thucyclides. 

Again, what is missing is any sense that the history of the states· 
system is more than the accumulation of successive power·struggles, 
any awareness that those competitions between great powers have 
mediated the continuing evolution, geogTaphical expansion and glo
bal consolidation of a world political structure which in many ways 
is continuous with the changing domestic form, legitimacy and powers 
of the state: that the meaning of sovereignty itself is historically specific. 

The long decline of British (and European) ascendancy was asso· 
ciated with the military occupation of almost every stretch of territory 
not already claimed by one of the European states or settler·colonies. 
The subsequent rise of American world power coincided in turn with 
the creation of a hundred-odd new states. Now evidently, the Euro· 
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peans did not carve up the planet in order to extend the states·system. 
But they did install the colon ia l state apparatuses for their own pur· 
poses of exploitation and control; these did shape and become the 
focus of nationalist resistance; and the mobilization for independence 
was supplemented from the outside by American pressure for unre· 
stricted economic access, clothed in a rhetoric of freedom and self· 
determination. For their part, US planners recognized by May 1942 
that 'the British Empire ... will never reappear and that the United 
States may have to take its place'; that in the light of growing na· 
tionalism there was a need to 'avoid conventional forms of imperi· 
alism' and that new institutions of international management, such 
as a United Nations organization, should be developed to meet this 
need.38 What we see here is not just a change in the identity of the 
hegemonic power in the system, but also a transformation in the 
historical character of the system itsel( Playing the directive role in 
a global nation·state system is a lready hugely removed from policing 
a colonial periphery - and what either of them has in common with 
Thucydides' Athens is something of a distraction. 

In short, if we displace for the moment the realist concern with 
anarchy, we see that the history of the states·system has a live political 
content; a moment's glance at this content, and it is apparent that 
to understand the realm of the political we need a conception of 
historical agency as a dispersed property of human societies which 
state organizations will always attempt to mobilize, but which is never 
reducible to state policy. If, secondly, we redefine sovereignty in the 
manner suggested, we start to make sense of power as a category 
because we specify it as a determinate historical configuration of social 
relations. This in turn throws into relief the changing institutional 
form of the state, and with it the essential novelty of 'international' 
power. And at a certain point in this overall process of reformulation, 
something else comes into view which realism is incapable of showing 
us: the emergence and historical formation of a global nation-state 
system. What has realism to tell us about the difftTtTltia specffica of this 
unprecedented development? And yet where else is its significance to 
be registered if not in IR theory? 



2====== 

Social Structures and 
Geopolitical Systems 

Since we are proposing to develop an alternative theoretical perspec· 
live for thinking about international relations, it might help to reflect 
a little upon both the nature of our subject matter and the tools available 
to us fOr constructing social theories. The considerations which follow 
are guided by two related assumptions. On the one hand, if we are 
to avoid the shortcomings of eoccal theories of the stat~. 
~!r...~d..~ t..~, ~i!ll tr~~s .o~_m~bons ofrrlcxIern 
~~..b~to!y", th ... e~ the~~~e~retic~1 cat:~ri:.s whL€~e a-ev~ I2P.J.g 
2.r<!~r. to understand geo£Oliti£..a~ sy,stems, m1.!.~be_h~s~?rical ~e.go
.f"!.es: That is, they must enable us to distinguish and explain particu· 
lar ~ - particular forms of state, for example - rather 
than pointing to generalizations wide enough to c~ver all cases. On 
the other hand, it rapidly becomes clear that such categories cannot 
~~~ted~wLth~dre~~a-ers~~of ~ietY~hose 
deve~ment.2~ t!~e ~n~derlie~Jand expl~ins) the c~a~g!n~ori. 
cal. form. of.. ~e g~op?l~c~t~)'stem. Thus any historical inw:stigatio~ 
needs in turn to be informed by a theoretical understanding of socia l 
structures in general, coupled with some conception of how they might 
be implicated in the reproduction of geopolitical systems in particular. 
The recurrent inability of realism to provide such a social theory (in 
either the abstract or the substantive mode's just distinguished) has 
been perhaps the single greatest technical obstacle to ithe develop· 
ment of IR as a non-positivist social science. 

The argument of. this chapter is set out in four parts. The first part 
illustrates the pitfalls of anachronism and the need for historical 
categories by challenging the conventional reading of a celebrated 
event in IR: the Treaty of Utrecht of 1713. This is followed by a brief 
interrogation of one attempt to think historically about the emer
gence of the modern international system - the failure of which is 
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traced to the realist theoretical assumptions covertly informing it. This 
failure prompts, in the third part, a general theoretical discussion of 
social structure, followed by a brief discussion of the character of 
h~stot~cal!!!..~~c;.~ as a substan.!~~ial_~~o.ry. Finally, and on 
the basis of this, the axiomatic reifist separation of geopolitical system 
from social structure (and hence of external from internal) is ques
tioned theoretically, as a prelude to the substantive historical chal
lenges developed in chapters 3 and 4 below. 

Utrecht, 17 I 3 

Let us begin, then , with our first point: if geopolitical systems change 
o".'~r_ ti!.lle, th.e~ ?u~ ..!.h..er~!i£al catego;iis !flust. ~I~o .be~~to~i.ca:1 
c.!.se&..ories. In order to illustrate this point, we shall tak-e a famous 
historical example: the Treaty of Utrecht of 1713. Utrecht is generally 
remembered in IR as the first occasion on which the establishment 
of a balance of power in Europe appears as a n explicit aim of a peace 
settlement. As the preamble to the Treaty has it, the aim was 

to establish an equilibrium between the po .... -ers of such a kind as to prevent 
the union of many in a single one, so that the balance of equality, which 
it is desired to assure, could nOt incline to the advantage of one of these 
powers to the risk and injury of the others.'l 

Utrecht falls therefore at the tail-end of that venerable procession of 
treaties which is generally held to mediate the historical emergence 
of the states·system. Thus, the Peace of Locii (1454) ' founded the Ital
ian Concert and the first system of collective security';' the treaty of 
Augsburg (1555) established the principle of agus regio, qus religW - a 
partial secularizing of the states-system, later completed at Westphalia 
(1648), which asserted the sovereign rights of th e Germ an princes 
against Pope and Emperor alike. i 'By the time of the Congress of 
Utrecht', says Wight, 'the states-system is there.'l That is to say, the 
replacement of Church and Empire by the secular sovereign state as 
th e foundation of diplomatic organizatio n is well established; and the 
diplomatic machinery for the collective self·organization of a plural· 
ity of state apparatuses stretching across the European continent is 
available and in periodic use. We are in home waters; the modern 
identity of the system is complete in its essentials. But is it? What was 
Utrecht actually about? How material was. the prescription of the 
balance of power to the content of the settlement? A closer look at 
the terms seems to warral1t a degree of scepticism. 
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The first three items on the list are as follows.6• France agrees to 
recognize the Protestant Succession in England. We shall return to 
this. Next, Spain cedes to Britain 'the exclusive monopoly of the slave 
trade, 01" rights of the Asimw'. Third, France yields up 'contested 
possessions in America - Hudson's Bay, Newfound1and with Nova 
Scotia, & St Christopher'. Some way further down the list comes the 
most frequently cited 'balance of power' provision: the ban on French 
fortifications at Dunkirk. What is interesting about this is not simply 
the unearthing of seedy provisions in the small print of a venerable 
treaty: a realist might well contend that the pursuit of vile lucre is a 
fairly universal activity, and that territorial expansionism as an aspect 
of strategic competition between states needs no special explanation. 
But monopoly rights to the Asienlo were not simply an additional source 
of revenue in the manner of an extra territory added to a feudal royal 
estate.7 They brought Britain closer to the levers of a process which 
had a very specific - and inevitably to modern eyes exaggerated -
role in the intercontinental system of absolutist Europe: the produc
tion and control of bullion. In turn this intercontinental system, this 
patterning of state and mercantile institutions and practices, cannOt 
be understood without reference to the constraints on trade imposed 
by the dominant structural features of European societies. 

Failure to recognize the importance of this proviso has sometimes 
led modern writers to dismiss mercantilist doctrine as an intellectual 
erTOr. Even some of the more historically minded commentators have 
argued that it 'grossly misunderstood the true means to and the nature 
of plenty'.s The zero-sum model of international trade, the obsession 
with specie and the extensive use of military means to create and 
bolster commercial monopolies - these have been seen as indicative 
of the rude prehistory of the modern science of wealth creation. It 
might be more illuminating, however, to say that they reflect char
acteristics recognizable in all precapitalist trade, and that ~~ 
~ o!:CIJ!!!.~t!}l~!!!e!.!s to plen~~!.~_c;:~tailed st!!t~es 
very different frpm free trade, Qrice co~n and waged labour. 
In short

1 
whereas much modern capitalist trade connects centres of 

prod.u~i.~ competitiv~~ iF"~!l~~$_ ~e.J! .. ~ur~~~ ~,ct~ 
~on i!l...the labo~r I?~~~~~~ a centre of 
production with a distant market and reaps windfall profitsby Setting 
prices ~on0E..0listiE~.9 Ailclbecauserne profits are'· gleaned in tile 
realm of exchange, physical control over the circulation of commodi
ties becomes a precondition of profit - and one \vhich, for obvious 
reasons, tends to necessitate more or less elaborate territorial strat-

Vi Ie. {.1t:J t2 : 
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egies of segregation backed up by direct military force. In practice, 
these ranged from the straightforward English Navigation Acts con
fining all English and colonial trade to English ships and ports,IO to 
the sixteenth-century Spanish practice of assembling all licit contact 
with the American empire in two annual massed fleets under the 
supervision of the Casa de Contratacion, II to the extraordinary measures 
taken by the Dutch East India Company to segregate and regulate 
the production of spices in the Moluccas. 12 

This being the nature of long-distance trade, it· made litde differ
ence where the 'carrying' was conducted; indeed, Braude! tells us" 
that '[t]he greatest source of wealth in the East' was not the carriage 
of luxury goods to Europe, but rather the cornering of 'trade between 
regions of Asia that were economically different from each other and 
very far apart' - the so-called 'country trade'. India's consumption 
of fine spices was double that of the whole of Europe. There was, 
however, one important difference: moving into this trade proved 
difficult for the Europeans because of the age-old deficit of East- West 
trade: 'In the end, the Europeans had to have recourse to precious 
metals, particularly American silver, which was the "open sesame" of 
these trades.' This pardy explains why, in the Caribbean, the Dutch 
and the English were so eager to expand their contraband trade with 
Spanish setders on the mainland: 

The Dutch and the English were thus able to tap the flow of Spanish silver 
through the open veins of the Caribbean. At the end of the seventeenth 
century, the amount of Spanish silver drawn ofT through the Jamaican 
trade alone is estimated a t ... about half the amount of bullion exported 
annually to the Far Ean by the British East India Company.14 

Given that the total volume of world trade was increasing only 
slowly,lS and that the scale of production and markets was constrained 
direcdy by 'the great frozen ice-cap of the world's traditional agrarian 
systems and rural social relations' I 16 the equations describing the means 
of expanding surpluses indeed begin to look close to zero-sum. Thus 
the strategic importance of silver in facilitating the expansion of East
West trade, and the particular mechanisms for increasing access to 
that resource (of which the gaining of the A.rimto was one), cannot be 
understood on the assumption of the contemporary capitalist world 
market, which does not experience the same blockages. 

Similar qualifications must be entered with respect to the other 
terms of Utrecht m entioned above. For example, the Anglo-Fren ch 
disputes over North American territories emphatically were not in
stances of a military competition which spilled over into territorial 
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expansionism in the periphery, in the spirit of George Canning's later 
boast. IJ Quite the reverse: they resulted from a commercial compe
tition for control of the fur trade which assumed a strategic dimension 
because of the territorial preconditions of an effective monopoly.·' It 
was a distinctive feature of the fur trade that as the East Coast beaver 
populations became depleted, its quadrangular complex of social and 
ecological relations (comprising Anglo-French rivalry for commercial 
relations with those native tribes currently in control of beaver hunt
ing territories) moved steadily west\\'ard, leapfrogging successive local 
political fixes and throwing up new tribal intermediaries and possi
bilities for strategic manoeuvre. The activity of the English Hudson 
Bay Company which benefited directly from Utrecht formed part of 
just such a m anoeuvre. Its purpose was not primarily to accumulate 
territories; rather, the mobility of the extractive social relations it sought 
to monopolize dictated that strategy. 

Finally, the first of the terms mentioned above (French recognition 
o f the Protestant Succession) calls to mind the fact that the conflict 
reso lved at Utrecht was the War of Spanish Succession. To be sure, one 
would not argue that the states involved were therefore simply feudal 
organizations in the medieval sense. But the very fact that this prin
ciple of political legitimacy was still strong enough to determine the 
moments of danger in the continuity of state organizations suggests 
that it would be premature to speak of sovereignty in any completed 
sense. A full eighty years later, Immanuel Kant still felt impelled to 
stipulate in the Preliminary Articles of Perpetual Peace:. 'No independ
ent nation, be it large or small, may be acquired by another nation 
by inheritance. '19 

Thus, on reflection, n_either the t?Qlilical agencies nor the soc~1 

~es arbitrated in the settlement ~ Utrecht can be unae~ 
~rms of their modern eCUJivalen~.:_"Ye see here neither nati~
states nor ca italism: we see d nastis:~d olis"~~i<2.Eil:~:.o~.a~iza
~s in co laboration with mercantile groups.l d.9?:loY.i£!g_~er}i~1 
~e~~~~cur: m~~2P&..£ontr2l <2ver r~s?ur:ces (mostlt t~ t.!.~e 
in luxu oods to su lement the income from their .!S~icultural 
e~states:. e see Joint-stock companie~ndIaai1dtne Far ~ 
~~~~g th.; p~g!'.!ives.!?~~~s, ... a~d _a~ ...... e~~%~n_ env_lr~n
ment in ;'-V1lichno separate sovereign ty was recogmzed. What does 
It actuallyiell us to s~y that 'the states-system ,shere?Oo such features 
really characterize ou r states-system? If not, which states-system is 
this? IR as a discipline begins, it may be suggested, when we move 
beyond the ahistorical generalizations of realism, and start to map 
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out something like a periodization of the successive institutional forms, 
agents and scope of 'international power' which have accompanied 
the precursors of leday's global nation-state system.21 ""ere we to do 
this, we might stand a better chance of seeing what it is that is so 
different about modern geopolitics. And this in turn would redefine 
what it is that we need to explain. 

Historical periodization is a notoriously fraught enterprise which 
cannot help but cast some events and processes into shadow even as 
it illuminates others. Nevertheless it remains an indispensable tool for 
defining and testing our understanding of both the historical specificity 
and the key structural mechanisms of the modern social world. \oVhat 
tools are available within realism for the construction of such a 
periodization? 

Wight and the Limits of Realist History 

In the low-key style which marked many of his sharpest insights, Martin 
Wight once observed how closely interdependent were the two tasks 
of dating the origins of the states-system and defining its overall 
historical identity: 

If [the states-system] is seen as beginning after 1648 rather than after 1494 
... [s]ecularized politics, rai.um d'iltJt or national interest, and a multiple 
balance of power become the norm, and the ideological strife of the French 
Revolutionary period and the t\ventieth century an aberration. If we go 
back to 1494 ... we watch the stales-system being shaped by the strains of 
four generations of doctrinal conAict, and of a bipolar balance of power.n 

It is therefore of some interest to ask why, when he came in a separate 
essay to offer his own preferred choice, he should have fixed not on 
the 1730s, nor 1713, nor 1648, '494 - nor even 1454, but rather o n 
l414.23 The argument developed to support this choice has three parts. 
\Night first defines a states-system in terms of six 'internal marks ... : 
sovereign states ... their mutual recognition ... their accepted hier
archy ... their means of regular communication ... their framework 
of law and their means of defending their common interests' .2~ H e 
next observes that these conditions are wholly absent before the fif
teenth century and fully visible by 17'3. The intervening three cen
turies therefore bear the transition from the (mythical?) lost union of 
Christendom to the systematized anarchy of high absolutist Europe. 
\'\fight has too much a historian's instincts to insist that this transition 
moves along a single axis in causal terms or is accomplished simul
taneously in its different aspecls. None the less, he accepts the challenge 
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of locating a precise turning point; and because the plurality of 
'national' actors is the key indicator in his definition, he is led finally 
to identify 1414 as 'the real break'.23 For this year witnessed the first 
Church Council to be organized along 'national' lines (which was also 
the last [0 be presided over by an emperor): 

The modern secular sovereign states-system arose from the ruins of the 
medieval international papal monarchy. The dividing line between the: two 
is clearly marked by the Council of Constancc.u 

The peculiarity of this position may be seen if we turn Wight'S 
implicit question, cited above, on to his own dating: what historical 
character of the states-system is emphasized by this periodization? 
The short answer, explicit already in his six-point definition, is: none 
- unless it be the simple fact of multiple political actors and the 
progressive legal recognition of their separateness. The system exists 
'in itself' from th e moment that Christendom is sundered ('The first 
lamentations about international anarchy are heard' in the first half 
of the fifteenth century), though it takes some two centuries for the 
diplomatic accoutrements of a sta tes-system 'for itself' to accumulate 
('At Westphalia, the states-system does not come into existence: it 
comes of age. '21) The historical manner in which these conditions 
were contingently realized in Europe at this time, their production 
of and by wider social transformations, is immaterial: for the period
ization is constructed not as a historical explanation of how the modern . 
system arose but as a bare dating of when one of its descriptive: attributes 
appears. 'It might equally have appeared in ancient Greece, China 
in the period of the Warring States or India before the Moghul 
conquests. In fact, according to 'Wight, it did.28 When a putatively 
historical definition pans out so readily across the centuries, one must 
perforce reconsider what is being defined, and what relation it bears 
to the attempt to understand the history of the international system. 

For the 'internal marks' listed by 'Wight are in fact external: they 
indicate merely mutual interaction between and regulation of discrete 
political entities. On this definition (in contrast to his speculation cited 
at the start of this section above), it is impossible to see where 'doc
trinal conflict', the French Revolution or anything like the global 
struggles of the twentieth century could come from. But there is no 
mystery here: we are firmly locked inside the familiar realist strai t
jacket. When it contemplates the modern world, realist theory sees 
only what appt:ars to be the timeless mechanics of an anarchical states
system. Consequently (since this is what it takes as the explanandum), 
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when it turns its gaze on the past, it finds at most the constitutional 
.history of that system's emergence, a blindness which restricts it to 
'a . uris tic su , innocent of an sociological el"! ui :n And of course 
it IS as much a fallacy to suggest that e utonca1 rise of the modern 
international system can be captured in the formal shift from Chris
tendom to anarchy (purely by external indicators) as it is to assume 
that the identity of the contemporary international system is given 
solely by anarchy. Thus 'Wight's essay opens up the prospect of a 
historical characterization of the international, only to close it down 
again by posing the issue in realist terms. 

The question then arises: in what alternative terms should the issue 
be posed? For once the orthodox definition of the international as a 
separate realm governed by the timeless dynamics of a states-system 
is given up, the mere addition of the domestic political scene as an 
extra source of pressures determining the behaviour of states will not 
suffice.30 !f.. the international s~tem is not a se arate realm mavin 
a£.c2!"~~~~ its own aU~J:CIomou.!' d5:~!::~i~o..!!!...!hen it needs to be 
understood and theorized - as a level, or dimension, of a broader, 
more inclusive social ~;d;r. A~d i(thisiS"ro,thTn the characterization 
oC;:-mtes-system Itseff cannot be contained at the level of the inter
-nationaCbec~-uSeiiS· i~stituti2~s~a~_a .§~@!ln;vitably refleEt 
~al pow~r Ei~en by a hist~ris~ly specific social struc
ture. This IS a strong claim - though not, perhaps, one that would 
ri.i~~ many eyebrows outside IR. Giddens is surely not alone in his 
scepticism: 

the very notion of a distinctive field of international relations, separated 
somehow from what goes on inside nations or 'societies', is in some part 
symptomatic of the limitations in social thought I have described .... 
Although there must be divisions of labour and specialism within the social 
sciences, there can be no juStification for the theoretical aberrations whieh 
this particular disciplinary partitioning tends to perpetuate.'l 

We find, then, that if we dispense with realism, we have suddenly 
to address that series of questions which animates the social sciences 
as a whole. We cannot avoid asking of our states-system: what kind 
of societies are involved? What are the core institutions and practices 
comprised in their material and political reproduction? How specific 
are the forms of their interrelation to this historical identity? And can 
we therefore distinguish the broad structural mechanisms of the 
modern international system? What is it that makes it different from 
previous geopolitical systems? 

In shon, the break with realism necessitates not just a differen t set 
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of answers to the questions which have defined the discipline: what 
are the causes (and justifications) of war? how far do (and should) 
considerations of power govern the behaviour of states? what are the 
systemic properties and institutional needs of an unregulated, multi
~ctor system? and so on, S2 It necessitates something more fundamen
I tal: ~e wholesale ~rans£.Qsition QL~ ... t!te.~ry out2.f_,!h_~~r~al.!!~s.al 
p~~iCll takes_the S£..n~~ ftf ~~~X_~i..~!tar.?Ecent, 
and l~to a historical E-~~~~~tartl.!2.g'p~i_nt is _~~enti-
6calion of what is distinctive in the soci:;Jfurms of modernity.- 1:n 
iin~-'~3:. problematjc~of orr;-odern~, reference i~t inten&([io 
e~~~n.iz,!~ th...w:Y_Q!_~e-cQ!tt~po
rary debates on _mQ~ternism/post!:"od~rnism, Rather it is sugg~sted 
that what we need to recover is that profound awareness of structural 
tra~form;tion ~~~of a ~~dic~break wi~.[he past ~hi~h~;ti~-ulat~d 
the historical cast of ilie early social sciences. SJ 

Effecting this transposition ~ouldh-;;~-t;""o major benefits. First, 
as already indicated, it would redefine the historical objects of IR 
theory and at last render visible that which needs to be explained: 

. Wight'S conviction that there is no international theory because there 
is nothing to theorize is meaningless outside the realist problematic. 
Conversely, addressing the questions which compose our alternative 
problematic may reveal that there is a great deal more to our states
system than realism can ever tell us. Second, the assimilation of IR 
to the other social sciences promises to be very fruitful in a more 
general sense: not only will it make available .to us the rich theoretical 
traditions of political economy and sociology; it also challenges us to 
develop them in new directions, to draw out their implications for 
thinking about international politics. It would probably be an exag
geration to say that the addition of an international perspective raises 
as many questions for political sociology as the recognition of soci
ology does for IR; but a review of some recent historical sociological 
work on the state suggests, at any rate, that we need n Ot fear that we 
will replicate the work of other disciplines.'· To say that IR should 
be reconstituted as a social science does not entail that it either should 
or wo uld disappear into sociology. 

Social Theory and Social Structure 

How do we go about understanding historical societies? Giving some 
answer, however preliminary, to this question seems to become un
avoidable at this point - if only for methodological reasons. We need 

r 
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to formulate some general perception of the relationship between 
social structure and geopQlitica1 systems, a pen:eption which will guide 
the historical work in the chapters to follow. In order to do this, however, 
we must first say what we 'mean by spcial structure. ~ 

The problems involved in defining social structure in relation to 
human activity underlie one of the key fissures in the literature of 
social theory." However, it is not a debate that seems capable of 
resolution at that level of abstraction where it is formulated suigeneri.s. 
Thus, for example, Giddens's structuration theo_ry - explicitly pre· 
sented as an attempt to replace the dualism of agency and structure 
with 'the duality of structure' - often amounts to little more than a 
series of (important but not unfamiliar) methodological injunctions 
about how the conduct of knowledgeable human agents may be 
theorized, woven into a descriptive and critical survey of the socio
logical perspectives in which they apply.!16 Since these perspectives 
range from the primal constitution of consciousness right through to 
the articu lation of the global political system, the effect is undeniably 
impressive. But it cannot actually achieve what it prescribes because 
it is not itself a ~ubstantive social theory offering to explain determin
ate historical phenomena: rather, as already suggested, it is a tour of 
the modalities of human agency and social reproduction, In a sense, 
therefore, the task of defining what we mean by social structure is 
better undertaken at the next level 'down', where the varied use of 
structural explanations entails definite o ntological and epistemologi
cal premisses which can be assessed in terms of both rational and 
evidential criteria. 

At this level the definition of structure moves beyond the obser· 
vation that many features of social reality both pre-exist and outlive 
the agency of the individuals through which they are reproduced. 
And its concern is no longer to provide a theoretical resolution of the 
tension between the concepts of agency and structure. It concentrates 
instead on ~Beciryi?~l social relationship'! themseJve~ _~hich 
~ic of an societ - and on traci'!g_!he~9!lar 
institutional forms and distribution of resources which are reproduced 
lJy those relationships. - - - -

Let us take as an example the relation between feudal lord and 
serf which obtained as a structural principle of rule and material 
appropriation across some areas of medieval Europe. This relation 
institutionalized a set of rights, obligations and resources governing 
the interaction of rulers and ruled - allocated differentially according 
to social position. In its simplest sense, this is what 'structure ' denotes: 
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a regularized relation between social positions which places individu
als with respect to determinate resources (of various kinds). It is an 
abstraction ..-eosed in order to illuminate the form and properties of 
i definite set of relationships - rather than a law which operates from 
without to manipulate the ind ividuals concerned. This in turn makes 
it possible to define the historical character of a social order. This is 
done by examining the structures of relations involved in its repro
duction, by specifying the mechanisms of social power, the sites of 
routine political contestation to which they give rise, the kinds of social 
development within reach and those ruled out by the existing struc
turing of material interests, and so on. For example, it makes litde 
sense to expect medieval mercantile groups to have invested their 
profits in expanding the production of commodities. Not only were 
th ey not free to buy labour at will, since labour was tied to agrarian 
property rela t ions; but also their interests were in regulating produc
tion to maximize profits in a limited market: 

The experience of centuries had shown that the highest profits were not 
to be got in technical progress or even in production. They had adapted 
themselves to business activities in the comparatively narrow field which 
remained for them once one left aside the majority of the population of 
Europe as 'economically neutral '.Sl 

If anything, given that they traded agrarian surpluses a nd luxury goods, 
th ey were parasitic on the existing aristocratic ascendancy and social 
structures. 

-This kind of analysis, then, points up how the reproduction of 
social structures shapes the horizons and behaviour of the individuals 
concerned. But it does not entail that there is anything automatic or 
self-explanatory about that reproduction: on the contrary, the strug
gle against seigneurial encroachments on common rights was routine 
- not to mention the 'peasant uprisings which reached a crescendo 
with the intensification of labour services in the context of labour 
shortage in th e 14th cen tury'.33 Thus, w!!!!e all societies promote an 
i~~_E~t~ra.!!zation ?f e~i~til1&:~l s!!"~s:~~, f~~ s§~1 
the~ists _~ou~2- e:~~n.? ~hat_ ;;o..sial_~de~~~~~~ti~e c'2.,!sen
sus alone. It also involves the enforcement of compliance through 
routine· deployment of a range of sanctions by concretely located actors. 
How these sanctions are mobilized, the form they take, the purchase 
they have on the capacities of those they seek to constrain - all these 
are specific to the structure of relationships involved. T h e forms of 
legitimate sanction available to a feudal lord differ enormously from 
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those exercised by a capitalist employer - which differ fundamentally 
again from the disciplinary sanctions used by works managers in state 
socialist societies. The difference is not just that between phrsical 

~ ~ 

coercion, redundancy and compulsory relo~~ 
t~ured distribution orresources between different social grQups 
~~s'!n~~mPf~~~terrors_ 
for ~t.~~ ge_<l:s~_n~~y". 9.f llJ.~dievaJ. ,~ur~p_e!, .for !.6e.i'_~~ 
the mea~o£.~~.~t~~~~~£nA~@ i.!!.~~~ui~d 
la'I5Oi:lriiever was. 
. ~ But dtis-isw"i"nake the obvious point that these sanctions do not 
activate themselves. Indeed, sometimes they fai l to work because 
structured relations of power have shifted, yielding a new impunity 
to dominated groups. Sometimes it proves impossible to mobilize them 
at all - as whe n an embattled state organization is faced with a com
p lete evaporation of its repressive apparatus. (The Shah's Iran springs 
to mind.) There is a more general point here. O ne of the explanatory 
axioms of G iddens's structuration theory is the notion of the 'dialectic 
of control'. Briefly stated, this refers to a nearly universal feature of 
power relations given by the character of human agency:39 short of 
conditions of mass murder, the need of those in power to secure the 
active compliance of the dominated always gives the latter a leverage 
which can be developed into a counter-sanction. Strikes in the capital
labour relation provide the clearest example of this, but it has a much 
wider scope. As a result, strategies of rule are subject to continuous 
modification in order to maintain their effectiveness in the face of 
struggle, innovation and manoeuvre. The implication of this empha
sis on human agency is that t~~e.J?.l:...~~f!-15.':u~~.can 
ne:,er_~~~~ It ~lw~r~ _~e~.9.s~~c:. exp!~1~~~~2!!.t.inge~ 
outcom e of the practices mvolved - and of their Wlder conte~t. 
Perhaps· above a"1I, the"i(f~ionalist f~rms of explanati;;:n a;e" r~ied 
ou t. Apart from the purely theoretical objections to this type of 
expianation,41 the historical record is fu ll of instances of functional 
requirements which were not met - prompting the need for an al
ternative form of explanation. If ever there was a dire functional 
requ irement con fronting a social system, it was epitomized in the 
urgent need of the eighteen th-century Polish nobility to generate an 
absolutist state organization in the face of the military threat posed 
by its neighbours. Instead, 

jealously preserving the individual rights of every squireen against every 
other, and all against any dynasty, the Polish gentry committed suicide. 
Their pathological fearor a central state power institutionalized a nobiliary 
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anarchy. The result was predictable: Poland was wiped olT the map by its 
neighbours.42 

More generally, the vast majority of states in history have been 
destroyed" - and our own age has witnessed the widespread collapse 
and transformation of social structures. Yet survival, just as much as 
dissolution, needs to be explained. History, as Giddens notes .... is not 
to be confused with change. 

We have slipped, without explicitly registering the shift, from 
discussing a single set of relationships - a structure - to discussing 
social orders in the fuller sense - societies. Is this legitimate? That 
is to say, can it be argued that some structures of relationships are 
more deeply 'ontologically embedded' than others - meaning that 
their reproduction is not only more fundamental to the stable repro
duction of the social formation as a whole, but also that it is conse
quential for the ordering and form of other social structures, and 
hence legitimately assumes a key role in the explanation of wider 
social development?4S And if societies ore of this nature - complex but 
recognizable totalities - how do we distinguish the 'strategic relation
ships'4Il which define their historical identity? 

The answer given by Giddens is, it must be said, too general. It 
tells us what to look for without telling us how to identify it: 

'Societies' then, in sum, are social systems which 'stand out' in bas-relief 
from a background of a range of other systemic relationships in which they 
are embedded. They stand out because definite structural principles serve 
to produce a specifiable overall 'clustering of institutions' across time and 
space.·? 

Once again, we need to descend to the level of substantive social 
theory in order to see how particular explanatory strategies are as
sembled, elaborated and applied. An especially clear example of this 
is provided by Eric Wolf's elegant presentation - all the more inter
esting for the anthropological ambiance of his statement of premisses 
- of the modw operandi of historical materialism.~ 

Wolf begins with the linked observations that '[t]he human species 
is an outgrowth of natural processes; at the same time, th e species 
is naturally social.' That is to say, however much humans may be 
defined (on account of their consciousness) over against the natural 
world , they nevenheless subsist materially in and through their inter
action with nature; further, this interaction is carried on character
istically in groups made up o f individuals connected to each other. 
These t\,.·o facts are linked insofar as the interaction with nature is 
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organized - that is, it comprises also a regularized social interaction 
(or relation) between individuals. There is both an analytic and an 
empirical simultaneity to the processes linked here - one which 
demands a single dynamic category for its expression. This, says Wolf, 
is the purpose of the Marxian category of 'labour'. Where labour is 
involved - as distinct from the solita activi of 'work' the h ical 
act· of' rodU"~tion b indiVIduals is always at the same time the SOCial 
~~~t . e historically s ecific set 0 socia re aoons 
o..%~?rl~ion.~ __ ~.r,_~_n _~ .e ~visiC!no lal>?~,ent~ils. co
ordinated sodil rofes, regu1arized relations of authority and subor-. . .. ~.-,.- ~~ 

dinauon, shared cogniuv.e sc~emata and~S?_Qn. 

These observations are, we may say, just that: observations listing 
the multiple aspects (cognitive, organizational and physical) of the 
(social) labour process. The ov~rall point is profound, but not con
troversial: it is a generic point about human agency and its relation 
to social structure which could equally be made about any organized 
human activity.~9 The fact that this activity (1abour) comprises 'the 
universal condition for the metabolic interaction between man and 
nature, the everlasting nature-imposed condition of human existence',lO 
does not at this stage of the argument set it apart from any others. 
And yet in Marx's hands this descriptive observation is transformed 
into a full-blo\'Iffi substantive claim about how to understand and 
explain historical societies: 

The specific economic form in which unpaid surplus labour is pumped out 
of direct producers, determines the relationship of rulers to ruled .... It is 
alw'!)'s the di,ect relationship tif the owners tif the ,onditwns of production to tJu dire,t 
produurs ... Mull rtlHals tJu innermost suret, the kiJdm basis tif tJu entire sodal 
structure, and with it the political form of the relation of sovereignty and 
dependence, in short the corresponding specific form of the state.SI 

Wolf calls this the strategic relationship - partly because the lines 
connecting the interaction of the society with the material world, on 
the one hand, and the structured interaction of individuals which 
comprises the society, on the other, all cross here. As a result, it is 
claimed that this relation composes a kind of fault-line running though 
any historical society - because it is the place where conflict over the 
appropriation of surplus labour is routine: destabilize this relation , 
and the result - slave rebellio n, peasant revolt, general strike - threat
ens the whole socral order. ~.£.de",-~ su~p~~ 
extraction is a crisis of the material reproduction of the society as a 
wl:lole beca~ the tw~ acco-mplished in th~same relation. At the 
same time, this relation also assumes a strategic significance in 
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explanation. Here, for example, Marx explicitly c.laims to be able to 
' ... illuminate the character of the state by tracing the connections be

tween its varying social form in d ifferent societies and the correspond
ing variation in the relations of production. (This, incidentally, is a 
startling claim, for the state is conventionally assumed to be a blind 
spot of historical materialism, and Marxist theories of international 
relations are generally associated not with the reinterpretation of the 
state, but rather with its displacement in favour of 'class relations' .) 

But how did we get from the incontrovertible fact that labou r 
involves social organization to the claim that the way to explain a 
social order is by studying it as a mode of surplus extraction? The 
second does not follow with logical necessity from the first. 52 It is 
consistent with it, but so are many alternative starting points for a 
substantive social theory. One might, for example, begin instead with 
the authoritative dimension involved in all forms of human social 
organization and contrast collectivities in terms of different principles 
of legitimation and domination. It would not be implausible to discuss 
the work of Max Weber in such terms.S1 Language and the commu
nication of meanings have on occasion provided yet another starting 
point. In the terminology of the foregoing discussion, these positions 
could almost be understood as contradictory assertions about the 
'ontological embeddedness' of the particular structure of social rela
tions which each prioritizes. 

So how do we choose between these premisses and the explanatory 
frameworks they imply? How, in other words, do we assess the relative 
merits of two or more substantive social theories making competing 
claims about social reality? Craib cites three criteria. First, the propo:' 
sitions comprising a theory should be mutually consistent. Second, 
the theory 'must in some way be measured against evidence'. And 
finally, '[t]he better theory will be able to specify in more detail the 
causal processes at work and the situations in which causal mecha
nisms come into operation.'s4 

It cannot be said that anyone of these criteria - rational, eviden
tial, explanatory - is less crucial than the others. For a substantive 
theoretical argument must remain permanently open to the threat of 
empirical refutation - otherwise it must give up its claim to be en
gaging witll historical realities. Similarly, we cannot relax the ban on 
internal contradiction without giving up the fundamental goal of any 
social theory: systematic knowledge of the social world. None the less, 
it is sometimes striking how little the ability to satisfy these two criteria 
tells us about the adequacy of a social theory. The logical rigour of \. 
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Waltz's work, for example, is the despair of his critics; and his central 
propositions about the behaviour of modern states have not suffered 
systematic empirical refutation. The problem, as discussed in the 
previous chapter, is how little he actually explains. For this reason, 
much of the argument against realism which follows concentrates on 
Craib's third criterion: that is, it tries to elaborate an alternative 
theoretical approach which is demonstrably superior in explanatory 
power. These observations also entail that, in the long run, the adoption 
of a broad historical materialist framework is not axiomatic. It is 
contingent upon the claim - which remains to be validated - that 
this framework allows us to explain in great~r detail and more con
sistently the historical objects and processes, causes and outcomes 
which constitute our field of study. As this formulation suggests, such 
a validation can only be retrospective. In the end, ~ultimate judge
ment we can make of a substantive social theo is whether it nables 
~~r history. 
.-..... .... ---.........--..--One further proviso may be worth making at this stage. On the 
understanding of it used in these pages, the central c1airrl of historical 
materialism is emphatically not what it is often taken to be, even by 
many Marxists, namely that economic relations determine political 
relations.)) It is important to clarify this point at the start. If this were 
the core premiss, we could make a nonsense out of it immediately. 
All we would need to do is step outside of the modem West into 
virtually any other historical society, European feudalism for exam
ple, and ask: 'Where is the economy?' We would have only to look 
at the institution of serfdom and ask 'Is that an economic relation or 
a political relation?', or dynastic diplomacy and ask: 'Is that politics 
or economics?' 

These questions are of course meaningless, because they involve 
imposing distinctively modem categories on a completely different 
kind of social world. And we do not find Marx wasting his time trying 
to answer them. This is because the . .c~mral thesi!!..2f hj;tork.<!.l 
materialism is not economic determinism; it is the centrality of those 
~~~--~0on to th<.~er ~-
tional~roduction of social orders. And exactly What those refations 
are-fn an~aJWais-~n empirical question. We have to 
look and see. In the Grundrisse it turns out that they can include kinship 
relations, 'communality of blood, language, customs'.!>6 In fact, it is 
uniquely in the 'Y0dern Western world that they appear to constitute 
a distinct institutional sphere of 'purely economic' relations, sepa
rated off from the state. We cannOt therefore assume the distinctness 
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of 'economic' relations and categories in the way that 'base
superstructure' models of historical materialism seem to require: on 
the contrary, as we shall see later, their apparent distinctness in modern 
Western society is pan of what we have to expiain.)7 

Social Structures and Geopolitical Systezns 

Do international relations precede or rollow (logically) fundamental 
socia1 relations? There can be no doubt that they follow. 

GRAMSCI5a 

It has been argued above that we understand societies by conceiving 
the set of h~rically sP1"cific structures of SOfia! relati~ involved 
in their stable reproduction over time. These structured social rela
tions do not sustain themselves; they are contingently reproduced by 
concretely located, knowledgeable human agents. However, they do 
have determinate propenies, preconditions and consequences which 
define the mechanisms and forms of social power, the distribution of 
resources and the institutional sites of routine social conflict. By 
specifying these for any particular society, we begin to elaborate its 
historical identity. 

In the case of IR as a discipline, however. there remains one more 
theoretical question which must be addressed before we can begin 
our historical explorations, namely: what does aU this have to do with 
IR? The question arises because the foregoing .o>discussion of social 
theory has been concentrated almost entirely at the level of social 
relations inUmal to particular societies, rather than addressing the issue 
of relations between societies. As we saw in chapter I, this distinction 
has been central to the orthodox definition of IR as a discipline. And 
it persists as a justification for holding that IR theory is distinct from 

I social theory more generally. It may be, however, that the question 
is most appropriately deal! with by tuming it around. For the burden 
of proof here lies surely with the other party: is there any reason why 
we should revise our broad methodology when we turn to the subject 
matter of IR? To put the matter more directly: if societies are to be 
an~alys.$~ in te.r"1S Qf 4eteq!li!1at~ _s~ru~tu_res of_~ 
does it make any sense to say that a whole dimension of these so
cie~ies'-reprOduction - '"one inde~d by vi-nue of ~hich th.e~pri~-e 
pkrt of it wider socitg - will not submit to such an analysis? Why not? 
Is tl1e;e an ontological difference between 'societies' ~d 'the inter
national system' (even supposing they could be conceived independ
ently of each other) in the way that there indubitably is between societies 
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and individual humans, on the one hand, and humans and inanimate 
objects, on the other? As Craib, among many others, points out, the 
fact that a society is neither a conscious individual nor an inanimate 
object but rather a set of social relationships does entail that the kind 
of theory we use to explain social phenomena is different from that 
which would be appropriate in either psychology or physics. 

Now, what would have to hold in order to justifY an equivalent 
autonomy of IR theory from social theory, of the kind implied by the 
realist separation of domestic and international? The realist claim is 
that multiple sovereign rights of violence without superordinate regu
lation distinguish fundamentally the character of 'the international' 
from that of 'the domestic'. Yet it should hardly need to be spelled 
out that this is not an ontological difference, but merely a different 
form of structured social relationship. What after all is the intema
tional system but a society - meaning not (necessarily) that its formal 
institutions uphold a normatively appropriated community of interest 
among its members,S9 but rather that it is actively reproduced as (and 
is therefore to be analysed as) a set of social relationships? 

If this is so, then we are now in a position to ask the underlying 
question of this chapter directly: how do we formulate the connection 
betwe~i~ Sl~f~!!z:e 'tlliLthe EPpiied~~re: .9LtF~ i!.1.!iri!a
ti~n~ sy~_te.m? As already noted above, if we reject the realist sepa
ration of domestic and international into two separate spheres, we 
do not resolve our difficulty by substituting a model (however flexible) 
of a causal relationship between the two sectors and postulating ways 
in which 'the domestic' impacts on 'the international' and vice versa 
to the nth degree of complexity. The search for causal explanation 
in this form prejudges the issue by allowing that the two can be spoken 
of as if they were constituted separately. Now there are plenty of 
occasions in political and short-run historical analysis where this 
assumption is not at all disabling. For example, we might wish to focus 
on how separate internal and external causes interacted in the build
up to a political crisis. However, given our purpose here - which is 
to rehistoricize the study of international relations by identifying the 
continuities between domestic social structures and geopolitical systems 
- this assumption of separateness is precisely what we have to get 
beyond. We have instead to find ~ of~ seeing ~o~m_of_our states
s)'s~t:m _ ~!_g~2e~cal ~_~p~~ssio.[l of a :vider social totality. 

The quotation from Marx above points to one way of doing this. 
For if the character of political relations and the form of the state vary 
from one kind of society to another in ways that correspond to the 
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changing lorm of the relations of production, then might not some
thing similar apply to the character of geopolitical relations and the 
form of the state~--!ystem? If so, then the significance of the abstraction 
Marx calls 'the innermost secret' should be visible, and should have 
powerful explanatory potential at the geopolitical level - or else, 
alternatively, it will be shown to be a far less powerful abstraction than 
is claimed for it. In other words, ~t~~r_th~!! p~u£iE...s...)!! _~n~ 
general theory of states-systems, it should enable us to show how the 
~h~r.a--Cter~nd dYE~~pi9_of our intema~~~~(SYS~$~1u~evei 
~.E..0litics the );~.<:r_t~cul~: .~o£.ial struc~~res ?isti.~!~e_ ?.!...~~rn 
socletles.~ls woula be to ~ die third criterion suggested 
by Craib above for evaluating a social theory. For we would be using 
it successfully 'to specify in more detail the causal processes at work 
and the situations in which causal mechanisms come into operation'. 
By definition, a theory of states-systems sui generiJ, which seeks to 
encompass a range of disparate historical examples, is prevented from 
generating this kind of understanding. But how are we to operationaJize 
Marx's socia l theory in so as to address the subject matter of IR? 

Giddens writes the existence of a nation-state system into his 
definition of the nation-state.60 This seems a very wise procedure. In 
attempting to elaborate a historical materialist understanding of the 
international, le t us adopt the same approach. The difference it makes 
is simply this. We do not pose the issue in the form: 'If a particular 
state is a capitalist (or feudal, or state-socialist) state, how will this 
affect the way it behaves in its relations with other states?' That is 
to presuppose the states-system as anterior to social structure: that 
way realism lies. Rather we ask: ' If the dominant social structures of 
aY'artic.ula.t.~!ntem a;(ca~J!i e.!c . l_wlJ.-!t..~~~es 
does !,~ls_h.!l_ve ~or the form that its...£a!itical iflstitUtl.Q.Q.s will as~e, 
~ds of g~,?political~~er w~l~~~t?' For - to repeat our 
earher CTltlClsm-0r-6oth-vYaTtz and W ight -. the character of a geo
political system is no more to be understood as given simply by the 
plurality of competing units (howeve r sophisticated our account of the 
mix of the internal and external goals and determinations of behav
iour) than the character of a society in the conventional sense is 
understood as the outcome of a plurality of pre-constituted individu
als.61 In both cases, the social system shows structural properties not 
deducible from the logic of rational choice - properties which com
-prise its historical identity, and whose delineation is an essen tial 
precondition of explanation. And Marx's claim, a strong one indeed, 
is that it is these properties which are to be understood by observing 
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the dominant form of productive relations. If he is right, then ~ 
we conceive the modern international system, just as much as when 
~e conceive any sooar-rormation, we needlo understand now its 
~r;- in- this case,-t1~ soVe;eign 7~lr
isof a .eT5.ce withthe !>¥lCs%:iiI ~~lcFi ,..d~~~0gei-n 
societies. 
---rnfact, Marx would be far from alone in making such a stipula
tion. From the eighteenth century onwards, social thinkers posited a 
constitutive relation between the new social structures distinguishing 
modern societies and the parallel transformation of the character and 
dynamics of the international system. But this fact has been some
what obscured by the way in which these themes are remembered 
today. For within sociology the writings of Comle and St Simon among 
others, associating predatory warfare with a now passing feudal sociaJ 
order, have been recalled above all in the debates on militarism.62 

There they are frequently used as cautionary examples to decorate 
the argument that internal social change does not resolve the problem 
of war in an anarchical states-system. Yet the primary purpose of 
these writers was much broader than speculation on the causes of war. 
It was to identify the structural specificity of the societies that were 
emerging around them and to understand the difference this would 
make to the character of the geopolitical system." And while it may 
be true that the consolidation of classical sociology during the Hun
dred Years' Peace of nineteenth-century Europe caused it to under
estimate the importance of war in social development, this argument 
tOO can be turned around. For when all is said and done, the Hundred 
Years' Peace itself needs explaining - rather than simply being in
voked as a contingent and aberrant historical circumstance which led 
the early sociologists into irenic delusions. For it was, as Polanyi noted, 
'a phenomenon unheard of in the annals of Western Civilization' -
and 'certainly not the result of an absence of grave causes for con
flict'.w 

The theoretical conclusions reached in this chapter are of a very 
general kind. We have discussed the conceptualizing of social struc
ture and have drawn our a historical materialist guideline for research; 
we have reviewed briefly the criteria fo r assessing the adequacy of a 
substantive social theOl)" and we have asserted the ontological status 
of our material. We have not, however, sought to give a falsifiable 
answer to the question of exactly ,..,hat the relation between social 
structure and geopolitical system comprises. The reason is that ulti
mately this is not a theoretical question. It is an empirical, historical 
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question. To seek to resolve it at this level would be to dehistoricize 
it. This by no means entails that the question can nOt be answered. 
But abstract 50(".ial theory o f this kind can only take us so far on its 
own. Pressed too far, it passes all too easily into [heoreticism. Lest we 
fall imo this trap, the rest must be history. 

T 
3 

Secret Origins of 
the State 

The Historical LegitiInation of RealisUl 

The Italian Renaissance city-state system occupies a special place in 
the canon of orthodox IR. For, as Martin Wight says, 

it was among the Italian powers that feudal relationships first disappeared 
and the efficient, self-sufficient secular state was evolved, and the Italian 
powers invented the diplomatic system. I 

And of course this was not all they invented. In addition to the earliest 
modern discourse of realpolilik('Machiavelli', Carr tells us, 'is the first 
important political realist''l), it is in the Italian city-states that we find 
the first routine use of double-entry book-keeping, of publicly traded 
state debt, of marine insurance, of sophisticated instruments of credit 
(such as the bill of exchange), of commercial and banking firms co
ordinating branch activity across the continent, and so on. Here too, 
the citizen militias gave way earliest to the mercenary armies that 
would later characterize European absolutism; and within the town 
waHs, a population given over increasingly to commerce and manu
facture elaborated new forms of urban class conflict. 

The list reads so much like a catalogue of modern institutions that 
it is almost surprising to recall that the cultural self-definition of these 
polities was hac.kward-Iooking: they identified themselves wi.th the cities 
of Classical Antiquity, and their innovations were framed within a 
yearning 'to walk back into the pure radiance of the past'. S The 
similarities between the Italian and the Greek cities are indeed strik
ing, by no means restricted to the Italian humanists' recovery of the 
Classical heritage. For the ancient cities too had developed a distinc
tive urban political culture and had exp-Iored a range of governmental 
forms - monarchy, oligarchy, tyranny, democracy - recognizable in 
the evolution of the Italian towns. Both systems had high rates of civic 
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participation (linked originally in each case with a citizen militia), and · 
both experimented with sortition and short terms of o ffice as a means 
of maintaining the separation of private and public interests in the 
state! In exalting the political community as the highest end of public 
morality, both elaborated secular ideologies which canl,asted with 
the cosmological self·understanding of the hier3I'"Chicai political for
mations which surrounded them. Both embraced and depended upon 
trading networks focused on maritime commerce, for which both 
developed exte nsive bodies of maritime la\\'. Above all for our pur
poses, both constituted miniature s tates-systems.~ The classical world 
had no precedent for standing diplomacy, but it appears to furnish 
a wealth of example and reAection - notably in the writings of 
Thucydides - upon the rights and wrongs of state behaviour, the 
emergent balances of geopolitical competition within a multipolar 
system, and the elaboration of diplomatic institutions for regulating 
interstate conAict in the face of threats from outside the system. It 
was, and remains, the best known historical site of a premodern 
discourse of raison d'etat. 

On the face of it, this paradoxical contrast may be a common 
enough feature of historical change. Marx referred to a 'process of 
world-historical necromancy': 

just when [people] appear to be engaged in the revolutionary transforma
tion of themselves and their material surroundings, in the creation of 
something which does not yet exist, precisely in such epochs of revolution
ary crisis they timidly conjure up the spirits of the past to help them; they 
borrow their names, slogans and costumes so as to stage the new world
histOrical scene: in this venerable disguise and borrowed language.6 

But for students of international relations, the dual identity of the 
Italian city-states dawn of the modern, echo of the ancient worra 
":'ne~sanIY~Qfled ~ificancE:..for~~.E_~~ 
with that app':earance of transhistorical continuity between states
. Ststeriii of va;tly differing soci,a! -strU'Zt:':l~ wjlich realismJira~ 
.!o_ s~pport its: claims for the g~opolitical realm as_M g~. 

These realist historical credentials have led something of a charmed 
life within the discipline. They are rarely challenged - perhaps be
cause the 'timelessness' of the Renaissance and Classical civilizations 
is taken so much for granted throughout the humanities. Shakespeare, 
wrote his friend Ben Jonson, 'was not of an age but for all time!' And 
what reader today could deny the same of Thucydides? Is not the 
arresting 'modern ity' of his prose precisely evidence of a timeless logic 
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of interstate behaviour which forms the natural and distinctive start
ing point for IR theory? How else is it to be accounted for? 

The ease with which these points fonow on from each other perhaps 
explains (and in turn is explained by) what seems at first a more p uzzling 
circumstance: namely, the auci within IR of actual histo . 
~e prem~ern ee.oliticat syste!!!!. ehind the count
less casual references to the Italian ana Greek city-states, there lies 
no corpus of historical analysis and debate within IR. (Elsewhere, of 
course, there is plenty, but it is mostly not focused theoretically on 
'the international question'.) A couple of dry, legalistic surveys by W.ght, 
the odd chapter or article here and there on Greek or Italian politU:al 
thmry, two or three dusty volumes sleeping peacefuny on library shelves 
marked 'History of International Law' - is this really all there is? 
Whatever other research has been done, it certainly keeps a very low 
profile. This is not a live issue in IR theory. But it ought to be. 

What if northern Italy did not see the genesis of the modern in
ternational system? What if Thucydides did not offer a balance of 
power explanation of the Peloponnesian War? And what if the ex
istence of an 'autonomous realm of the political'. which indeed 
characterizes aU three cases - Classical, Renaissance and modern -
can be shown to have rested not on their shared 'external' identity 
as states-systems but rather on an internal (and in each case different) 
structural configuration of social relations? The answer is that this 
may not be just a little local difficulty with dispensable historical 
precedents: it may bear directly on the adequacy of the dominant 
realist theory of the modern system. For it would show that this theory 
lacks the historical definition to which it pretends. And ahistorical 
~es in the soc~~~ !.S~~~~f!.e~o zrsistent and de
bilitating liabilities. Fi~s1~ey l:la~.Q. .me,!lQLoi..!S:sting ~hetMr 
~er~ie~ assu.ll)~cJ to be universal ~rej.nJact s~cific tq,..a~~r 
(~!Y c09~I"!lP:?!ary) ~Eoch. This blots with_al}!!~~f!tS tll:eir 
image ofthe past. Second, without a historical depth of field there 
is always t~posing as irreducible. essential":'startin~ts 
~_~-tt:e .... ~oder~ ~o::1_Q wpi£h~rs.J!L~l!!.!:s re9.~ir
iog explanation. Behind the veil of familiarity, the present too goes 
unexplained. I~ the case of realism, historical examples work pre
cisely to stress the irreducibility of its starting point (the autonomy 
of the political), pre-empting further analysis by demonstrating its 
elemental, transhistorical character. As Halliday has pointed out, it 
is 'indeed paradoxical that a concept so central to the whole discipline 
should escape explication as this one has'.1 For what if the aUlonomy 
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of the political is itself a co ntingent historical development? Would 
that not mean that a crucial dimension of the m odern system was 
opaque to realism? And would we not then stand in pressing need 
of an a lternative explanation of the undoubted similarities bet\\'een 
the Classical, Renaissance and modern systems? 

The aim of this chapter, then , is partly to call the realist bluff by 
taking a closer look at these premodern geopolitical systems: can we 
trust rhe historical references, or are they hiding som e thing? It will 
be argued in this connection tha t the historicaJ terrain often regarded 
as the stronghold of realism is actually the site of its most spectacular 
failures. 

The argument is se t out in the following m a nner. First, the early 
development of the Italian city~state system is brieRy reviewed, par~ 
ticular attention being given to the emergence of a distinct public 
p oli tical sphere. This, it is suggested, was crucially linked wi th the 
articulation of a discourse of raison d'etat. The next section recal.ls Marx's 
discussion of the structural conditions of the rise of such a 'purely 
political state'; and the chapter then turns to consider how these 
conditions cam e to obtain in the Italian case - through processes 
extending deep into the feudal world surrounding the city-states. This 
makes it possible to assess broadly the supposed Italian origins of the 
modern system, before moving on to explore the structural basis of 
the 'purely political' sphere in C lassical Athens. Here again, the 
emergence of a recognizable discourse of raison ii'iml is traced not to 
the muhipolarity of the geopolitical o rder, but to the structural con
figuration of social relations organizing the material reproduction of 
the society - in particular the remarkable interdependence of democ
racy and slavery. This alternative analysis is then used to challenge 
the commo n association o f Thucydides with the realist theory of the 
balan ce of power. 

But the primary purpose is constructive. And it should perhaps be 
stressed aga in at the o utset that the final destination of the argument 
is neither Italy nor Greece but rather our own modern international 
system whose actua l historical identity is effaced by the too easy 
rehearsal of transhistorical similari ties. For if the generic properties 
of states-systems will nOt suffice to explain the familia rity of Italy and 
Greece, the n , as already suggested, they lose their credibility also as 
a starting point for understanding the modern world. For this reason, 
although the systematic treatment of the sovereign states-system is 
reserved fo r chapter 5, the perspectives used below to explore the 
premodern cases are, in the conclusion to this chapter, turned b rieRy 
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on to the modern wo rld in order to draw out their preliminary 
implications for IR theory in gen era l. In short, it is not enough to 
perform the usual expose and walk away. To secure the ground we 
must pursue our methodological critique into the sketching of an 
alternative historical expla nation. \r\'e must give our own answer to 
the riddle o f historical appearances. And it must be a better one. 

Renaissance Italy 

Political Deveropmmt 0/ the Commune 

The independent d evelopment of the medieval to\VTlS of northern 
Italy, which in time produced the city-state system celebrated in IR, 
is conventionally dated from the repulse of twO German imperial 
attempts to unify the peninsula under feudal monarchy. In 1160 the 
citizen militias of the Lombard League defeated the army of Frederick 
I (Barbarossa). In the following century his grandson returned to the 
attack, only to set in chain the events leading to the complete destruc
tion of H o henstaufen power in Ita ly. Both these campaigns assumed 
the form of the struggle between empire and papacy.' None the less, 
as Per ry Anderson suggests, it was a cross-cutting dynamic, the pre
cocious economic development of northern Italy, which proved de
cisive in their ou tcome.' Florence supplied not only troops for the 
papal cause: its merchants raised the enormous loans which funded 
the Angevin mercenary army that destroyed Frederick. In the dec
ades which followed , French rule fractured in the south (the Sicilian 
Vespers of 1282), while the papacy first removed to Avignon (1309), 
returning in 1377 only to disable itself yet further by the Great Schism 
of th e fo llowing year. Outside intervention and influence in northern 
Italy by no means ceased at this point, and the Ottoman threat in 
the east grew alarmingly in the following centu ry; but with the drastic 
weakening of both papacy and empire in the peninsula, and France 
distracted by the Hundred Years' W ar, the regio n enjoyed a geopolitical 
seclusion that would last up until the French invasion of 1494. There
a fter, the substantive independence of the city-states was submerged 
again, first under French then Habsburg domination. It was the 
intervening 'Golden Age' (1378-1494) which saw the innovation, a long 
with much else, of 'the system of organizing interstate relationship[s] 
which Europe later adopted' .10 

The complex of political communities which achieved this had of 
course already undergone an extensive process of development by the 
time of the Great Schism. At the start of the thirteenth century there 
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were some two to three hundred more or less ,independent Com~ 
munes, towns which had shaken off episcopal authority (mostly in the 
seven decades up to 1150) and constituted themselves under the 
Consular system as self~governing merchant/landowning oligarchies. II 
Their numbers had already diminished considerably. as the combined 
effects of internal political instability, competition over rural hinterlands 
and trade routes, and the inability to meet the rising minimal military 
conditions of survival gave opportunity for expansion and absorption . 
The twelfth century in particular saw an accelerated process of 
combined external consolidation (the assertion of Communal author
ity in the contado, or rural hinterland) and evolution of internal polit
ical institutions. 

Under these conditions the city~state system undeIWent not just a 
geopolitical reorganization but also a decline of the oligarchic Con~ 
sular political form. The Consulates had proved unstable in part 
because the leading merchant families which composed both the 
commercial and the political elites carried their factional rivalry into 
the institutions of town government, already under pressure from the 
smal1~trader and artisanal class below. The measures taken by the 
citizens' assemblies to pre-empt the chronic risk involved in this 
arrangement constitute perhaps the single most remarkable - and 
certainly the most revealing - aspect of the political development of 
the Commune. Terms of office were shortened (sometimes to as little 
as two months as in the case of the prWri making up the ruling council 
in Florence,12 more usually to six months or a year) -with incumbents 
being ineligible (along with their entire families) for immediate re
election. The representative character of key elections was persist~ 
ently diluted by adding in sortition rounds. 13 Legislative initiative was 
dispersed among a multitude of committees. And the highest legal 
and military offices - the podesteria Gudicial authority) and capitaneria 
(army command) - were banned to native residents altogether: their 
terms usually restricted to six months, they were filled by candidates 
from outside who were rigorously vetted for remoteness of interest 
and blood, and then tightly sequestered for the length of their office 
in order to preserve their neutrality. I . 

In short, and albeit with considerable variation in detail and extent 
between individual towns, the Communes attempted to insulate 
government from the private power of individuals, to reconstitute the 
sphere of political life as an autonomous public realm, to separate out 
the state as an institution: the podesta 'waJ not a ruler, but rather he 
stood for the rule of law.': ; 
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The public Tealm opened up by these developmenrs was of course 
a restricted one. Citizenship did not extend to the contado, where a 
subject rural population was compelled to deliver monies, foodstuffs 
and military service to the Commune. The abolition of serfdom in 
the contado often signalled only the completion of Communal domi
nation. Indeed, in some ways the towns were not so much anti~feudal 
as 'urban modalities of the general mechanism for surplus extraction 
typical of the age, directed against competing rural practitioners'. 16 
But the distinctive institutional form of the Commune did none the 
less have significant external aspects. One of these is captured in 
Sereni's observation that 'Italian wars generally assumed the charac~ 
ter of public wars, that is, of real conflicts between states, while private 
wars were still very frequent in the rest of Europe.>i7 What is a public 
war? Perhaps an acceptable definition would be: a war undertaken 
by or on behalf of a community. in which the goals pursued or threats 
responded to concern collective interests. In a public war, the cor
porate interests of the community (however these are ascertained) are 
assumed in principle to be the highest moral end. It is therefore 
legitimated by raison d'etat in a way that private wars cannot be. And 
private warfare does not refer only to the prosecution of defiance by 
nobles. Any conflict formally undertaken in pursuit of individual 
material and political aggrandizement is a private war. In this sense, 
even wars between medieval monarchs remained private: their legiti~ 
mation took the form of dynastic claims (often appealing also to 
religious sanction); and the feudal laws of war significantly pertained 
to the conduct of individuals rather than collectivities such as states. 18 

This gives rise to something of a paradox. In the course of a riveting 
passage in Renaissance Dip1oma9, Garrett Mattingly declares 

in Italy, power was temporal in the strictest sense of the term. It was naked 
and free, without even the most tenuous conne~tion with eternity .... [The 
Communes were] the first omnicompetent, amoral, sovereign states.'~ 

By 'naked power' be refers mainly to the fact that the internal po~ 
litical constitution of the Commune was secular, wearing no sanction 
of religious legitimacy such as adorned the hierarchical structures of 
the surrounding feudal world. Mattingly is of course right to stress 
the permanent internal instability of the Communes; but the addi
tional suggestion that brute force predominated in Italy as the 
irreplaceable support o f illegitimacy is slightly misleading. Was noble 
power in the countryside any less brutal? And in one respect at least, 
was not the religious legitimation of feudal domination required 
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precisely by its private character, which otherwise would indeed have 
appeared more 'naked' (in the sense of arbitrary and particularistic) 
than the internal political structures of the Commune? It is estimated 
that fully one third of the free reside nts of the Communes may have 
participated actively in the politics and administration of their towns 
each year - a proportion equivalent to that in Athens.:ZO Perhaps, then, 
the real point is that the 'naked' power that requires no religious 
sanction may be d espotic or usurpatious: or it may be public po~, 
morally self·suf'ficient because it appeals to an arena, real or ideal, 
of common interests.2I One index of this possibility in Italy is the 
vigorous attachment to the rule of law, which also had an external 
aspect: the cities agreed to continue observance of the municipal 
(cosmopolitan) law of the Empire even after imperial authority waned: 
'When the Emperor was no longer recognized as su~rior, his place 
was taken by the law. ''1'2 We shall return to these themes below. 

The standing embassies of later renown did not arise on a signifi
cant scale until the latter half of th e fifteenth century, but organized 
diplomatic interaction between the Communes was continuous and 
intense from the start. So much so, indeed, that Waley suggests that 
'the Commune of 1200 may be considered essentially the product of 
such [external] relations.'23 In at least one sense this was often literally 
true : the military efforts required both to suppress feudal power in 
the conUIdo and to secure new boundaries against attack from other 
Communes 'multiplied expenditure, hence revenue' and were 'the 
main force which matured the cities' fiscal institutions'.2+ But beyond 
th is, the material and organizational reproduction of the Communes 
was carried on in significant part through their peacetime interaction 
by trade and joint political co-ordination. The growth of traffic between 
the cities called forth and was fostered by treaties extending reciprocal 
guarantees of the safety of communications; the civil rights of foreign 
merchants and arrangements for extradition . Cities negotiated about 
bilateral tariff concessions, the material facilities (such as warehouses) 
to be made available to each other's traders, the procedures for the 
settlement of private disputes, and so on. This in turn promoted an 
expansion of the apparatus of government in general, and in particu
lar required an 'exact determination of the frontiers between the 
differen t states', leading often in turn to th~ appointment of 'mag
istrates charged with maintaining the boundaries'.25 Thus, by a sym
biotic process fami liar to students of later absolutist Europe, the 
expanding scope of public organization within Communal territories, 
which produced a sharpening of the territorial form of the state, was 
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increasingly both a function and a precondition of intercourse between 
Communes.26 

By the start of the thirteenth century, the development of the public 
sphere was well advanced, and 'the podesUI had become the rule rather 
than the exception.'27 Yet it was from the beginning a precarious 
settlement. The town nobles continued their violent feuding from 
their towers or from the exile to which they were not infrequently 
despatched in large groups. The tensions between the nobles and the 
popoln cou ld break out into open warfare. And to add to· the manifold 
sources of inter-communal hostility, the peninsula as a whole was still 
(for the first half of the century) disturbed by the intervention of 
Emperor and Pope. Many Communes were increasingly obliged to 
place themselves under the military protection of local feudal lords. 
Even Florence, which retained its republican institutions well into the 
fifteenth Century, passed in and out of the protection of outSide pov,rc:rs 
no less than three times between 1313 and I343.Z8 Elsewhere, the result 
was the rise to power of the signori. These new rulers were often feudal 
magnates whose access to rural military and agrarian resources had 
supplied the leverage at a moment of crisis to transform their tenure 
of podesleria or capi.Umerio. into a permanent executive position. 

The great republic of Milan fell to the Visconti just before the turn 
of the century,29 and by the 1320S the sigrwri held power throughout 
most of the system.30 This development further hastened the territo
rial concentration of the city-states while at the same time arresting 
their political evolution. But it did not represent a straightforward 
reassertion of rural feuda l power: the towns were now a curious 
amalgam of merchant and noble forms. As Salzer put it: 

in the Signoria the two pol itical principles which had so long fought one 
another in Italy, Municipalism and Feudalism, [were] joined together." 

And to a greater or lesser extent, the signod found that they had to 
rule through republican institutions.32 In the most remarkable instance 
of sustained political autonomy, the effective rule of Cosimo de Medici 
over Florence for three decades barely rippled the surface of 
republican government. The private economic power by which he 
maintained his inAuence in the committees provided the perfect 
counterpoint to the public sphere which he manipulated with such 
skill. 33 
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Sources of PolitU:al Autonomy 

The word 'autonomous' has been used above to describe the erner· 
genee of Communal political institutions. This is a loaded term in 
the literature of IR. There it is generaUy used to imply the possibility 
of studying the form and behaviour of the state sui genens and more 
or less in isolation from other social structures. What, however, is 
meant by it here? It may help in answering this question to compare 
Communal institutions with those characterizing the predominant, 
seigniorial form of political power in feudal Europe. For the most 
striking contrast is precisely that in the latter case economic activity 
and the exercise of political authority are TUll separated out. The 
heritable fief typically combitw personal rights of appropriation over 
land and productive labour with extensive political jurisdiction. On 
the one hand, the fief is 'owed' to the liege lord not as a public office 
but as a personally contracted possession; on the other, it carries rights 
of economic exploitation which can be exercised only through m echa
nisms of political command and subordination - serfdom. There are 
thus no distinct 'political' and 'economic' realms. The emergence of 
a public political sphere is blocked by the particularist, private char
acter of 'parceUized sovereignty'; and the 'purely economic' relation
ships which constitute the fabric of an 'economy' in the modern sense 
are precluded by the politically unfree status of rural labour. 

There is also therefore no state in the modern sense. There is a 
degree of regulation of the noble class provided by royal suzerainty; 
and there are more or less concerted attempts to expand the scope 
of royal authority through the system of courts and the contesting of 
ecclesiastical prerogative. There are legal codes and attempts to 
consolidate centralized political rule. But 'there is as yet no political 
constitution as distinct from the actual material state or the other 
content of the life of the nation.')4 Nothing could be more emblematic 
of this fusion than the role assumed by dynastic diplomacy as a 
mechanism of accumulation and expansion in the geopolitics of the 
age. This institution visibly depends for its operation upon the insepa
rability of personal property and political jurisdiction - depends, that 
is, on the non-existence of an autonomous state. Several other result
ant peculiarities of feudal political power are frequendy remarked -
the recognition of private rights of warfare,3) the absence of a distinct 
body of public international law, and so on. 36 One might add that 
in this period the very reference of the term 'the state' was different, 
denoting something closer to 'the civil state' later contrasted with 'the 
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state of nature'. The modern sense, a public political organization 
contrasted with 'civil society', is a much later arrival again. 

Marx was from the earliest in no doubt that the social transfor
mations registered in the distance between these couplets - that is, 
the emergence and reproduction of the 'autonomous' state, on the 
one hand, and the 'non-political' civil society, on the other - had to 
be seen as structurally interdependent: 

The e.stablishment of the poli~al Jitlu and the dissolution of civil society into 
independent indiWiuau - whose relations with one another depend on law, 
just as the relations of men in the system of estates and guilds depended 
on priui/egt - is accomplished by OTU and tIu Jtl1M o.cL" 

As Derek Sayer has argued, Marx's early writings repeatedly focus 
on the links between the dominant mechanisms of surplus appropria
tion characteristic of the new 'civil society' and this reconstitution of 
political power as public authority. )8 In particular, Marx stresses that 
so long as the material reproduction of a social order is organized 
through institutionalized political subjection, 'politics' cannot be 
disengaged from privilege. Under these conditions, 

me unity of the state, and also the consciousness, will and activity of this 
unity. the general power of the state, are likewise bound to appear as the 
particvlo.r affair of a ruler.'9 

It is only when 'the political character of civil socie!y' is abolished (sub
stituting non-political mechanisms of surplus appropriation) that 
politics can assume a general, autonomous form in the state, replac
ing the particularist private form of the estates. The overthrow of 
feudalism 

set free the political spirit, which had been, as it were, split up, partitioned 
and dispersed in the various blind alleys of feudal society. It gathered the 
dispersed paru of the political spirit. freed it from iu intermixture with civil 
life. and established it as the sphere of the community, the general concern 
of the nation, ideally independent of thoseparliculo.relementsof civillife.<O 

Given the widespread assumption in IR (and elsewhere) that 
Marxism comprises a theory of civil society which is incapable of 
apprehending the state except in instrumentalist or reductionist terms, 
these passages are truly remarkable. For what is being discussed here 
except the very state autonomy which, generalized into a universal 
feature of political o rganization, forms the cornerstone of realist theory? 
'The political spirit ' can be nothing other tha n raison d'etat (an idiom 
indeed foreign to the political discourses of feudalism). And these 
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phrases - 'the general power of the state ... the political state ... a 
real state ... the state as such ... the state [as] a separate entity, beside 
and outside civil society'4l - would not seem out of place on the lips 
of E.H. Carr, Hans Morgenthau, or any other writer arguing for 'the 
autonomy of the political', The difference of course is that Marx does 
not regard th is autonomy as an attribute of institutions of rule sui 
gmeris. Any exercise of government includes general social functions 
and mobilizes collective powers; but the emergence of a 'purely 
political' sphere is a historical development which rests upon a de· 
terminate structural configuration of social relations. Furthermore, 
this is not to be understood simplistically as a causal autonomy of the 
s tate as an organization. It does not follow that once a public political 
sphere has emerged, some imputed universal properties of statehood 
could then provide a self-sufficient basis of suhsttmtiw explanation of 
historical outcomes. On the contrary, this is a theory of 'the autonomy 
of the political' which begins by grounding our analysis of the state 
in a conception of the social totali ty. 

llaly and Europe 

Is this, then, what was happening inside the walls of the Italian towns 
- and if so, does it not merely confirm the conventional image of 
northern Italy as the advance guard of the emerging mode rn states
system? This question requires that we supplement our account of 
the internal characteristics of the Italian system with some observa
tions on its external integration into the wider social formation. 

T h e temporary geopolitical isolation of northern Italy from feudal 
Europe hi the late fourteenth and fifteenth centuries does not, of course, 
mean that the development of the city-state system took place in a 
vacuum. Rather the opposite is true. Any attempt to p icture what 
followed as the unfolding of 'a little world by itself', an independent 
and self-contained system, would be drastically misleading.42 For the 
city-states were at the very hub o f the wheel of medieval medium
and lo ng-distance commerce. They virtually m onopolized East-West 
trade, in large part through their entrep6ts in the eastern M editer
ranean (Venice) and the Black Sea (Genoa). And these entrepats were 
not precarious footholds in a h ostile, alien environment. In some cases 
they were substantial territorial possessions in Asia M inor, continu
ously sanctioned by diplomatic recognition within a thriving east 
Mediterranean states-system. d 

Venice had already been the principal conduit of western trade 
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with Byzantium and the Levant in the ninth century.... (Formally still 
under Byzantine rule, it was far better placed to penetrate eastern 
trade than were its rivals4}) It was, however, the Crusades, with the 
great opportunities they created for carrying and booty, which gave 
the cities their chance. After the First Crusade (lOg6), Genoa, which 
had led the way in providin g direct naval assistance, acquired one
third of the city of Caesaria and the right to trade without duties and 
levies througho ut the Crusader kingdoms.46 In the century which 
followed. the Venetian colony of merchants in Constantinople grew 
to number some ten thousand individualsY In the latter half of the 
twelfth century, however, this tremendously lucrative trade was beset 
with crisis." The combination of increased competition among 
Europea n carriers at Byzantium and AJexandria (forcing up supply 
prices) with persistent debasement of coinage by the Europea n 
monarchs (reducing the value of sales) produced a gradual squeeze 
on profits. M eanwhile. Saladin restored Muslim control over Pales
tine and Syria - leaving only a narrow coastal strip to the Crusaders 
(dependent upon Italian naval support), and provoking a further 
reduc tion in trade due to papal bans on commercial intercourse 
between Christians and Muslims. Finally, the Venetian traders at 
Constantinople were suffering rising levels of violent resentment from 
their Byzantine competitors as (Greek) imperial protection weakened. 

Relief came with the Fourth Crusade. culminating in the fall of 
Constantinople in 1204. FOr the leading Italian city-states, the spoils 
gained by their participation in this operation were nothing short of 
spectacular. Genoa founded the entrep3t city of Carra on the Black 
Sea and was granted in addition 'vast n eighbouring lands wh ich were 
veritable colonies'. ~9 Venice won (though, significantly, chose not to 
take possession of) three-eighths of the territory of the Byzantine 
Empire and secured not just monopoly righ ts but also the indirect 
rule of Constantinople for the n ext fifty years:~ Venice and Genoa 
were to fight bitter naval wars over the next century for control of 
the eastern trade. But their prize was itself dependent upon a tem
porary and shifting geopolitical conjuncture. In the following (four
teenth) century, direct trading communication with the Far East was 
broken with the collapse of the Mongol Khanates. The diversion of 
this commerce into the hands of Muslim seararers produced a further 
great increase in prices. And as the Ouomans extended their sway 
in Asia M inor (finally capturing Constantinople in 1453), their fiscal 
demands further depressed an East- West traffic which was already 
contracting due to the ravages of the Black Death (apparem ly brought 
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from Caffa by Genoese sai lors) and renewed papal ~stnctlons on 
trade. A rurther, though temporary, challenge came from the Portu· 
gllese, with the opening up of the Cape sea-route to the East: 'In 1504 
when the Venetian galleys arrived in Alexandria ... they found not 
a single sack of pepper waiting for them.')) 

And yet the East-West trade was only one of four major axes on 
which the integration of the city-states into the wider European social 
formation turned. A second was their own production of manufac
tures - most saliently, textiles - for sale both in Northern Europe and 
in the East. By concentrating 'the thinly spread demand of an entire 
continent ')2 for certain goods, the cities secured the livelihood of their 
tens of thousands of artisans and labourers. And yet ,[t]he Italians 
traded in other people's products at least as much as their own. ')S And 
their industrial production itself remained to the end in the service 
of trade.~ Thus, third, colonies of Italian merchants could be found 
in cities and town all over Europe and the Levant. Ralph Davis notes 
that' [i) n every considerable trading city south of the Baltic coastlands, 
Italian trading settlements had been established - and there were no 
corresponding northern settlements in Italy.'ll These merchants were 
often factors, or branch agents, of companies based in Italy which 
co-ordinated a range of transactions in different parts of the conti
nent. (By 1300 the sedentary merchant had come to predominate over 
his itineram forebear.)6) They represented a network of contacts 
through which large sums of money could be raised and financial 
credits transferred across long distances without requiring the physi
cal movement of specie. The bill of exchange (which could be issued 
and redeemed in different currencies) was the expression of this facili ty 
through which 'to a large extent [they) dominated European trade'Y 
There was, fourth, an additional call on the liquidity available through 
these means: Italian merchants (especially Florentine) handled the 
financial transfers involved in the continent-wide activity of the Church, 
and they lent at interest on a large scale to monarchs - usually in 
connection with the latter's military purposes. 

This last practice involved not inconsiderable risks. When Edward 
III of England defaulted on debts to the Bardi and Peruzzi companies 
which had been incurred in the course of his French wars, the col
lapse of those companies (which were exposed to the extent of four
teen times their share capital) so shook the prosperity of Florence that 
the town had difficulty maintaining its own military expenditure.)8 
Holmes rightly notes the apparent paradox 
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that the financial resources ... of tWO private Florentine companies could 
exercise a decisive inHuence in the policy of the King of England while, 
about the same time, the commune of Florence placed itself under the 
~rnment of a rather obscure French soldier of fortune, Walter of Brienne. )9 

This is indeed a startling conjunction, and one, moreover, which is 
not much illuminated by considering the size of the political units 
involved. If it is true that 'in 1293 the maritime taxes of the single 
port of Genoa yielded 31/2 times the entire royal revenues of the French 
monarchy',M then the geopolitical vulnerability of the city-states is not 
obviously explained by saying that they were 'small fry in the world 
of royal and seigniorial rivalries'.61 

Any adequate historical explanation must begin instead with the 
way in which the actual political and geopolitical independence of 
the Italian city-states was articulated with the institutional separation 
of the processes of (agrarian) production and (urban) exchange within 
European feudalism61 as a whole. 

To the 'territorial states' of the north, land was (almost) everything: 
productive labour, the source of their wealth, was (legally) rooted in 
it; and the political and military command over this labour was the 
currency of seigniorial power. To the city-states their territorial base 
was (almost) nominal. Of the Venetian it was said: .Non Mal, non seminal, 
rum vendemiat,6! while Florence, in the words of a near contemporary, 
was 'powerful more by the advantage of its location, the capacities 
of its men, and the readiness of its money than by the extent of its 
dominion'.M This is not of course to say that the towns did not have 
to secure the military and strategic conditions of their survival; and 
this almost always necessitated local and foreign territorial expansion 
and, relatedly, the structural marriage of convenience embodied in 
the rise of the signori. But their real location, the site where they 
reproduced themselves, was athwart the flows of exchange which 
serviced European feudalism and which carried their citizens into 
every major town and court of the continent. 

Insinuated thus into the pores of seigniorial power, Italian mer
chants could exercise considerable leverage based on their unique 
access to monetary flowsM 

- quite apart from the importance of the 
commodities which they supplied to the north.66 And this role was 
undoubtedly enhanced by juridical and political autonomy at the 
centres or mercantile accumulation. (Italy had its own cautionary 
examples o f steep urban decline under the heavy hand of imperia l 
or Angevin rule; and [he Champagne fairs themselves met an un
natural end, strangled by the Dukes of Burgundy.61) 
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But the same feudal separation of production and exchange which 
facilitated their penetration into the heartlands of seigniorial power, 
and allowed them to amass half the traffic of the continent under their 
control without any significant northward territorial expansion, also 
threatened to prevent the cities from consolidating themselves geo
politically. Like the circuits of mercantile capital with which they ringed 
Europe, the Italian cities remained crucially 'penned in the sphere 
of circu!ation',68 relying heavily on external trade for their material 
reproduction - and in some cases c irculating large sections of their 
population throughout the continent.69 Thus although they \ .. 'ere 
frequently at war, these wars we re in general an adjunct to their 
commercial reproduction, fought to secure the conditions and expan
sion of trade. "var was not, as it was for the feudal states, a primary 
mechanism of accumulation: 

The State eluded a comparable military definition, because competition 
in trade and manufactures - escorted and enforced by extra-economic 
coercion, the 'protection costs' or the age - had become an economic 
purpose or the community in its own right: markets and loans were more 
important than prisoners, plunder was secondary to engrossment. lfI 

Moreover, because of this, because their extreme urban definition was 
precisely a measure of their necessary institutional subtraction from 
the rural feudalism which they selViced, territorial expansion was not 
a natural avenue of growth, and always carried the danger of pro
viding geopolitical stability only at the expense of republican auto
nomy. In practice, predominantly urban social orders of this kind, cut 
off from the wider seigniorial political command over resources of 
productive and military manpower, were historically unstable as in
dependent states. Purchasing the military services of local feudatories 
thus became the prelude to accepting the takeover of Communal 
insti tutions by a noble landed family. 

What was in many ways an intriguingly similar drama was later 
played out in the United Provinces of the sixteenth century. There 
the parts of the Commune, the jxxfesta and the signor were played by 
the Estates-General, the Stadlwlder and the H ouse of Orange. In any 
fuller study, this would form an important additional case - not least 
because it provided both (in Grotius) the theory of an international 
rule of law and (somewhat later, in William of Orange) a candidate 
(already schooled in the autonomy o f Dutch political institutions) fit 
to smooth a crucial episode in the consolidation of the institutional 
autonomy of the English state. 
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Returning, then, to the questions posed in the introduction to this 
chapter: was the Italian balance the origin of our own international 
system? Is it true, as Mattingly suggests, that 'Italy first found the 
system of organizing interstate relationship[s] which Europe later 
adopted, because Italy, towards the end of the Middle Ages, was 
already becoming what later all Europe became'?71 Any such claims 
would need to be severely qualified. In particular, the appearance of 
continuity with later Europe is in many respects an optical illusion. 
It is misleading to picture the modern states-system beginning in Italy 
and then, through the collapse of the local balance of power, drawing 
in other states a nd thus becoming generalized to Europe as a whole, 
whence it later spread to cover the globe. Such an image is inad
equate even on straightforward empirical grounds. There is an im
portant 150-year gap between the resumption of major foreign 
intervention in Italy (1494 - which Dehio marks as the start of the 
Europe-wide system) and the eventual construction of multilateral 
standing diplomacy at Westphalia in 1648. Closer inspection of this 
intelVening period shows not only a fitful and restricted take-up of 
the Italian methods, but also a significant regression in the evolution 
of the diplomatic system in the ninety years leading up to Westphalia.72 

In the 'international' sphere, as in the development of its distinctive 
internal constitution, 'the city-state proved a dead-end rather than 
the direct antecedent of the natipn-state'.7S 

This conclusion becomes inescapable when we turn to the struc
tural and historical conditions of the Italian episode. The city-states 
indeed innovated 'purely political' geopolitical networks (culminating 
in standing diplomacy)just as they innovated many 'purely economic' 
ones (in the financial and commercial fields). The conditions of each 
were the same: a radical institutional separation of politics and eco
nomics premissed upon a form of material reproduction dominated 
by exchange relations, itself contingent upon a structural location within 
feudal Europe which enabled the cornering of such flows sufficient 
to support them. The very specificity of this role meant that it could 
not be gene ralized to Europe as a whole. To rework Maningly's 
formulation : for the cities to look like what all Europe would later 
become, they had to be released from the grip of seigniorial and Church 
power. But there was a clear limit to how many Venices and Florences 
there was room for within Christendom. For Europe to undergo its 
transformation, Christendom had to be destroyed. This process would 
reach its climax in the century and a half which followed, producing 
a transformative crisis too in the underlying structural conditions of 
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existing diplomatic institutions.1+ This is the unremarked historical 
content or the 150-year gap noted above in the continuity of diplo
matic evolution. And it was not 10 be th e work of merchant capital. 

Classical Greece 

Peculiarities of tJu GruJu 

The perception of the C lassical Greek city-state system within IR has 
been a somewhat conrused and contradictory one. O n the one hand, 
th e causes and prosecution or the Peloponnesian War are referred to 
as a Wcus cUusicw of the dynamics or the balance of power. Thucydides 
is crediled with being 'the first scientific student of international 
relations',ll 'an early student or decision-making'" and the father or 
realism - the latter often on account of his celebratedjudgemem that 
'what made war inevitable was the growth of Athenian po~r and 
the fear which this caused in Sparta. >77 Furthermore, Thucydides' 
portrayals of public debates and d iplomatic exchanges - most famously 
the Melian Dialogue8 - pursue with a startling faithfulness the logic 
of rellipolitilc familiar from the modern realist theory of the states-system. 
So much so that in the Melian Dialogue itself - sometimes invoked 
as the prototypical contest of realism and idealism - both sides accept 
explicitly from the start that the issue will turn not on the moral 
claims but rather on the public mUrests of the parties involved. 

On the o ther hand, the exemplary status of the Greeks suffe rs a 
dramatic downgrading at the hands of writers seeking to draw out 
their 'modern' character in greater historical detail. Wight concludes 
b luntly: 

Just as they had no diplomatic system and no public international law, so 
they had no sense of an equilibrium being the foundation and as it were 
the eonstitution of international society." 

To the evident disappointment of the English School, '[t] here was no 
Greek Grotius.'80 Others too have been puzzled by a 'virtual absence 
or active theorizing about interstate relations' and have been led to 
speculate about treatises lost to posterity or the exhaustion of the 
collective Greek mind rollowing its exertions in other areas.81 But the 
confusion is after a ll grou nded in a genuine paradox. Purnell su ggests 
that the lack of a developed theory o f interstate relations is partly the 
result of a 'habit of referring to actual city-states as a body of people 
rather than a named political unit'. This, he argues, ' limited the degree 
to which they cou ld theorize about relations between states as SUch'.81 
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But this apparent terminological blockage reAecteanot a theoretical 
incapacity but rather a widely recognized institutional reality: in 
classical Greece there were no 'states as such'. Perry Anderson says 
of Athens: 

There was scarcely any separate or professional state apparatus in the city, 
whose poli tical structure was essentially defined by iu rejection of special
ized bodies or officials - civilian or military - apart from the ordinary 
citizenry: Athenian democracy signified, pre~isely, the refusal of any such 
division between 'state' and 'society,.n 

Realpolitik without states? Whence then derives that public discourse 
of raison d'etat which is heard so clearly in the pages of The Hiswry of 
the Pewponnesian ~r? And how is it that the G reek polis, which in its 
underlying character could hardly have been more different from the 
I talian city-state of the Middle Ages, none the less bears such a strik
ing resemblance to it? If ~ can answer these questions we will begin 
to penetrate the riddle of appearances on which the transhistorical 
claims of realism are founded. 

The comparison of the Italians with the ancient Greeks has of 
course been run many times,&! a nd the first and most emphatic contrast 
to emerge concerns the absence in Greece of the role played by trade 
in medieval Italy. Not that trade was unimportant: among the key 
mechanisms of Athen ian imperial power were the enforced use by 
subject cities of Athenian currency, and the maintenance of entrep6t.M 

But manufactures for the most part 'had a purely internal signifi
cance, not connected with inter-state affairs';86 and even if one in
cludes the corn trade, which seems to have accounted for the bulk 
of mercantile activity, 'the scale and total volume were small ... even 
of the most highly urbanized communities like Athens. '87 Moreover, 
the traders and seafarers themselves were for the most part not citi
zens but metics, or foreigners, often granted considerable rights of 
passage and settlement but generally excluded rrom both voting and 
land-ownership.88 Mercantile and craft activity was held in low regard 
'not unconnected with the servile status or ex-servile status of many 
or the practitioners of retaillrades'.89 Plato's ideal state of The Laws 
would have proscribed the involvement of citizens in trade, and Sparta 
actually did so, delegating its craft production and trading to the partly 
subject pokis of the perioeci.'IO 

Unlike the Italian republics th en, the classical city-states remained 
'in origin and principle, urban congeries of landowners'91 - forming 
paradoxically an urban civilization without an urban economy. The 
material and institutional conditions of this development derived not 

-
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from tapping the flows of inter-regional exchange as in Italy, but rather 
from the hyper-exploita tion of captive labour: slavery. Considerable 
disagreemen t persists as to the quantitative and qualitative weigh t of 
slave labour in G reece. \"'hile Perry Anderson suggests that slaves 
outnumbered the free in Periclean Athens by 3:2 ,9'2 it is also the case 
that the heaviest concentrations wert: in mining and domestic service, 
while in agriculture freemen were more numerous.n Hence '[t]he 
view of Athens as a community of leisured citizens whose slaves greatly 
oUlnumbered the free is against the eviden ce. '901 This, however, is not 
quite the point. Slavery 'released from any economic concern, or 
even activity, the men who gave political leadership to the state, and, 
in large measure, the intellectual leadership as wel1?~ but crucially, 
it did so in a way which did not require the politieal subjection of 
labouring fellow-citizens, whatever polarization of wealth might occur 
among them. Thus slavery was not just a source of material surpluses; 
by providing a continuing supply of cheap labour it acted also as a 
valve reducing the pressure on the economic independence of the 
smallholding class which was the precondition of political democracy. 
Slavery and democracy had in fact grown up together following the 
abolition of debt peonage by the reforming tyrannies of the sixth 
century Be. Fittingly enough, it seems that the first political democ
racy, Chios, was also the first significant importer of slaves.96 And 
'[t]he full exploitation of slaves in Hellenic territory fell in the 
b lossom-time of democracy. '91 ~ 

One has only to compare the Funeral Oration of Pericles with the 
speech of the Venetian Doge on the resources of his city in 142t (even 
granted the different occasions) to sense the enormous cultural gulf 
between the two civilizations, reflecting in turn the contrasted struc
tural bases of their pre-eminence. Pericles' speech is a eulogy of public 
political institutions, while 'the most beautifu l garden of Venice'98 is 
the 2,800,000 ducats of annual trade with Lombardy.9'9 T h ese fun
damental differences can be elaborated to explore a range of sharp 
discontinuities between the Greek and medieval Italian cities: the polis 
knew nothing of the structural antagonism of town and country, 
pursued a militarist logic of accumulation alien to Italy, and so on. loo 

Where the real institutional similarities none the less persist is in 
the forms of political organization. Pericles lays great stress on the 
rule of la", and the juridical equality which it prescribes for the citizen 
body as an index of the achievement of Athens. 101 He expressed pride 
in the fact that his political influe nce was mediated by the Assembly, 
and not exercised by virtue of any formal executive authority. 102 And 
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while the citizen-wide eligibility for office did not prevent political 
power from being largely the vocation of a wealthy, leisured minority, 
the latter were 'increasingly servants of the sta te, instnlments of the 
law, and nOt arbitrary wielders of power'. lOS The language in which 
they addressed the Assembly was wholly of a piece with this: 

The interests of the state were always justification enough, whether or war 
or of diplomacy and negotiation or of capitulation (if necessary even to the 
Persians). The choice of instruments in any given situation was arguable 
only on the question of tactics, pragmatically but not morall): lOt 

Again and again Thucydides gives witness of this in set-piece debates 
- for example, the :Mytilenian Debate on the efficacy of mass capital 
punishment, where Cleon'!': opening hard line is countered not by 
moral objection but by Diodotus' subtler expediency. II» But what is 
this 'state' whose interestS are invoked as paramount? As we have 
already noted, it does not have any existence other than the political 
self-organization of the citizenry.l06 It has no bureaucratic apparatus 
to which the decision-making authority of the populace is formally 
alienated and which might provide a basis of 'independent' interests 
and capacities. It is anything but autonomous in this restricted em
pirical sense. And yet it talks like a state! This suggests that the 
underlying consitituents of raison d'ila.t may lie elsewhere - not in the 
existence of a separate state organization but in a particular social 
relation among the population. 

In At hens this was t ra nsparently so. In every sense, the democracy 
depended upon the institutional exclusion from the political sphere 
of those social relationships of juridical inequality (namely slavery and 
the mt:tie status of trade) by which the security of smallholders in the 
face of large landed and com mercial wealth was maintained. Thus, 
from the point of view of the population as a whole, 'civil society was 
the slalJt of political society.'101 Among the citizen body, however, the 
effect was to 'set free the political spirit'; 

in Greece, the res publica is the real private alTair of the citizens, their real 
content ... the political state qua political state, being the true and only 
content of the life and will of the citizens. ",. 

For the citizenry, the political realm was, whatever divisions of wealth 
it encompassed, objectively the realm of their deeper common inter
est - truly a public sphere, a lbeit one whose structura l conditions 
rendered it incapable of extension beyond a minority of the popu
lation. Within this sphere, a discourse of raison d'ila.t could flourish 
because the formal equality of its members made it possible for issues 
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to appear in their 'purely political' technical aspect. (This is not of 
course to imply substantive unity within Greek democratic assem
blies, which were, on the contrary, generally riven with the most 
vigorous factional strife - as indeed is the public sphere in 'open' 
societies today; the point is the existence of a public sphere at aU.) 
But the referent and ground of this discourse was not a bureaucratic 
state organization; it was the nexus of internal and external social 
relations which produced and reproduced. their ascendancy in the 
role of a 'purely political' elite. At the end of our long trail back 
through history in pursuit of the elemental category of realist theory, 
we have arrived at an 'autonomy of the political' (a separating out 
of a distinct sphere of 'the political') without a state. 

Excursus: Causes of the Pewponnesio.n War 

Before examining the implications of this for our understanding of 
the modern state, we might take this opportunity to assess brieRy 
the claim that Thucydides provides a realist explanation of the 
Peloponnesian War in terms of the balance of poWer. 

& Doyle has argued, the Delian and Peloponnesian Leagues ranged 
against each other differed fundamentally in both the political com
plexion of the jxJleis involved and the mechanisms of interstate control 
which held them together. Athens had assumed leadership of the Delian 
League in 487 BC, determined to press forward the expulsion of the 
Persians following the naval victory at Salamis and the freeing of 
Ionia. In this it was beckoned on not only by the opportunities for 
plunder, enslavement and colonization which attended each engage
ment; it also sought to secure the sea-routes for the corn imports from 
the Black Sea on which it was becoming increasingly dependent. 
(Athenian leadership took over from that of Sparta, which, by con
trast, supplied most of its cereal needs from domestic production, 
and, for reasons detailed below, could ill afford large and prolonged 
military deployment abroad.'~ The League began as a voluntary 
association to which each polis supplied an agreed tribute of ships and 
men or money. It was transformed into an empire as the Athenians 
forcibly prevented secession (beginning with Naxos in 469 BC), trans
ferred the treasury from Delos to Athens (4:>4), suppressed independ
ent naval activity and assumed an ever closer supervision of the 
payment of the tribute. In its most developed form, this was accom
panied by the arrogation to Athenian courts of all capital trials in 
member cities as well as the proliferation of Athenian currency minted 
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from the silver mines at Laurium, and the maintenance of the port 
of Piraeus as a compulsory entrepet for all Greek imports of corn 
from southern Russia. The exercise of Athenian power facilitated by 
these arrangements took three principal forms: an eflective naval mo
nopoly permitting (in a predominantly coastal civilization) direct 
military sanctions against recalcitrant jxJlris; a political hegemony over 
allied democratic factions dependent on Athenian support against 
oligarchic revanchism; and a commercial supremacy which distrib
uted the benefits of reduced piracy and a guaranteed currency while 
concentrating regulative authority. (Hopper observes that Athens 
'learnt to use [its] control over corn and ship timber as instruments 
of domination over other states'. At the same time it could 'virtually 
close, for an individual, the majority of the Greek ports of importance 
in the eastern Mediterranean'.IIO) 

It was otherwise in the Pe\oponnesian League, for reasons closely 
connected with the internal peculiarities of the Spartan polis. After 
a precocious early political development in the Archaic period, the 
evolution of the Spartan polis had arrested in a rigid oligarchic form 
which it was to retain for over three hundred years. This was largely 
due to the fact that, whereas enslaved communities were normally 
dispersed on capture through the fully commodified slavery practised 
by pokis such as Athens, the Spartans had opted (Q exploit their subject 
populations in Laconia and Messenia in situ. The continuous occu
pation of these areas placed extreme military demands on the citizenry 
who organized themselves into a permanently mobilized army - a 
development finalized following the Second Messenian War of the 
third quarter of the seventh century. Thus, enigmatically, Sparta's 
'great power' role arose out of its internal instability and remained 
connected with it: 

Her first and only unwavering concern was peace at home, in the Pelo
ponnesc. This she never fully achieved, but she came near enough through 
the instrumentality of the Peloponnesian League. llI 

This inward orientation of the Spartans' policy, for which they were 
roundly criticized by their allies, J12 is witnessed also by the fact that 
the League was not an empire, an interstate and 'transnational' 
mechanism for surplus accumulation at the metropole. III Thucydides 
says that 

The Spartans did not make their allies pay tribute, but saw to it that they 
were governed by oligarchies who ,"ou ld work in the Spartan interest. I

" 

Nor was this interest pursued through the imposition of preferential 
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trading arrangements. On the contrary, the oligarchies such as Sparta 
'sought to avoid commercial contact in order to prevent the mobi
lization of their democratically inclined middle and lower classes' . II~ 
Spartan military prowess, coupled with a fear of being undermined 
dome.stUaLg by the influence of the politically more advanced poleis to 
the east, were the principal forces which held the league of oligarchies 
together and made it the natural pole of attraction fOT Athens's other 
rivals too. The latter knew well how to play on the underlying conflict 
of social systems. 'Mour whole way of life is out of date when compared 
to theirs', declared the Corinthian delegates, goading the Spartan 
Assembly into war; 'Athens, because of the very variety of her expe
ri..:nce, is a far more modern state than you are'. II' This was no 
revelation. Sparta found it difficult enough to Jive with Athens even 
when the latter was providing friendly military assistance: the Athe
nian army sent in response to Spartan requests for aid in putting 
down the·hewt revoir of 464 was sent home early for fear they might 
'become the sponsors of some revolutionary policy'. 117 

What then was 'the real reason for the war'? Was it the perceived 
tipping of the military and geopolitical scales between the two alli
ances threatened by the Athenian takeovers in Corcyra and Potidaea?118 
Or do these incidents, however central to the mechanisms of esca
lation, belong rather among those factors by which 'the real reason' 
is 'most likely to be disguised'? Was it the wider connict of social 
systems which generated incompatible external needs? 

Athens was securing her position in many or the subject cities by supporting 
democrats . . . against rormer governing classes ... . Conversely, there were 
unprivileged classes in some mainland states who looked longingly towards 
Athens. It was this which made it difficult ror the two power-blocs, rep
resenting different social systems, to lie down together. I It 

Or can it be grasped only by Thucydides' most comprehensive category 
of historical explanation , the 'uneven development' of Greece as a 
whole, as a result of which 'up to the present day much of Hellas still 
follows the old way of life'.I20 with all the strains and intercommunal 
tensions which followed from this? 

Whatever the answer, one thing at least must be allowed: when 
Thucydides describes 'the real reason' as 'the growth of Athenian 
power', he does not, could nOt, mean geopolitical power on the modern 
realist definition - the fungible, strictly interstate, transhistorically 
generic medium of the balance of power. For on his own account, 
the Athenian threat comprised qualitatively distinct forms of influ
ence and control whi,:h Sparta could not reproduce, even in smaller 
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quantities. 121 Moreover, its external geopolitical advance was insepa
rable from the sociopolitical vulnerability which it compounded "'lithin 
the Spartan polis. In other words, we find here neither a common 
structural definition to the fo rm s or geopolitical power exercised by 
the two alliances, nor a distinct terrain of interstate politics whose 
dynamics could be analysed suigeneri.s. Given this, it becomes difficult 
to see what the balance of power as an explanalcry tool (rather than as 
a piece of descriptive shorthand) could refer to except purely military 
logics of escalation. And no one, least of all Thucydides, would reduce 
the causes of the Peloponnesian War to those. 

Restored to its original con text, Thucydides' famous one·liner is 
emphatically nol an instance of a substantive realist explanation. This 
ought to be evident from the fact that it occurs in Book I of his Hislory 
as the priface to actual historical explanation, not at the end as a 
summary of its content. And in any case, when the meaning of 'power' 
is fleshed out, it violates several of the key premisses of realist method. 
A balance of power explanation here is either substantively incorrect 
or a mere banality - a double failure which, as has been argued in 
chapter I , is the recurrent fate of realism as a social theory. Despite 
the chorus of assent, there is in fact no warrant to conclude that 
'Thucydides belongs to the realists'. 122 

The Structural Basis of Raison d'Etat 

The Greek and Italian city-state systems were both, in their different 
ways, ',,:me-off' anomalies in the run of European history - incapable, 
despite their tremendous political and cultural cr:eativity, of being 
generalized into a wider system. If the Commune was, as Waley 
suggests, 'a dead-end', the polis 

required so rare a combination or material and institutional circumstances 
that it . .. could be approximated only ror a very brier period or time; ... 
it had a past, a fleeting present and no ruture. m 

\.yhy then do they appear so familiar to the modern international 
system which, by contrast, has achieved a fully global reach? This 
question is perhaps best approached via Marx's analysis, discussed 
above, of the structural conditions of the capitalist 'pu rely political' 
state. 

h will be recalled how Marx (in Volume III of Capital) located the 
cu tting edge o f historical materialism as a method in historical 
sociology: 
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The spe.cific economic form, i~ which unpaid surplus-labour is pumped 
ou.t of direct producers, determmes the relationship of rulers and ruled ... 
It IS ~lways the ~irect relationship of the owners of the conditions of pro
duction to the direct producers ... which reveals the innermost secret the 
hidden bas.is of the ent~re social structure, and with it the political form 
of ~e relation of sovereignty and dependence, in short, the corresponding 
speCific form of the state .• ,. 

q~pita1j~~~i9.~u= as a mode O~E[oduction in that this relationship 
3J$umes a :'purelY econofriiC' form. That is iOSay, ~ ~;aci!iseco
!2!:..r:!.~ form'~J~~~E:ri~te~ through a~ ations of 
~ch.!ng~, .~ ~an tnbute.Qn _money or kil!d) ex~cted th~'$h 
~Itlcal ~tlons C?f Jlopmatlon. The commOdification of"liOOur
~ which lies a~ dleh~art ~iS su~~.~~nerece~iente-O:-~bIquih' 
of excha~-2"elauons ,-the marlCet""') aoes not cancer the actual sub
jection of~-,!irec~?c!uce~the;}t·reconstitUtes it throughthe 
structured inequali~ of the Jabou~ cont~~tfii;--a-pri~ti;ea'reilm 
~i~~~ is"" ~a}~t!i~d-Yi'!. tbi·4~es.t mateMar.:!:!~a: 
ence~ a-rree~(p~eg:tyless an9....u!l~edtw.?rkforce. We shoulather;': 
fore be ~reful not to mistake the formal separa:tion of politics and 
economics (or state and civil society) under capitalism for a substan
t~ve evacuation of relations of domination from the realm of produc
tion. m Nevertheless, because this 'strategic relationship'l2fi is held in 
place by private 'economic' sanctions (unemployment) rather than by 
th~ exercise of jurisdiction (coercively upheld legal rights of exploi
tatIon as under feudalism), political inequa1ity is not inscribed in the 
relations of production - whereas it is for all precapitalist modes of 
p~u~tiO~.127 Th~ is why the realm of 'the politica1' emerges both 
as institutionally discrete and as potentially the domain of universal 
interests. In Tk German Ideology, Marx summarized this in an epi
grammatic punning formula: 'the modern state ... is based onfiudom 
of labou~y18 Once again, the formal separation should not confuse us 
- this time into thinking that this 'purely political' 'autonomous' state 
is a self-sufficient, transhistorically viable form of rule. It is not: 

The abstraction of the sl4U 4S sud! belongs only to modern times because 
the abstraction of private life belongs only to modern times. Th~ abstrac
tion of the poliJical sl4U is a modern product. '29 

But if modern state autonomy is structurally specific to capitalism, 
what does it retain in common with Renaissance Italy and Classical 
Gree~e? Much and little. As we have seen, in all three cases, the 
openmg out .a.f a public sphere rests upon a formal political equality 
among the citizen body. In each case too, the condition of this formal 

..,..... 
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equality is the exclusion from the mutual relations of the cit izenry of 
political mechanisms of surplus appropriation. !! is this which allow§ 
~gg~~e of institiutioEs of l?ol~E£~hicl.!..¥,S.J!.9JI! 
~t~~!!~y_~.!0!!2...m2~s or..~ctio~~~~te.rest..('~.!..eh::..E.~li~i'?l~) a!.!dyel 
~niq!clel'y'.a~ expres~i9n 9rth,e~s.!~l!.ct,-!!al ~n~~lsto!.i~~1 iden~ty of the 
~~ci~ty whose determinate _c:ondit!ons of reproduction they_ ~~!.1 ~a:ye 
no h igher aim than to secure and promote. As ·thi Athenians accu~ 
rarely pu!"ii: 'The- I~w is king'13<l - m'eaning both that ilJw rules and 
that the Laws (the constitution) are the highest moral end of public life. 
The Italians averred the same when they upheld the municipal law 
of the Empire even after the repulse of Hohenstaufen power from the 
peninsula. But how is it that in each of our three cases, political 
mechanisms of surplus appropriation, which are unquestionably the 
dominant form in human history, are excluded? Here we find a crucial 
difference: for capitalism is the only case in which this condition of 
the emergence of a discrete sphere of 'the political' is actually in/n'nal 
to the mode of production. 

In capitalism the domain of formal political equality does nOt need 
to be a segregated realm of privilege resting upon surplus extraction 
elsewhere in the wider social formation . Or, at any rate, this 'else
where' is but another dimension of the lives of the same individuals: 
so far as the direct producer is concerned, the ca..Eitalist labo]:!!.£.o~ 
is free and equal on the outside but unfree and unequal within. (M:arx's 
~st~o~ foru";ulation of thi~ ~ his contrast of the-heav~;;-;'f political 
citizenship with the earth of capitalist socio-economic relations. lSI) To 
call the outside 'public/political' and the inside 'private/economic/ 
civil' obscures as much as it reveals about the character and inter· 
connection of the socia l relations involved. As Ellen Wood points out, 

the differentiation of the econom ic and the political in capitalism is, more 
precisely, a differentiation of political functions themselves and their sepa
rate allocation to the private economic sphere and the public sphere of the 
state. This allocation reAeclS the separation or political functions imme
diately concerned with the extraction and appropriation of surplus labour 
from those with a more general communal purpose .... the differentiation 
of the economic is in fact a differentiation within the political sphere.'" 

This is indeed more accurate than the designation above of the 
capitalist mechanism of surplus appropriation as 'purely economic'. 
For the latter is a lways in danger of lending credence to the m islead
ing definition of capitalism solely in terms of the complex of exchange 
relations which it presents to public view. 13l None the less', once these 
limitations to any discussion of a 'purely political' realm are accepted, 
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it remains valid and instructive to note how the conditions of th.e 
emergence o f the latter in Renaissance Italy and Classical Greece 
differed from those obtaining in modern capitalist societies. 

As already suggested, in both earlier cases these conditions arose 
externally to the political community involved. This is most obvi
ously th e case with the Italian Commune, where interregional trade 
provided the all-important supplement to local agrarian surpluses. 
The freedoms of the Commune depended on the wider unfreedom 
of agrarian labour in Europe and the East; for, as Marx. noted. the 
targets of interregional mercantile activities in the precapitalist pe
riod are the surpluses already appropriated and held by superordinate 
groups in the foreign societies bf:tween which the traders' activities 
mediate. ll-t (What was specific to the city·states was the additional, 
geopolitical dimension which they lent to this structural separation 
of production and exchange.) Unlike the jXJlir, the Italian city·state 
evolved a real urban economy, but an unrepeatable one resting on 
its location v.ri.thin the wider agrarian formation. Its political antago· 
nism towards the feudal countryside thus did not reflect any overall 
transformative capacity comparable to that of its capitalist successor. 
But in Greece, too, it was the admixture of slavery alongside (but 
institutionally outside) the dominant mode of production which pro· 
vided the basis for 'the separation of political functions immediately 
concerned v.ri.th the extraction and appropriation of surplus labour 
from those with a more general communal purpoSe, . .,5 Greece, tOO, 
was 'freakish' in this regard; and this makes it apparent that in both 
cases the external conditions enabling the emergence of a distinct 
political sphere themselveJ set internal Slructural limits to its expansion 
and hence generalizability.l$6 In Italy the public sphere was bordered 
horizontally by (and depended upon) the surrounding feudal rural 
institutions; in Greece, its delineation was the vertical one of citizen· 
ship versus slavery. And because in both cases the city was the locus 
and mechan ism of the political sphere, the d ifferences between them 
(and those which set the modern world apart again) can be expressed 
by tracing the modulation in the overall relationship of town and 
country, as indeed Marx indicated in the Grundrissse: 

Ancient classical history is the history of cities, but cities based on land
ownership and agriculture ... the Middle Ages ... staru ""';th the countryside 
as the locus of history, whose further development then proceeds through 
the opposition of town and country; modern (history) is the urbanization 
of the countryside, not, as among the ancients, the ruralization of the city. t31 
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Implications for Contetnporary IR Theory 

We cannot leave this discussion without suggesting briefly what lines 
of further research are indicated for theories of the international system. 
Two related avenues suggest themselves immediately: extending the 
critique of the realist theory of the state to cover its conception of the 
states-syste m; and demystifying the institutional forms of contempo
rary international power. A singk: example may serve to illuminate 
what might be involved in both directions. 

The twentieth century has witnessed, among many other things, 
both the end of colonialism and a significant contraction of the de· 
veloped, privileged core of the world economy. (Hobsbawm, reckon
ing the latter as a proportion of the world's population, has estimated 
a decline from 33 per cent to IS per cent between 1900 and 1990"'~ 
At the very least it will be accepted that the achievement of formal 
sovereign equality between states has streaked far ahead of any pros· 
pect of material equality between populations - even in the provision 
of basic human needs. The United Nations as an organization is 
emblematic of this paradox. Is then the sovereign equality which it 
proclaims a n indictment of the hollowness of formal political rights, 
or is it a sign of hope - a potential lever of universal future ad .... ances?!39 
U ltimately, of course, this question will admit only of historical an
swers. But our discussion above d oes enable us to go beyond the 
despairing cynicism or rootless utopianism which it usually provokes. 
For we can see that sove reign equality and the right of self
determination are attended by the same combination of genuine, hard
won achievement and cruel ironies of dispossession which has dogged 
the struggle for the juridical equality and political freedom of the 
individual within the liberal democratic state. 

This is because the two realms (d omestic and international) manifest 
common structural properties given by their shared capitalist identity: 
in the international sphere, too, the absolute character of the political 
right of self·determination (like the freedom of labour/the individual) 
may be seen to hinge precisely upon its substantive permeability by 
other, 'non·political' mechanisms of surplus appropriation. Capital· 
ism is the only historical systeQ1 which permits the exploitation of 
productive labour under an alien jurisdiction. But, as we have already 
see n, the 'privatizing' of surplus appropriation ,>vhich allows this is at 
the same time the 'abstracting' of the state as a 'purely political' public 
institution. The possibility of an international economy is thus struc· 
turally interdependent with the possibility of a sovereign sta tes· 
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system. At the institutional level, h owever, this same interdependence 
manifests itSelf p recisely as a separating oui of internatio nal politics and 
international economics. 140 

The .community of nations, too, thus has its public 'heaven' (th e 
sovereign states-system) and its private 'earth' (the transnational g lo
b~1 economy). To put it in these terms is not to indicate a ready-made 
causal model capable of automatically producing explanations of 
historical outcomes. The point is not that 'earth determines heaven ' 
in the manner of the vulgar Marxist formulations which have for so 
long been the butt of easy crit icism. It is that these institutional realms 
are no more capable of being understood separately from each other 
than are their equivalents 'within' the state, discussed in the body of 
this chapter above. Thus if we set out to conStruCt a theory of inter
national politics, it is futile to proceed from the realist idea of a generic 
states-system (studied by IR) o n the one hand, and a global economy 
of market relations (studied by economics) on the other - the two 
spheres reciprocally linked by a set of causal relationships constituting 
the further fi eld of international political economy. Rathe r, at this 
level, too, \'~'e must explore what is involved in seeing the essence of 
capitalism not as the separation of p olitics and economics which it 
presents to view, but as 'a d ifferentia tio n within the political sphere'. 

It should be added tha t to speak of a capitalist states-system is not 
to foreclose the associated historical debates concerning the dynamics 
and agency of socio-politica l development and transformation, e ither 
in early modern Europe or elsewhere. On the contrary, even in 
England, the social relations we have been discussing did not emerge 
su ddenly and full y-Hedged but rather evolved , often bloodily, in the 
course of several centuries. And if it makes sense to describe the modern 
i~~.r~!i~~a.Ei!arrit...ib1!i~~Ot becay~e. a'lliM~~ 
are assumed to nave followed the same path; it is because its d omi-
~Trm!t~tions have been .shaped ~y-libe~ai states-G1';;'~~aY ·thit 
~ilitat~s the internat.ion~l exerci~.2~~i:!!~0-~.po~r. To explore 
theoretically the capitalist character of this system is indeed to trace 
the specificity of the do minant modern form of international power. 
But the contingent historical processes by which this sovereign states
system came into being, and by which it continues to develop and 
to be reproduced by real living individuals, remain to be recounted 
and explained. History (hence the need for historical explanatio n) 
does nOt end. In this respect, the conclusions reached here do nothing 
m o re than probe the broadest contours of an alternative, non-realist 
terrain of IR theory. 
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On the other hand, even at this range they may throw some light 
on the paradox of universal sovereign equality overseeing a global 
deepening of material inequality - the paradox summed up in the 
United Nations Organization. For they suggest that to regard the UN 
either as a failure for not actualizing substantive international rights 
(sometimes known as social and economic rights), or as in principle 
limited only by the collective will of its members in its potential as 
an agent of universal interests, is implicitly to misread the specificity 
of political institutions under capitalism. For the very possibility of 
sovereign equality is, as we have seen, dependent on the abstraction 
of the purely political states-system which creates the realm of private 
transnational power (the world market) in which, in turn, the material 
inequality is reproduced. 

Thus even if, for the sake of argument, all the world's governments 
were political democracies and the UN constituted a world assembly 
wielding executive authority determined by m ajority voting, there is 
no special reason to believe that it would become the irresistible 
protagonist of 'economic rights', if this means instituting a planned 
develo pment which suppresses the complex operation of the world 
market. This kind of thinking once promoted the delusion (on both 
right and left) that capitalism would be overwhelmed by universal 
suffrage. 

This does not mean that progressive international political or 
redistributive advances cannot be achieved via the UN - any more 
than one would wish undone the political and material benefits of 
social democracy in Western Europe. But if our historical review 
teaches us anything, it is that democracy, slogan of our epoch, has 
no determinate content until its structural conditions are specified. 
Its historical d efinition always requires that we extend our focus beyond 
the self-definition of the political realm. In the case of our other 
historical examples, this revealed an insurmountable dependence upon 
forms of political unfreedom elsewhere in the social formation. In the 
case of the modern international system, sovereign equality may b e 
seen to rest on conditions ('economic' unfreedoms) which set internal 
limits that capitalism is structurally incapable of transcending. l+1 

Paradoxical this may seem; inexplicable it is not: 

The representative system is a very specific product of modern bourgeois 
society which is as inseparable from the latter as is the isolated individual 
of modern limes."1 • 

And this, it should be clear, is not a conspiracy th eory, o r an 
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'economic reduction ism': it is a straightfor.vard argument about the 
d ete rminacy and effectivity of social structure. 

Conclusion 

At first sight, the remarkable institutional similarities ~tween the 
C lassical, Renaissance and modern states-systems do indeed seem to 
offer the basis for a transhislorical theory of states-systems sui generi.s. 
which can be elaborated fully at the interstate level in terms of the 
d istinctive discourse of rauon d'etat common to all three. It is no wonder 
therefore that many realists look to Italy as the dawn of the mode rn 
system and to C lassical Greece as evidence of the timelessness of those 
prope rties which they single out as sui generi.s and hence the starting 
point of their theory o f the modern states-system. On closer inspec
tion, however, this transhistorical continuity resolves into a gigantic 
optical illusio n . For it becomes apparent, first, that in reality the three 
systems are utterly different in character; second, that in no case (least 
of a ll the causes of the Peloponnesian War) can an adequate expla· 
nation of actual historical outcom es be derived solely at the interstate 
level; and, third, that the very appearance of a self·sufficient purely 
political realm ilulfrests upon an intcnal (and in each case different) 
stnJctural configuration of social relations. Once these differmtio sP«ifica 
are isolated, they provide an alternative and surer starting point from 
which to explo re the historical character of the geopolitical systems 
concerned. 

Dispelling a n optical illusion is not a lways a straightforward affair, 
for it is necessary not o nly to show how reality has been distorted but 
also to explain why the illusion recurrently arises. And the task is still 
not complete until an alternative explanation is fully elaborated which 
can be seen to illuminate more about the social processes and out
com es under view. But that even the preliminary conclusions reached 
here constitute an advance on realism is surely not to be doubted. 
For realism is not only incapable of identifying, let alone explaining, 
the o ptical illusion: it positively embraces it, and elevates it to the level 
of a ge neral theory embodying the acknowledged common sense of 
the age. This self·confide nce lends realism a resilience far greater 
than its intelieclUal cred entials could warrant. But then, IR would 
hardly be the first discipl ine in which basic theoretical advances have 
needed to be made in the face of common sense. 

T"' 
I 

4 

Trade and Expansion m Early 
Modern Europe 

The construction of the 'early moder n' intercontinental empires was 
the first great thrust of a geographical expansion of Europe",:n power 
which led eventua lly to the em ergence of our modern natlOn·sta te 
system. The rapid growth of trade which they promoted (though itself 
dwarfed by what was to follow in the nineteenth century) established 
circuits of exchange which ringed the g lobe for the first time in history, 
presaging the scope of the modern international econom~. It. is not 
surprising then that for all three branches of IR theory wh'c~ Invoke 
historical perspectives to validate their image of the modern Interna· 
tional system, these early empires are associated with decisive turning 
points in the emergence of the world of today. 

For realism, the empires arise as the inevitable geographical ex
tension of the European balance of power, interstate competition in 
Europe spilling over into the New World and the Far East alm?st .~ 
soon as these peripheral theatres became available. The annus mrrahllu 
on this view is 1713, when the Treaty of Utrecht settled the war of 
Spanish Succession by (among other things) a redistribution of co· 
lonial and other territories, fo r the first time formally designed to 
establish and guarantee a balance of power among the European 
states. For the English School, Francisco de Vitoria, arguing the legal 
rights of heathen Amerindians against C~ristian. conque~rs, w~s 
perhaps the first theorist of the emerging mternanonal society - m 
both its narrowly legal and broader philosophical senses. Finally, for 
the World Systems T heory of Immanuel Wallerstein, European 
expansion in the long sixtee nth century was, so to speak, the Big Bang 
which created the expanding universe of the capitalist world economy 
(CWE).' 

So whatever else they may disagree about, realism, the English 
School and World Systems Theory apparently concur on two points, 

9' 
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one methodological and the other historical. First, all agree that the 
modern international system is best conceptualized as a single whole, 
differing only on whether its essential unity comprises o~rarch ing 
dynamics of a politico·military (states-system), cultural/legal (interna
tional society) or economic (eWE) kind. Second, all agree that the 
core institutional mechanism regulating the system as a whole (re
spectively, the balance of power, the secular doctrine of statehood I 
sovereignty, the world market) was consolidated in this period. 

In short, irrespective of differing emphases, an underlying consen
sus synchronius the institutional modernity of the international system 
with its geographical expansion. Is this correct? In the case of the 
modern world economy, such a claim is not only empirically contro· 
versial,' it is a lso heavily loaded with theoretical implications. Let us 
suppose for a moment what historical inquiry alone can confirm or 
refute: namely that the 'international economy' of the absolutist 
empires is not structurally commensurate with the modern world 
economy. What would be the consequences for thinking about today's 
global political economy? Negatively, it would seem to follow that any 
attempt to assimilate its basic structural character to economic rela· 
tions prevailing by the end of the long sixteenth century - for exam· 
pie, by describing both as capitalist - is either missing something 
important about the modern world economy, or else is reading back 
modern conditions into an earlier social system. Both these charges 
have been levelled against World Systems Theory. 

If this diagnosis of World Systems Theory is correct, the very form 
of the deficiency it identifies would point to a remedy. For if it could 
be argued that the early modern expansion of Europe was not capi
talist, then the epoch of absolutism, brief and transitional as it is, 
provides a last fleeting chance before the onrush of capitalist indus
trialization to mount a comparative historical analysis - to set the 
contemporary world economy into relief against the backdrop of an 
earlier and different kind of 'international economy'. Since this would 
focus precisely the differentia specifica, it would also provide us with 
theoretical categories to develop a historical and structural definition 
of the modern world economy. 

Moreover, this is a histOrical period rich in example a nd counter
example. For one ofA he first results of a closer examination of the 
absolutist empires is that the image of a composite intercontinental 
economy immediately breaks down into a more variegated pattern.! 
In fact we need to speak of (at least) four waves of European expan
sion in this period, each associated with different institutional mecha· 
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nisms of mercantile extraction and metropolitan accumulation. Thus 
rthe Portuguese established a seaborne trading empire in the Far East 

unaccompanied (in this period) by any extensive settlement or terri
torial consolidation. By contrast, the Spanish conquistadtnu installed 
themselves in the Americas as a semi-feudal ruling elite, directly 
exploiting the labour of subject populations. Further north, the English 
(and French) also settled permanently - but they did not (or could 
not) incorporate indigenous labour. Finally, although the Dutch 
Empire did not spawn settler-<:olonies of this kind, its regional power 
became more and more territorially defined as it sought to tighten 
its grip on production and supply. And there were, of course, over
laps: the Portuguese claimed a vast territorial empire in Brazil; the 
Dutch sought to plant settler-colonies in North America; and the 
English eventually ran the entire gamut of forms. This deepening 
historical complexity might be thought to render impracticable the 
structural comparison advocated above. However, it may be the case 
that the institutional differentiation and its broad association with 
different 'national' metropoles actually assists our overall project of 
clarification. For it means that we have not one but four premodern 
variations of 'international trade' to compare with our own, each 
constituted as a distinct historical structure of social relations em-

l-bodying processes of 'international' accumulation. 
Such a full comparative and theoretical exercise lies beyond the 

scope of this book - though arguably it remains necessary to any 
adequate historicizing of the disciplines of IR and international political 
economy. Moreover, it would also contribute strongly to any narrative 
of the international processes involved in the historical emergence of 
capitalism. For in the brief intimations which Marx gives of the latter, 
the cumulative development of these empires is central to what might 
be termed the process of 'international primitive accumulation':' 

The different moments or primitive accumulation can be assigned in 
particular to Spain, Portugal, Holland, France and England, in more or 
less chronological order. These different moments are systematically com
bined together at the end or the seventeenth century in England.' 

Our task here, however, is a far more modest one. In this chapter, 
we shall explore aspects of the Portuguese and Spanish empires in 
order to develop further the central claim of the book: namely, that 
geopolitical systems and processes cannot be adequately understOod 
until their a nalysis is integrated into that of the wider social struCtures 
which constitute them. In particular, it will be suggested that both 
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the financial mechanisms and the territorial form of the Portuguese 
Empire in the East showed features which derive from the different 
c haracter of trade associated with precapitalist social structures. 
Meanwhile, in the Spanish case we shall use similar arguments to 
illuminate the momentum, form and orientation of the geopolitical 
expansion which engulfed the New World in the West. 

India Portuguesa 

Portuguese Exptmsion 

The story of Portuguese naval expansion in the fifteenth and sixteenth 
centuries is that of the first early modern wave of Europe's expansion. 
To its epic poet, however, who sang the heroism of Vasco cla Gama, 

It is the story too of a line of kings who kept ever advancing the boundaries 
of faith and empire, spreading havoc among the infidels of Mrica and Asia 
and achieving immortality through their illustrious exploits. ~ 

And once we pass behind the reAected glare of modern mythology 
- Henry 'the Navigator' received his sobriquet from a nineteenth· 
century English biographer' - it is these feudal, militaristic, crusading 
strains which sound loudest. 

The first advance beyond the shores of Europe was the capture 
of Ceuta from the Moors in '4'5 - 'itself conceived as part of a crusade 
which might one day encircle the earth and take ~Islam in the rear'. ' 
Ceuta was an important port and terminus of caravan trade on the 
Moroccan coast. It was a point of transshipment for the West African 
gold which at this time provided some two--thirds of the bullion cir
culating in the western hemisphere.' The faU of Ceuta, by depressing 
the trans·Saharan gold trade, provided an additional pressure to make 
direct contact with the Guinean source. And this was indeed one of 
the leading goals of the a nnual voyages of exploration down the West 
African coastline instituted by Henry in 1421. Henry himself, how· 
ever, scaled down his financial contributions after being routed by the 
Moors at Tangiers in 1437. And after his death in 1460, North African 
crusading again diverted resources from Ihe projeci of discovery.11 In 
the reign of Manoell (1495- 1521), these efforts continued to preempt 
a fuller commitment to more distant - and more profitable - imperial 
activit ies. And Alfonso de Albuquerque himself, under whose vice 
regal leadel'ship (1509-15) the empire was largely constructed, held 
on to the end to dreams of an anti-Ottoman alliance with Persia, and 
a scheme to starve out Egypt by persuading Abyssinian allies to dive rt 

..,
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the waters of the Nile. 1o Thus, as Parry suggests, weighing the overall 
relationship between the spread of the Renaissance and the sudden, 
dramatic expansion of European geographical horizons, 

However Renaissance be defined, the Reconnaissance ... began independ
ently and with medieval motives and assumptions. 11 

The 'medieval' Portuguese were, however, unusual in at least one 
regard.. For a combination of reasons (which included domestic la
bour shortages after the Black Death and the decimation of the 'old 
nobility' folloMng the war with Castile in 1385)12 the ideological 
denigration of mercantile activities which held sway throughout much 
of feudal Europe exercised no veto over the Portuguese aristocracy. 
Prince Henry himself drew funds simultaneously from his feudal lands, 
his stewardship of the crusading Order of Christ and his many trad· 
ing interests - which included slaving, fishing, the importation of dyes 
and sugar, and the control of domestic soap production. And later 
on, the 'mixed social origins of the investors and directors were 
reproduced among those who actually navigated and commanded 
trading posts'. IS Whether this circumstance indicates the political 
strength of urban trading and shipping interests, or precisely the 
weakness of the indigenous commercial bourgeoisie (hemmed in on 
its other Rank by thriving Italian financial communities in Lisbon and 
Oporto), is a matter of some scholarly debate. 1. Indeed, in the more 
highly charged idiom of the time it was also debated by contempo
raries: Dom Manoe! styled himself 'Lord of the Conquest, Navigation 
and Commerce of Ethiopia, Arabia, Persia and India'; but Francis 
I, his French neighbour, dubbed him simply 'the grocer king'.l} Without 
entering too far into this debate, two striking circumstances would 
seem to tell against the claims that have been made for the 'moder
nity' of Portugal. First, the noble domination of much trade and indeed 
industry (which was exercised through the farming out of royal 
monopolies) did not affect the denigration of non-noble merchants. 
As the mercers of Lisbon complained as late as 16Sg: ' in the conceit 
of the Portuguese, a merchant is no better than a fish-porter.'16 The 
same was true, equally surprisingly, of 'the contempt and dislike with 
which the mariner's calling was for so long regarded'. I' Indeed, it was 
not until the eighteenth century that professional (non-noble) seamen 
came to replace the jidalgos as captains of the ships plying the carreira 
da India. I' Thus if the Portuguese nobility took to trade and the high 
seas, this signalled more the ram a e of an unchecked feuda:reswe 
than-Its enhgfiteJieaTuslon with a rising commercial bourgeoisie. But .-- -~. --.-. -.--- - .--- -.-

I 
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second, if the exploring Portuguese were the first or: the moderns, how 
are we to explain the trajectory of their subsequent political and cultural 
development, in which precisely the failure to develop 'modern' 
institutions and sensibilities earned them the epithet 'the kaffirs of 
Europe'? 

In September 1499, Vasco da Gama arrived back in Lisbon with 
the first cargo of eastern spices to reach Europe via the Cape. Within 
six months, a second Aeel had departed. Its experience was to con
firm the impression of da Gama's voyage - namely that a peaceful 
takeover of the Indian Ocean spice trade was inhibited by two prin
cipaJ factors: the unwillingness of local rulers to antagonize the Muslim 
mercantile interests already entrenched in the region, and the inabil
ity of the Portuguese to provide European commodities (for the purpose 
of entering the trade by exchange and barter) able to match the quality 
of what was already available in the East. (Da Gama's gifts to the 
Samorin of Calicut had provoked open laughter when unveiled. l~ 
For this reason, the third trip (1502) comprised a heavily armed fleet 
of fourteen sail which exacted tribute in West Africa (Kilwa), bom
barded Calicut from the sea and sank an Arab fleet which offered 
resistance. 

The next step might have been to secure port facilities for the 
permanent stationing of a fleet to protect Portuguese shipping, thus 
exploiting the concessions already obtained. The Portuguese, how
ever, had grander designs. Tracking the flows of East- West trade, they 
perceived that three choke-points, corresponding to the three n o rth
ern exits from the Indian Ocean, formed natural entrepots in the 
overall circulation. In the west, the island of Ormuz in the mouth of 
the Gulf, and the port of Aden at the southern tip of the Red Sea, 
governed the approaches to Europe. In the east, the straits overlooked 
by Malacca formed the gateway to China. Hence Alfonso de 
Albuquerque's anticipation of the low overhead costs of an eastern 
trading empire: 'four good fortresses and a large, well-armed fleet 
manned by 3,000 European-born Portuguese'.2(1 

In six short years, mostly under Albuquerque's energetic leader
ship, much of this was achieved. Having taken Goa in 1510, the 
Portuguese captured Malacca in 1511 and Ormuz in 'SIS. Major naval 
battles at opposite e nds of the Indian Ocean, where European gun
nery destroyed Egyptian/Gujarati (Diu, '509) and Javan (Malacca, 
1513) war fleets, settled the dominance of Portuguese sea power. During 
this time the Portuguese suffered only one enduring setback, the failure 
to take Aden in '5 '3 - a goal which, for various reasons, they would 
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never achieve. For the rest, however, they remained undefeated at sea 
until twO routs by Chinese coastguard fleets (1521 and 1522) finally 
set the eastern bounds of their naval dominion. 

The rapidity of this expansion requires some explanation. Boxer 
cites three factors over and above the widely remarked technological 
superiority of European warships.11 First, he stresses the considerable 
determination of the Portuguese forces, whose capture of Goa, Malacca 
and Ormuz was achieved in each case only after having suffered an 
initial repulse. Second, the strongest Asian polities at this time were 
land powers, whose rulers were neither threatened by nor much 
interested in the Portuguese advance. Third, the Portuguese were able, 
by alliance and diplomatic manoeuvre, to exploit the frequent dis
unity within and between the coastal trading polities in order to assist 
their military operations. It might also be added that the technologi
cal inferiority of the Asian warships is perhaps itself to be explained 
by the institutional character of the Muslim trading system, which, 
as Curtin puts it, 'operated with comparatively low protection costs':1Z 
heavily armed merchantmen were not necessary to ply an open trade 
and hence were not available to defend it from external aggression. 
Finally, it should be remembered that Portuguese power, though of 
vast geographical extent, was almost exclusively naval, 'rarely able, 
even when [it] wished, to take the initiative outside the tiny fortress 
areas under [its] control'.13 

The imperial organization constructed in the aftermath of these 
successes rested upon two central institutions: the royal monopoly 
and the carla:! system. The first of these was managed by the Casa 
da India, the royal trading firm based in Lisbon itself, which monopo
lized trade in the most important Asian imports - especially pepper. 
The 896 vessels which embarked for the East between 1500 and 1634 
were built, owned and managed on behalf of the Crown.N Of these, 
just over half, 470, made it back to Lisbon.2~ For the rest, 28 per cent 
were lost at sea, while the remainder stayed on in the Indian Ocean.w 
In the 1560s this trade accounted for roughly half of the spices imported 
into Europe from the EastY For reasons discussed below, this Por
tuguese share soon diminished as a proportion of the whole - even 
before the Portuguese were dislodged by the Dutch. Over the same 
period, however, (the latter half of the sixteenth century), Asian 
production and European demand for spices doubled, while prices 
may have increased threefold.28 Thus, the channelling of the mari
time India trade through the Casa da India in Lisbon was a source of 
considerable profit for the Crown. Indeed. Wallerstein suggests that 
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as early as 1506 the Crown drew over half its revenue from its monopoly 
of trades in ""est African gold and eastern spices.29 

The second great institution of Portuguese imperial power, the 
£Statio da India, was a lso based in Lisbon. In practice, however, its 
operational and administrative centre was in the port of Goa on the 
western coast of India. For this was the (geographically) vast appa· 
Talus of protection by which the Portuguese sought not only to secure 
the passage of the East Indiamen, but also to tax all interport mer
cantile traffic throughout the Indian Ocean. Under this system, free
dom from Portuguese molestation was purchased in the form of a 
certificate (carroz) which., though itself moderately priced, required 
that ships use Portuguese entrepots, where a 6 per cent tax was levied 
on goods unloaded. The turnover of the EsuuJo was even greater than 
that of the Casa da India , including as it did both the rece ipts from 
protection and the expenses of the Portuguese fleets and garrisons 
throughout the empire. But rarely did this coercive infrastructure yield 
a profit for the Crown; on the contrary, over the long run it acted 
as a net drain on official resources. Not unlike the Spanish Crown, 
which declared bankruptcy at me very point when silver imports from 
its American territories reached their highest levels, the Portugese 
authorities proved strangely u nable to benefit from their unique good 
fortune: 

Despite the wide-ranging nature of the CrC· .... n·s fiscal arm, successive 
Portuguese rulers were never able to enjoy an excess of income over ex
penditure for any length of time .... For most of the 16th century, the Crown 
operated to a large extent with money borrowed on onerous terms from 
merchant bankers against the security of future pepper imporu.)O 

Structural Features ~ Precapitalist Trade 

What was going wrong? To answer this question, we need to enhance 
our analysis in two ways. First, we must map the overall Structural 
character of this form of trading empire: where and how were the 
surpluses which were skimmed off as trading profit generated? By 
what mercantile and other m echanisms were these surpluses brought 
into circulation and both redistributed socially and relayed geographi
cally? \Vhar were the wider conditions needing to be satisfied in order 
fOi" these mechanisms to operate effectively? Second, having explored 
its formal structural properties, we need to reconstruct its actual 
historical insertion into the living social world of the sixteenth ce n
tury. H ow was the attempt to consolidate such a system affected by 
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the limited resources of Portugal, the nature and dynamics at that 
period of the societies of the Indian Ocean littoral, the lie ofland and 
sea requiring territorial forms of control, the developing state of naval 
technology and nautical knowledge, and so on? 

Taking these in order, it is generally agreed that the Portuguese 
empire, when compared with prior European or Asian trade net
works, does not stand out by virtue of any significant technical, 
organizational or other institutional innovation. Parry avers that 

all the types of settlement which the Portuguese and other Europeans were 
to establish in the East in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries had their 
precedents in Italian settlements in the later Middle Ages in the M editer
ranean and the Black Sea. 'I 

And j.C. van Leur suggests that the Empire 'did not introduce a 
single new economic element into the commerce of Asia'. S2 More
over, 'it is central to the understanding of the situation that the Por
tuguese did not create the trade'33 of the Indian Ocean. Rather they 
captured it (or a part of it) and sought to use it as a complex inter
continental mechanism of surplus appropriation. 

What, then, was this pre-existing institutional pattern of mercan
tile activity which came to be reproduced across the vast canvas of 
India Porluguesa? This question brings us to that great enigma of early 
modern Europe: 'merchant capital'. The scare-quotes are important, 
for it can be argued that the historical practices denoted by this term 
in the work of Wallerstein, the Dobb-Sweezy debate, and indeed in 
Marx's writings too, reflect precisely the dist inCliv~ character of 
precapitalist markets and exchange relations. Thus, Eric Wolf cuts 
through much unnecessary confusion when he asserts baldly: 

There is no such thing as mercantile or merchant capitalism .... There is 
only mercantile wealth. Capitalism, to be capitalism, must be capitalism
in-production." 

This is, of course, a definitional insistence, and its justification, as 
Dobb who shared this perspective recognized, 'must ultimately rest 
on its successful employment in illuminating the actual process of 
historical development"'. 3l For the moment, however, these points are 
raised simply to assist in a clearer presentation of the discussion which 
follows. 

With these caveats in mind, let us proceed to examine the char
acter of 'merchant capital'. Marx observes in chapter XX of Volume 
III of Capital that -
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Primafw, a pure and independent commercial profit scems impossible so 
long as products are sold at their value. ~ 

And since, in the carrying trade particularly. mercantile profits ap
pear at the end of a series of transactions which mediate the circu
lation of commodities without visibly adding to their value, the 
association of commerce with swindling is natural enough. Luther 
protested that 

princes should punish such unjust bargains with due rigour and take care 
that their subjects shall not be so outrageously abused by merchants [who) 
... daily rob the whole world ... and steal with greater assurance than all 
others." 

Nor was the calmer analysis provided by the fourteenth-century 
Muslim 'sociologist' Ibn Khaldun any more reassuring on this score: 

commerce is the search for gain by increasing the initial fund when one 
buys commodities at a favourable price and resells them at a higher price . 
... T his increase is called profit. This profit is obtained by storing the 
commodity and awaiting a fluctuation in the tendency of the market to 
rise, which produces a great profit; or by transporting the commodilY 
mentioned to another region whcre the demand for it is stronger, which 
also produces a great profit. JI 

Speculation and the manipulation of market imperfections - was this 
the worm-eaten core of premodern mercantile practice? Certainly 
the Dutch would later find in pepper the perfect commodity for both 
of these: available only from remote sources, a high value/weight 
ratio, minutely and easily divisible, and able to be stored for long 
periods at low cost. The temptations were irresistible, and some cargoes 
of pepper are known to have been detained in storage for over thirty 
years, awaiting Ie moment juste." 

At the same time, however, the Dutch were also plying and d omi
nating an open trade, partly in bulky, perishable staples, across the 
Baltic, which offered less spectacular opportunities for artificial profits. 
By the mid seventee nth cenlUry, the Dutch 'carried perhaps ten times 
as much out of the Baltic as any competitor'.'"' And yet this was not 
a militarily enforced monopoly. Dutch commercial supremacy here 
rested on a real competitive edge resulting largely from 'cheap freights 
and the control of a sufficient supply of silver for export' . As a result, 
'Dutch m erchants could sell Baltic goods in England more cheaply 
than English m erch a nts could.'41 

The real po int about precapitalist markets, then, is not that they 
were protected, artific ial monopolies - though many of them were. 
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Instead, it concerns the underlying structural reason for this latter 
circumstance: the mechanism of mercantile surplus accumulation 
which was being fought over lay in control of the circulation of 
commodities (not their production); and competition of all kinds -
military, technological, o rganiz.ational - therefore concentrated in 
that realm. In a dramatic illustration of this, Louis XIV's finance 
minister, Colbert, suggested in 1669 that France could secure domi
nance of the trade of Europe by capturing the Dutch share of the 
20,000 ships in which it was carried:t2 The plan ended in defeat. But 
if it seems outlandish, it should be remembered that at this very time 
others were pursuing similar policies with great success: 'enormous 
numbers [of Dutch vessels] were captured by the English during 
their three wars with the Dutch between 16Yl and 1673, largely 
restocking the English merchant fleet. '~3 Of course, if control over 
the processes of circulation, or an acceptable share of them, could 
be achieved by non-military m ea ns, thus lowering protection costs, 
so much the better. 

The source of the wealth which the merchants sought to tap was 
in the hands of the surplus-takers, the land-owners who continued 
to command the vast bulk of material production. If the merchants 
themselves became involved in production - say urban craft produc
tion - they did so in order to accelerate the wheels of circulation and 
not to gain an income from the direct competitive exploitation of 
productive labour. Why is this distinction so important? 

This question needs to be addressed in greater historical and 
theoretical depth. For the moment, however, some brief indications 
must suffice to point up the specificity of premodern trade in com
parison with its equivalent today. And perhaps me most useful start
ing point is Marx's suggestion that 

In the precapitalist stages of society commerce ruled industry. In modern 
society the reverse is true." 

The first half of this we have a lready noted above. From the point 
of view of mercantile accumulation, urban (and, increasingly, rural) 
manufactures were promoted in order to fuel trade. They we re one 
among a number of 'vcapons used in the struggle for control of lucrative 
exchange relations. But what does it mean to say that today industry 
rules commerce? In the premodern era, trade comprised a process 
in which producers could exchange surpluses, but in which the con
tingent rela tion of prices to the costs of production (a relation mud
died by the non-commodified status of labour exploited outsided the 
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market) was governed above all by factors affecting circulation, where 
the mechanisms of mercantile profit therefore lay. Not so today: for 
trade now is predominantly the realm in which surpluses generated 
by the competitive exploitation of commodified labour in the sphere 
of production are realized as exchange-value. Hence 

the production process has ... absorbed circulation as a mere phase or 
production ... The production process rests wholly upon circulation, and 
circulation is a mere transitional phase or production.H 

There is a great deal more than this to be said. But the key point 
is that what we have here are not simply two different alignments of 
production and exchange relations within an overall political economy 
which remains unaltered but for a shift of quantitative weight be
tween pre-existing commercial and industrial sectors. Rather, we have 
two dramatically different kinds of market - different with regard to 
their mechanisms of accumulation, their conditions of reproduction, 
their dynamic structural properties, their articulation within the wider 
social formation, and the determinate forms of social power which 
they promote. For the category 'the market' (hence also 'the world 
market'), whatever general features it might correctly identify, is, just 
like 'the state' (and 'th e states-system'), a hopelessly blunt instrument 
of social explanation until it is sharpened up by historical and struc
tural definition. 

One further obselVation may be made before JNe continue. The 
distinction roughly sketched above between capitalist and precapitalist 
markets mayor may not be a useful one: that remains to be tested 
by deploying it in the construction of actual historical explanations. 
But, reverting to our earlier discussion of definitions, it is not one that 
is available as a theoretical tool (or therefore visible as a historical 
contrast or discontinuity) so long as we operate with a market defi
nition of capitalism." For if capitalism is understood as rational 
calculative activity with regard to 'the market' (\Neber) or produc tio n 
oriented to 'the market' (as in the work of Wallerstein) without speci
fying what kind of markel, then ilS hiSlQrical specificity (as opposed 
to its quantitative weight within a given society) is simply not an issue. 
Throughout history there have always been markelS and, by dint of 
urban consumption, there has always been market-oriented produc
tion. Weber recognized this and happily wrote of capitalist interests 
in imperial RomeY But then, for Weber, the concept of capitalism 
was not primary in the definition of modernity. 

-,.-
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The Mercantiu Practice of the Portuguese 

Since mercantile profits depended upon control of the processes of 
circulation, it was imperative that the Portuguese should keep as tight 
a grip as possible on these in order to exploit the India trade to t~e 
full. This involved a number of preconditions, perhaps the most baSIC 
of which was the preselVation of the secrecy of the Cape route itself. 
For, as Curtin notes, 'the 'maritime revolution' of the fifteenth and 
sixteenth centuries was not so much a revolution in ship design as 
the discovery of the world ,vind system' .... ln the age of sail, therefore, 
the knowledge that there existed a sea-route to the East did not open 
the field to all come rs, and the Aviz dynasty decreed the death penalry 
for persons found smuggling charts to foreign rivals.49 

The Portuguese were also fortunate after 1479 in not having to 
face Castilian military competition for (and privateering raids upon) 
their West African trade. In that year the Treaty of Alcacovas which 
ended the Castilian War of Succession legitimized 'the Portuguese 
monopoly of flShing, trade and navigation along the whole "Vest African 
coast'.so The Treaty no doubt fortified the Spanish pursuit of west
ward exploration;~' furthermore, it afforded the Portuguese almost 
a century free from serious European naval competition in the Indian 
Ocean.)2 

But armed rivalry, as it turned out, was among the least of Por
tugal's problems. More damaging was the inability of the Crown to 
finance the spice trade which it controlled. Although the prospect of 
huge windfall profits was real enough,33 neither the monarchy nor any 
indigenous commercial interests had the resources either to under
write the outgoing voyages or to buy the cargoes on their return. 
Hence, attempts to exclude foreign investment were abandoned after 

1505: 

The Crown undertook all subsequent voyages, but sold the entire cargoes 
in Lisbon to merchant syndicates, mostly Italian and German, who shipped 
the goods to Antwerp and distributed them there. Frequently, the Crown 
sold cargoes in advance, while they were still at sea, or borrowed on the 
security of future cargoes, so that in effect the roreigners provided most of 
the capital, and both as creditors and as middlemen absorbed most or the 
profit. s, 

Part of the problem here was that the circulation of the India trade 
was only half done when the cargoes arrived at Lisbon. Nine-tenths 
of the consumers lived in nonhern Europe.)3 And it was under foreign 
ownership that the pepper and spices were carried to the central 
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entrep6t of Antwerp where they finally entered the capillaries of 
internal trade. 

the wealthy merchant houses seek to buy up large lots and form consortia 
with the aim of maximizing profits on the resale and distribution of the 
pepper over Europe. The constellations of interested parties arc in con
tinuous flux, and the pepper never stops being manipulated.~ 

The Crown tried between 1508 and 1549 to extend its control of 
circulation northwards by maintaining its own agency in Antwerp. 
Not only was this body unable to compete with its commercial rivals; 
by the last quarter of the sixteenth century it was 'foreign pepper 
contractors [who were being] allowed to station their own representa
tives at Goa and Cochin, in order to supervise the purchase and 
shipment of the spices for which they had contracted' Y Braudel notes 
that the impact of the Portuguese trade is visible in the considerable 
diversion of German silver and Hungarian copper production away 
from its erstwhile Venetian destination and towards Antwerp. For 
copper, in the six years after 1502- 1503, he cites a rise from 24 per 
cent to 49 per cent, leaving Venice with a mere 13 per cent.S8 One 
wonders how much of this actually made it back to Lisbon, and how 
much was siphoned off along the way. Certainly, the fact that 'the 
West was being drained of its silver for the benefit of the Portuguese 
trade circuit's9 did not entail either that the West was becoming 
proportionately poorer, or Portugal proportionately richer, as a 
result.60 

By one means or another, then, commercial agents downstream 
in the Row of the India trade were able to reach back and exploit 
mechanisms of mercantile profit located at earlier points in the proc
ess of circulation. This must have been galling to the 'Lord of Con
quest, Navigation and Commerce'. But the circuit was hardly more 
secure if he looked upstream to the Indian Ocean itself. Only two 
of the three key entrepots had been captured, and the Red Sea spice 
route overlooked by Aden remained open. This, coupled with the fact 
that the Portuguese were never able to monopolize the purchase of 
spices, but chaffered at the markets of Malabar alongside Indian 
merchants, was a severe limitation: 

In the middle years of the sixteenth century, the volume of the Levant trade 
was as great as it had ever been, and at least as great as that which the 
Portuguese carried around the Cape.51 

A faited monopsony in Asia thus reinforced the failure to achieve a 
monopoly in Europe. 

T 
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That said, the mercantile ingenuity of the Portuguese must also 
be recognized. For they succeeded, intermittently at least" in harness
ing their participation in the interport trade of Asia as. a means of 
driving the overall process of intercontinental accumulatIon. Indeed, 
without this 'country trade' it would have been impossible for them 
to conduct East-West trade on the scale that they did. The reasons 
for this were simple: Portugal was not a productive centre, Europe 
as a whole did not provide suitable commodities on an adequate scale, 
and sufficient quantities of bullion were not available to the Crown. 
Thus it was by breaking into the Asian circulation of indigenous 
'commodities as carriers that the Portuguese came by the use-values 
which could be bartered for spices and the surplus exchange-value 
which made up the deficit of payment from Europe. 

The primary circuit in what developed into 'a whole network of 
anciUary trades'62 playing this role was the Portuguese export of Indian 
cotton goods to Indonesia where they were accepted in ~xchange for 
sp ices, and to East Africa where they earned gold and IVOry. In ~he 
last quarter of the sixteenth century, the voyages from Goa supplymg 
Portuguese Macao (on the Chinese coast) were extended to take in 
the Sino:Japanese trade in silks and bullion forbidden to Chinese 
vessels by imperial decree. Since Chinese silks were paid for inJapa
nese silver, the value of which was markedly higher in China, enor
mous windfall profits in gold were made on the return run from 
Nagasaki. In addition, most of the spices purchased by the Portuguese 
were resold in Asia." Thus after about T547: 

the greater part of the gold required by the Por.tuguese for their purc~as~ 
in Malabar was obtained from south-east Afnca, Sumatra and China. 

Since the Crown owned in principle almost the entire Portuguese 
operation, under ideal conditions this articulation of region~1 a":d 
East-West exchange relations should have been worked as a gtgantlC 
geo-commercial machine relaying enormous surpluses to Lisbon at 
diminishing cost. But by any comparison with this potential, the royal 
returns, though handsome enough, were small. Indeed, the passage 
to and from the Lisbon metropole 'formed the weakest link in the 
chain of empire'.6S 

This striking outcome - an imperial structure partly cut adrift from 
the originating centre which yet retains offical control and ownership 
- might be seen as an extreme instance of the special vulnerability 
to smuggling, contraband and embezzlement of any commercial 
nehvork in which the sources of profit lie exclusively in the control 
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of circulation - in other words, of any precapitalist network. But it 
needs also to be understood in relation to the distinctive institutional 
forms of Portuguese royal power. We noted earlier that the strong 
noble presence in Ponuguese trade and industry took the form of 
grants of royal monopolies to individuals. This in itself was distinctive 
in an age when monarchs elsewhere guarded their monopolies jeal
o usly. But it did not end there: 

Perhaps more than in any other country, it was a long-established practice 
... for the Crown ... to farm out the smallest public offices which might 
be expected to produce any revenue.66 

This device characterized Portuguese overseas expansion too. "''hether 
it was the governorship of a lucrative entrepet, the captaincy of a 
round trip in the carreira or the Goa- Nagasaki roule, rights to exploit 
leak forests in India or one of the plethora of lesser administrative 
posts. offices were contracted out, either as remuneration or into the 
hands of the highest bidder. These bidders might be individuals or 
syndicates, and subcontracting was routine in the more complex 
branches of imperial activity. 

However, it was the conjunction of this commercializing of office 
with another factor which transformed an administrative gamble into 
the world-wide carnival of corruption known to later historians. Unable 
to pay adequate wages to the roughly 2,400 men sent annually to the 
East during the sixteenth century, the Crown conceded a limited right 
of individual employees to trade o n their own account. For the crew 
of the Indiamen this meant the 'liberty-chests' - parl of the storage 
capacity of the vessel given over to their private use. For officials 
stationed in the East it could mean anything from limited private 
deals on the side to a purchase of the temporary right to engross all 
trade under the control of their office to their own private profit. For 
the system as a whole. however, this 'spoils system' merely ensured 
that the Empire was staffed from top to bottom by m en with a powerful 
and mutual interest in defrauding the Crown. And the resultant internal 
haemorrhage sharply reduced the flow of surpluses reaching the 
metropole.67 

Given its unprecedented geographical extent, India Portuguesa was 
a remarkably flimsy empire in many respects: 

it is probable that had the Portuguese abandoned their Indian empire at 
the end of the sixteenth century, they would have lert even less trace than 
did the Greeks. Scythians. and Parthians.~ 

But precisely this territorial profile - long lines of communication 
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linking distant points rather than borders enclosing areas of rule -
was the s ignature of the precapitalist trading-post empire pur tt duro 
(Thus did Venice and Genoa throw out their strings of military bases 
along the Mediterranean littoral. in order to compete by force over 
the sea-lanes of the Levant trade.) As with any territorial strategy, its 
shape and orientation followed the particular social relations it sought 
to affect: the stuff of Portuguese imperial power was the control over 
the mercantile mechanisms of surplus appropriation available in the 
circulation of commodities. not an extension of command over the 
actual generation of those surpluses in the exploitation of productive 
labour. I ts superficiality of impact and its huge geographical scale can 
therefore both be illuminated by an understanding of its structural 
identity. 

New Spain 

On the face of it, the Spanish Empire in the Indies could hardly form 
a starker contrast with its Portuguese contemporary in the East. The 
latter was a naval empire par excellmce. the former a territorial domin
ion. The Portuguese found and penetrated an existing mercantile 
system, without (in our period) exercising extensive political rule over 
subject populations; the Spaniards found no maritime commerce but 
subdued and ransacked twO enormous empires, subsequently instal
ling themselves as a ru ling elite living off the labou r of the surviving 
popu lation. India Portuguesa was carved out and operated under the 
jealous le~dership of a grasping aristocracy; America was captured 
by 'dispossessed Spaniards of all conditions ... m ostly of low extrac
tion'.69 Clearly, these two fronts of sixteenth-century European expan
sion, though both commanded from the Iberian peninsula, were 
advancing according to very different dynamics, over very different 
terrains of operation, and were consolidating themselves by very 
different mechanisms of control. 

Moreover, one of the key differences, Spanish exploitation of in
digenous labour, enables us to explore further the theme of capitalist 
and precapitalist 'international economies'. For by the end of the 
century. the Spaniards had not just substituted themselves for the 
Az::ec and Inca elites, taking over the existing structures of surplus 
extraction and appropriation; under the combined pressures of de
mographic collapse, rising demand for labour in the mines. and a n 
absolutizing monarchy. they had reconstituted the remaining popu
lation into a new society, New Spain, a tributary social formation 
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organized around the production of bullion and its relay, via a con
trolled series of exchange relations, to the Castilian metropole. 

Social Forms and StructuraL Q)"namics 
of Castilian Expansion 

It is a truism that the Spanish assault on the Americas proceeded 
under the momentum and using the techniques of the recently com
pleted Reconquista. Thus, Claudio Sanchez-Albornoz describes it as 
'the most immense result of the peninsular activism created by Spain's 
centuries-long struggle with Islam'.'o And James Lang suggests that 

The extension of royal power to the vast area of two continents was a 
monumental task. But it was not a new task nor even a bold new policy.1I 

Both the structural continuities and the dynamic links between the 
Old World and New Spain are indeed vital to any historical under
standing of the Spanish moment of European expansion. To render 
them visible. however, we must revive some of the anterior theoretical 
and historical questions which truisms, by their nature, typically 
abbreviate: What does it mean to speak. of a 'momentum' of territorial 
expansion? How did such a momentum, associated above all with 
seven hundred years of land warfare. suddenly come to spill over 
across two thousand miles of uncharted ocean? And how were the 
institutional forms of Castilian power expressed at the new level of 
an intercontinental system o f control as opposed to their earlier 
innovation within the expanding territorial unity of the Iberian 
kingdom? 

As Perry Anderson points out, the eighth-century Muslim con
quest of Iberia interrupted the slow fusion of Germanic and Roman 
social forms which elsewhere characterized the emergence of Euro
pean feudalism. Instead, the sev<:n centuries' struggle with the Moors 
'was the fundamental determinant of the forms of Spanish feudal
ism'.12 This Reconquista was a temporally uneven and regionally dif· 
ferentiated historical process: different areas were recovered at different 
speeds, were absorbed in different ways and with differing conse
quences for the development of the expanding whol<:. Moreover, its 
pace was affected a lso by developments within the world of Muslim 
Spain - notably the break-up of the caliphat<: of Cordoba (from 1031) 
into twenty to thirty competi!1g taifas (successor states), and the 
Almoravid and Almohad Berber jihads (c . 1036 and c. 1135) which 
temporarily threw the Christians back onto the defensiv<:.73 
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During the 'slow reconquest' of the tenth and eleventh centuries, 
the peasants' haven of a no-man's-land on the moving frontier had 
undercut the consolidation of seignioriaJ relations further north, thus 
simultaneously elevating the organizing military role of the monarchy 
and inhibiting the political consolidation of a landed feudal nobility. H 

Instead. an urban class of commoner knights (the caballeros ui/J.anos), 
drawn from the free smallholders who settled the land, were used to 
staff the frontier towns and fuel the waves of military advance. The 
recruitment of this class was organ ized through the granting of fiscal 
privilege and the reservation of municipal office. Furthermore, 'apart 
from stock-raising, these towns in the twelfth and thirteenth centuries 
lived chiefly from booty in the form of cattle, slaves, moveables and 
even foodstuffs. '7~ Thus the structural relation of town and country 
was very different to that which characterized the material reproduc· 
tion of feudalism, either in central and western Europe or in northern 
Italy. The Christian towns of central Spain did not arise as centres 
of trade and craft production dominated by a commercial class dis· 
tinct from surrounding hierarchies of feudal rural power. They were 
'military and religious centres'76 - comprising indeed the bulk of the 
population 17 _ whose internal organization co--ordinated both the intra· 
Castilian relations of authority, and the marshalling of resources for 
further campaigns against the Moors." 

Thus the material and political reproduction of the Castilian social 
order was organ ized around permanent military mobilization, con· 
tinuous plunder (whether direct, in the form of marauding raids, or 
indirect, as in the case of the ' heavy annual tribute' extracted from 
the Caliphate from the eleventh century onwards'lI) and the task of 
incorporating and settling new lands inhabited by non·Christian 
populations. Indeed the very name 'Castile' witnesses to the distinc· 
tive, militaristic origins of this polity: a buffer state erected by the 
Kingdom of Leon in the ninth century, fron ted by a line of castles 
built as a forward defence against Moorish raids on the newly recap· 
tured plains of Asturia.eo On the one hand, this entailed that the final 
closing of the frontier - or even a long pause in the R£conquisea - would 
threaten social disorder, and require fundamental changes in the 
structure of Castilian soc ie t y.~' On the other, it meant that the con 
quistadores who landed in the Americas were equipped with a formi
dable repertoire of institutional devices and forms by which to imagine, 
organ ize and legit imate their conquest and plunder. Thus the 
capitulaciones which apportioned in advance the respective rights of 
king and conquistador over any human and material resources captured 
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in the Americas echoed the 'practice of the Crown to make contracts 
with leaders of military expeditions against the Moors'. 82 The enannimda 
system by which, following the opening round of slaughter and loot
ing, the Spaniards institutionalized their command over native labour 
was adapted from institutions developed earlier by the Crown to 
allocate newly reconquered Moorish territories." And the distinctive 
role of the Castilian town - both as the garrison planted in an alien 
countryside and as a co-ordinating grid of intra-Spanish relations of 
authority and appropriation - was also carried over." As in medieval 
Spain, 

Towns in Spanish America did not 'emerge'. They were planned in ac
cordance with a definite ritual .... An instrument of domination, the Span
ish town was planned to control the count~ide.u 

When Cortes arrived on the mainland in 1519 with 600 men in search 
of the Aztec capital, almost his first action was to found a new town, 
Vera Cruz, and formally to appoint himself and his men to municipal 
offices. This, clearly, was not a piece of innocent town planning. It 
was a deliberate political act which served formally to redefine the 
legal status of his expedition, repudiating the authority of the colony 
of Hispaniola and invoking direct allegiance to the Castilian mon
arch." This was to become a routine device,87 its real purpose un
derlined by the fact that permanent settlement did not result. On the 
contrary, the new towns were routinely lkpopuJated.as soon as further 
prospects of plunder beckoned.sa 

As already suggested, the Reconquista was an uneven process. By 
contrast to the slow build-up described above, the 'quick reconquest' 
in the first half of the thirteemh century saw the Moors expelled from 
the Algarve by the Portuguese, while the Aragonese captured Valen
cia and the Castilians overran Extremadura, Andalusia and Murcia, 
leaving Granada the last Moorish kingdom on the peninsula. In 
Portugal this swift conclusion allowed the leading military institu
tions, the monarchy and the Church, to block off the emergence of 
a strong nobility for over a century.89 In Castile, however, the very 
scale of the new territories to be digested obliged Ferdinand III to 
parcel out huge estates to aristocratic supporters.90 Had Castile bitten 
off more than it could chew? Certainly, after 1270 the ReconquisUz slowed 
to a halt which lasted two hundred years; and Castile entered the 
general crisis of the fourteenth ce ntury already riven by the revolts 
and dynastic struggles of an overmighty magnate class.91 

A further consequence of this penultimate wave of expansion was 
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the rapid growth of wool production enabled by the incorporation 
of Andalusia, an industry which came to absorb much of the demo
bilized class of cahalleros uillatws: 

For the first time sheep owners could move their flocks with real safety 
along the great canadas (sheep walks), which extended the length of Spain 
from the summer pastures in the northern mountains to the winter grazing 
grounds in the Guadalquivir valley.in 

This development, combined with the introduction~ of the merirw 
sheep, was full of consequences for the future. Apart from ensuring 
in Castile 'the triumph of a pastoral economy' ,M it linked Spain with 
Italy, both as a raw materials producer and as a luxury market. In 
addition, the m aking over of arable soil to pasturage began to displace 
agrarian labour on a scale later reflected in the disproportionate 
demographic contribution made by Andalusia to New World settle· 
ment.95 It was a pattern of agrarian change which would recur in 
Mexico.96 

A ~Slemi& Pressure? 

Cortes and his followers also brought with them that 'wolfish greed 
for gold,g1 for which the conquistadores have been famed: 'I came here 
to get gold, not to till the soil like a peasant. >98 How are we to explain 
this obsession which almost brought Columbus's first voyage to grief,99 
and which soon manifested itself as the overriding pressure leading 
to the extermination of the unhappy Caribs of Hispanioia?lOO In part 
its roots lay in the historical formation of the broad hidalgo class with 
its distinctive ideological self-definition: 

the very character of the Reconquista as a southwards migration in the wake 
of conquering armies encouraged a popular contempt for sedentary life 
and fixed wealth, and thus imbued the populace with ideals similar to those 
of the aristocracy.,ol 

But more particularly, gold itself had been a regular and sought-after 
prize in the looting of the Moorish kingdoms. For the latter controlled 
the land routes via Morocco to its African source, and thus, alone 
among the societies of early medieval Europe, were able to use a gold 
coinage.!O'::! Even during the twO hundred year pause after 1250, the 
Castilian monarchy was able to secure a steady supply in the form 
of tribute from the kingdom of Granada. ,o3 This flow was interrupted 
after 1415. first by the Portuguese capture of Ceuta, then by their 
direct contacts with Guinea. 
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None of this, however, would have carned the Castilians across the 
Atlantic had it not affected wider interests. The fourteenth and fifteenth 
centuries witnessed a partial but significant redeployment of Italian 
mercantile activity to the western Mediterranean. This was condi
tioned partly by the deteriorating geopolitical and commercial situ
ation in the Levant (the final collapse of the Byzantine Empire under 
Ottoman pressure came in 1453). and partly by the expanding luxury 
market of Castile. In addition, the production of sugar-cane on slave 
plantations managed by Italian merchants had itself migrated west
ward - from the Levant to Cyprus, to Sicily, to the Algarve and beyond 
- as military pressure from the East and the shifting supplies of slave 
labour dictated. (By t450, Portugal was importing 2,500 African slaves 
annually.) But equally important was the Italian (and in particular, 
Genoan) commercial involvement with both Castile and the coastal 
ports of Morocco as a means of drawing 01T gold specie to drive the 
eastern trade in spices. The importance of this direct penetration was 
already considerable in the fourteenth century due to a marked fall 
in European silver production on the one hand, lM and rising prices 
in th e spice trade following the collapse of the Mongol Khanates on 
the other. From 1471, Portuguese direct contacts with Guinea diverted 
the Moroccan supply of bullion. And by the time central European 
silver production revived in the latter half of the fifteenth century, this 
'bullion hunger' was further compounded by the sharply rising de
mand for specie which accompanied the early economic recovery 
after the Black D eath. Between 1460 and 1620, the European popu
lation nearly doubled and the volume of money transactions may 
have increased ten- or twentyfold.103 It now seems to be agreed that 
this burst of growth was a lready generating the inflationary pressures 
of the sixteenth century before the discovery of American silver - which 
in any case did not come 'on stream' until halfway through the 
century.l06 And while it remains true that Mexican and Peruvian 
imports later superimposed a monetary inBation onto this 'real COSt 
inflation' , it follows that their first elTect was to relax those restrainlS 
on growth which were due to the objective scarcity of the means of 
exchange. As Davis observes, on the eve of the Discoveries, '[t]he 
Europea n economy urgently needed a large increase in the supply 
of silver, and to a lesser extent of gold.'lol 

It might be asked: How can we reckon this urgency as a factor 
in our histOrical explanation of European expansion - without posing 
the issue in unacceptably functionalist or teleological terms? As we 
noted axiomatically in chapter 2 above, systems do not have 'needs', 
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and we cannot therefore assume an automatic causal link between 
a dispersed systemic 'pressure' and subsequent outcomes. The chal
lenge is not dissimilar to our earlier task of making sense of the idea 
of a 'momentum of reconquest', and it must be answered in the same 
way: that is by spelling out how the social structures under view (in 
this case those which organized late medieval trade and finance) 
comprised sets of social relationships reproduced by knowledgeable, 
concretely located human agents, what the broader conditions (and 
dynamic tendencies) of this reproduction were, and how they were 
met - or not. In this case we find that some groups, notably mer
cantile interests, would have experienced this scarcity not simply as 
a diminished stock of wealth available for individual engrossment (as 
did the Spanish hidalgo class), but additionally, and more particularly, 
as a brake on circulation itself. And since for these groups access to 
the means of exchange is vital to their basic social reproduction, it 
is hardly surprising that the scarcity of the money-form was expressed 
as a fixation with and determination to accumulate the finite supply, 
and discover new sou rces: 

With m etallic coinage shrink.ing, trade rising, and a lag in the spread or 
Italian m e thods or credit ... bullionism was not a simple fallaC); Iik.e that 
of misplaced concreteness.'011 

Thus it may well be that, as the aged Bernal Diaz reflected, 'all men 
alike covet gold, and the more we have;: the more we want';I09 but it 
is also clear that the lethal obsession o f the conquirtadores was histori
cally overdetermined: behind the personal greed shaped by the 
collective memory of Moorish booty were gathering the dispersed 
pressures of a social system beginning to strain against the objective 
limits of the conjuncture. 

It would be a simplification to conclude that the southwards 
momentum of the crusading Reconquista1l0 met a westwards thrust of 
Italian mercantile speculation racing the Portuguese to the eastern 
sites of spice production - a thrust which, while it failed in its own 
purpose, unwittingly catapulted the Castilian engine of plunder to 
within reach of the hapless Amerindian civilizations. But there have 
been worse simplifications. For Columbus, it will be remembered, was 
not a Castilian, but an Italian, who had been in the employ of a 
Genoese bank. (The New World itself came to b e named after the 
Florentine businessman Amerigo Vespucci.) Moreover, Ferdinand and 
Isabella agreed to support his venture on ly after a guaranteed loan 
was secured from private;: sources by the Royal Treasurer - quite 
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possibly from a group of Genoese financiers with whom the latter was 
linked, III And certainly, there is no doubt that the aim of the voyage 
was to discover a westward route to the Spice Islands. Included within 
this brief was the search for new sources of gold, 'a metal that he 
mentioned at least sixty-five times in his diary during the passage,.m 
Columbus apparently never gave up the belief that the Caribbean 
islands he discovered layoff the eastern coast of China. And even 
after this was proved false, the search for a passage through to the 
riches of the Pacific remained the most powerful inspiration of sea
borne exploration of the Americas.lIS Magellan's heroic voyage of 
1519-22 was supported by Charles V on the (spurious) grounds that 
' if the line of Tordesillas were extended to the other side of the globe, 
it would leave the Spice Islands on the eastern, or Spanish, side.>!H 
And over a century later, the Ang lo-French competition in the 
American fur trade which was to become of such geopolitical mo
ment began largely as a by-product of the search for a North-West 
Passage. I 13 

Such were the motives of the Italian vanguard, motives which 
underlay the so-called 'Mediterranean approach' associated with 
Columbus. 116 Although on his return from the first voyage, Columbus 
promised the monarchs gold and 'slaves, as many as they shall or
der','1 7 the second trip to the West Indies (1493) was not planned as 
a campaign of conquest. The 1,500 passengers included soldiers, but 
composed 'a microcosm of male Spanish society'. II' The purpose was 
rather 'to establish trading factories on the pattern of Genoese estab
lishments in the Levant'.1l9 This, however, required that contacts be 
made with the Far East as rapidly as possible. Failure to achieve this 
exacerbated strains between the Italian leadership (Columbus was 
attended by his brother Bartholemew) and the Castilian settlers who 
were m ore interested in extorting gold from the Caribs of Hispaniola. 
In an attempt to contain this rift, Columbus was compelled to dis
tribute land and natives among the settlers in the form of nuomimdas. 
And when, in 1499, he was replaced by the Catholic kings and sent 
back to Spain in irons, the social organization of European expansion 
in the Americas reverted decisively to ' the Iberian tradition of con
quest and settlement'. ' 20 Banned from returning to Hispaniola, 
Columbus was allowed one final chance by his patrons to discover 
the sea-route to Cathay. As the westward Italian reconnaissance petered 
out along the shoreline of th e Gulf of Mexico, the fate of the Carib 
populations (collapsing under the combined pressure of intensive slave
raiding, overwork in the forced search for gold and disastrous 
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vulnerability to alien pathogens), prefigured the impact of the reviv
ing conquisla about to burst Onto the American mainland. 

Conquest and SeUlemmt 

AsJ.H. Parry puts it, the age of the professional explorer gave way 
swiftly to the age of the conquistador; and the latter was itself to prove 
'quarrelsome and brief'. '21 The conquest of Cuba (1511) was followed 
by two exploratory voyages to the Yucatan peninsula (1517- 18) which 
returned with intelligence of a large empire inland. A third voyage 
(1519) carried 600 men under the leadership of a former treasurer's 
clerk, Hernando Cortes. The events which followed, culminating in 
the rapid and complete destruction of the Aztec Empire, compose 
a narrative of reckless and breathtaking courage, astonishing histori
cal coincidence, a fatal, dreamlike cognitive dissonance enabling 
spectacular plunder - all of these in a conjunction that must have 
seemed unrepeatable, until it recurred a dozen years later in the high 
Andean heartland of Inca power. 

Cortes seems to have been mistaken for the reincarnation of an 
Aztec god., Quetz1coatl, 'whose return to earth was expected by 
Mexican augurers about the time that the Spaniards landed'. In This 
would perhaps explain the contradictory behaviour of the Aztec ruler, 
Montezuma, and the fact that the Spaniards were initially welcomed 
into Tenochtitlan (the capital city comprising 60,000 dwellings built 
on an island in lake Texcoco), and lodged in a palace adjacent to that 
of the Emperor. Within weeks, Montezuma, by a mixture of psycho-
10glcal manipulation and physical force , had been reduced to a puppet 
of Cortes; and the formal political structures of the Empire were being 
mobilized to raise tribute in gold from subject populations. Montezuma 
handed over the contents of the royal treasury, and Aztec warrior
guides escorted Spaniards to the mines and rivers where the gold was 
extracted. 123 Inevitably, Montezuma's increasing subservience gener
ated rising tensions within the Aztec political elite, tensions which 
exploded into open rebellion following Spanish interference with 
the routine ceremonies of mass human sacrifice. Expelled from 
Tenochtitlan. the conquistadores fell back on native allies. In the final 
assault, several hundred Spaniards led a native army of over 100,000 
in ninety· three days of continuous fighting, 'systematically looting and 
destroying [the capital] building by building'.1H 

Pizarro's conquest of the Incas was no less spectacular. The first 
European to find the Indian coastal city of Tumbes in northern Peru 
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in 1527. he returned first to Spain, securing from Charles V a capiJulacitm 
ceding the governership of any [erritories captured. By another fatal 
historical coincidence, the Inca Empi~, whose engineers had con
structed a military communications infrastructure surpassing even that 
of the Romans,lU was at the time of Pizarro's arrival approaching the 
climax of a five-year war of succession. As the ISo or so Spaniards 
set out from Tumbes, the 80,000 strong victorious army of Atahualpa, 
640 kilometres away on the high Andean plateau, was preparing for 
its triumphant descent to the capital Cuzco, having finally defeated 
the reigning Inca, Huascar. Why Atahualpa allowed the Spaniards 
to approach unhindered - indeed, even evacuating the small town 
of Cajamarca for their use - remains undear. l26 Even stranger was 
his acceptance of Pizarro's invitation to a parley in the town's main 
square - a natural setting for the ambush which followed. Completely 
unprepared for the Spanish onslaught, the 5,000 unarmed royal es
corts died (or escaped) without offering any resistance.121 And the 
remainder of the army melted away. Once again, the captive ruler 
retained his divine status and was used to command the labour of 
the empire in its new task of delivering gold to the conquerors: 
'AtahuaJpa's Ransom' (which failed to save him from execution by his 
captors) was assembled by a two-month, officially promulgated m ass 
stripping of the artefacts of Inca civilization,l28 and amounted to no 
less than 1,326,539 pesos of gold and 51,610 marks of silver.I'29 And 
here, tOO, early attempts to rule through Inca puppets led to open 
rebellion (1537) requiring a more substantial military conquest. In two 
major respects, however, the Peruvian theatre of expansion differed 
from the Mexican. First, for reasons of logistical supply, Pizarro did 
not retain the Inca mountain city of Cuzco as the capitaJ of Spanish 
rule, preferring instead to operate from the new coastaJ city of Lima. 
As a result, the topographical disjuncture between coast and moun
tain (together with its associated contrast of forms of social organi
zation) came to underlie - as it has done ever since - the weakest 
seams in any project of unified political rule. But second, this geog
raphy informed not only Spanish- Indian relations, but also the intra
Spanish civil wars in which rival conquistadores fought out first their 
claims for territoria l dominium and then their resistance to the 
consolidation of the bureaucratic authority of Charles V. 130 

As mentioned above, the conquistadores organized their settling of 
the new territories using institutions carried over and modified from 
the Reconquiskl. 13 1 In particular, the distinctive articulation of urban 
and rural social relations was reproduced. Cortes's immediate follow-
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ers lived in the new Mexico City, relations among them being organ
ized through the rotation of municipal offices. Their material repro
duction, however, was secured outside the city by the conferment of 
encomiendas - grants of territory with an assigned number of Indian 
households from whom tribute in kind and in labour cou ld be levied, 
and towards whom the encomenderos assumed a general responsibility 
of religious conversion and military security. (Cones himself aquired 
an enormous mcomimda, numbering no less than 23,000 households.) 
Strictly, the encomimda involved no cession by the Crown either of land 
ownership or of jurisdiction over persons. However, the evident desire 
of the conqu.istador~ to make their positions heritable, coupled with the 
despotic power enabled by the right of forced labour, confirmed the 
Crown in its determination to abolish the institution. 

The displacement of the conquistadores was undertaken in two stages. 
First, the Crown established structures of legal and administrative 
authority staffed by peninsular Spaniards and answerable directly to 
the Council of the Indies in Castile (set up in 1524). The aJJ.diencia 
(court) of Mexico was not resisted on its inauguration in 1528; and 
the first governor of New Spain, appointed over the head of Cortes, 
arrived in 1535. At the same time, the Crown gradually aquired the 
power of appointment to the main city councils (cabildos) and cunailed 
their political independence. Local fiscal and legislative control passed 
into the hands of another royal appointee, the corregidor, whose 
responsiblity for supervising the collection of taxes (including among 
the Indians) and acting as a local court of appeal further blocked the 
development of the mcommdero class into a feudal aristocracy.1S2 Thus 
at every level the settlers were to be hedged about by the royal 
bureaucracy unfurled from Seville. And this in turn was not simply 
government for the sake of government. The same organized struc
ture of social relations which carried royal authority from the Council 
of the Indies down to the local adminstration of Mexico also com
prised a structure of public finance which relayed resources upward, 
level by level, until all the costs of government had been met, where
upon the balances could be remitted to Spain. L33 (The other major 
source of New World income lay in the royal supervision of colonial 
trade.) 

Second, this progressive displacement of the mcomenderos within the 
gover nment of the New World was followed in 1542 by a direct assault 
on the encomienda itself. The New Laws of that year, fruit of a tem
porary but powerful conAuence of interest b~tween a centralizing 
monarchy and a proselytizing Church, provided for the abolition of 
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Indian slavery, the close restriction of personal labour services, and 
the permanent reversion lO the Crown of every mcomienda as it fell 
vacant on the death of its tenant. 

The New Laws provoked such a storm of opposition - including, 
in Peru, outright rebellion and the kiUing of the viceroy - that they 
were never implemented, and were formally revoked in 1547. The 
encomimda, however, did not survive. Slotted in at the apex of pre
existing Aztec and Inca tributary structures, it was undone by the 
physical and institutional collapse of the Indian societies on which it 
bore so heavily. Between 1520 and 1650, the native population of 
Mexico may have fallen from 25 million to 1.5 million, while that of 
Peru dwindled from 5 million to less than 300,000.1'" As the free fall 
continued, control of Indian labour passed increasingly to the Crown's 
corngidores de indWJ, who a llocated coerced labour recruited through 
a rotating native levy system to a new class of Spanish farmers. This 
reparh'mimto gave way in turn to the haciendas, large estates occupying 
the lands of extinct Indian communities, now held in full ownership 
by private individuals and repopulated under the rule of wage-labour 
and debt peonage. The falling numbers of Indians meant a propor
tionate rise in the burden of the repartimimto on the survivors. Since 
the latter was levied on Indian communities rather than on individu
als, and since Indians could escape communal obligations by dispers
ing to haciendas (or to the mines), the repartimiento acted historically as 
a bridge between the natural modes of production faken over by the 
conquistadores and the reconstituted tributary colony of New Spain. L" 

Tile Spanish Theory of Empire 

The Spanish conquest of the Americas is a minor Wcus classicus for 
those students of the modern international system who chart its 
historical emergence in terms of a normative evolution from a cul
turally monolithic Christendom to a self-conscious ' internatio nal 
society' accommodating an extensive cultural diversity. IJei Now, it is 
indeed the case that first the conquest and then the governance of 
the Indies provoked vigorous legal and theological controversies in 
sixteenth-century Spain concerning the political rights of non
Christian subject peoples. It is also true that these debates turned on 
more than humanitarian appeals, or the cosmopolitan rights of in
dividuals already developed in the Roman tradition of jus gentium: if 
they were not yet a discussion of the rights of states in the modern 
sense (though it can be claimed that Vitoria 'assumed, though without 
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stating, the now familiar doctrine of the equality of States·"1). their 
core was none the Jess the jurisprudence of an extension of specifically 
political rule. This much is evident from the 'conspiracy of silence' I" 
which they maintained on the contemporaneous expansion of Afri· 
can slavery, which raised no equivalent legal dilemmas: the Amerin
dians, [or all their subordination, remained political subjects in a way 
that slaves, entering the New World as privately traded commodities, 
did not. Finally, it is also true that these legal questions agitated the 
Spanish monarchy itself, which not only permitted the controversies 
but actively solicited contributions and provided an official forum -
as in the set-piece debate between Las Casas and Sepulveda at 
Valladolid in 1550 or the earlier 'Jun14 of theologians and jurists 
convened by order of the Emperor at Barcelona' in 1529.1S9 

What is much less certain, however, is any attempt to picture the 
cause and significance of these debates as the emergence of a new 
conception of international society called forth by the expansion of 
European political rule beyond Christendom. While this may indeed 
have been their formal content, it is arguable that their centre of 
gravity and their political momentum are to be found elsewhere, in 
the aforementioned partial and temporary congruence of interests 
between the proselytizing orders and an absolutizing monarchy. 

The Franciscan and Dominican Orders charged with the conver
sion of the indigenous population had set about creating new urban 
centres where Indian communities would be both segregated from 
their Spanish conquerors and concentrated for the purposes of con
version and Church regulation. This 'necessarily interfered with the 
control of Indian labour upon which Spanish economic activity 
depended'; 140 in particu lar it competed directly with the semi-feudal 
system of f:TUomiQuillS by which the conquistadores had institutionalized 
their booty. Dominican campaigns (from 1510) for the reform of colonial 
property and government found a willing audience in the Habsburg 
court, which had its own reasons for hostility towards the encomienda: 
'A growing royal absolutism could not tolerate the emergence of a 
new feudal al-istocracy overseas.'HI It is perhaps significant therefore 
that the formal arguments of the leading campaigner for Indian rights, 
Las Casas, are organized around a lIuory of kingJhip, which insists on 
the inalienability of royaljurisdiction. 1i2 Las Casas's proposals fed, in 
some cases directly, into the unsuccessful aHempt to abolish th e 
encomienda in the New Laws of '.542. By contrast, Sepulveda's argu
ments defending the rights of the conquisiadoreJ draw on the notion of 
a natural aristocracy. 
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Thus the wide·ranging debate on the political rights of the Euro* 
peans o~r the Indians reveals a subtext about the rights of absolutist 
monarchy over the emergent colonial aristocracy. And the impor. 
lance of this subtext may be seen from the fact that when, in the reign 
of Philip II, demand for Indian labour in the silver mines switched 
royal interests out of the legal and organizational tracks laid by the 
missionary project, the issue of Indian rights simply dropped out of 
Vlew: 

after the middle of the sixteenth century the political theory of imperialism 
has to be deduced from imperial practice and from the opinions of imperial 
administrators ... (for it] disappeared from serious academic debate in 
Spain,ln 

Now, we may remember this episode for its novd philosophical 
significance. We might, however, remember it also for a slightly dif
ferent reason. For what Parry calls 'the Spanish theory of empire' was 
indeed the IR theory of its day, the language with which privileged 
groups within an imperial formation figured to themselves the supe
rior right of their ascendancy, and fought out the fate of subject peoples. 
Because we know that great human intereslS were at stake in this 
debate, we do not underestimate its importance. Yet equally (perhaps 
partly because, as twentieth-century observers, we no longer believe 
in either kingship or aristocracy), we do not read it literally or take 
ilS categories for granted. We look for dues about how these catego
ries resonated with the structures of social power specific to that society 
If it comes much less naturally to us to adopt the same approach to 
our own contemporary intellectual frameworks in IR, this is surely 
not because the clues are any less compelling. This discipline is almost 
entirely Anglo-Saxon, the preserve of those national centres which 
have played a directive role in the modern states-system. It would 
therefore be surprising if ilS core discourses were not managerial ones, 
articulating and legitimating the exercise of particular forms of inte r
national power. 

Conclusions 

This review of Iberian expansion has two implications for our wider 
argument. First it illustrates the contention that the dynamics and 
forms of geopolitical expansion are structurally specific - specific, o n 
the one hand, to the historical identity of the social order which is 
expanding its reach, and, on the other, to the particular social rela
tions which it seeks to encompass and direct. It would therefore be 
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pointless to construct an exclusively geopolitical account of these 
episodes or to attempt to explain them by reference to some property 
of geopolitics sui gmero, as in the following: 

It is the nature of powers to expand ... the expansion of powers is the 
product of two causes: internal pressure and the weakness of surrounding 
powers. When an equilibrium is reached between the outward pressure 
and the external resistance. expansion stops. I ... 

The second implication points forward to what must be our task in 
the remainder of this book. It is not difficult to see that the early 
modern empires were reproduced as composite social orders: struc
tured sets of social relations which resist attemptS to distinguish between 
'power and plenty'. Although the Portuguese moved for the most part 
in (he interstices of the Asian world, their commercial operation 
comprised relations of exchange commanded by the political author
ity of the Crown. The Spanish Empirf. for its part, was literally an 
extension of Castilian society. Becaus~n both cases political relations 
travelled with the commodities. the lines of social power effecting the 
relaying of surpluses are clearly visible: they take the form of an 

·extension of the political jurisdiction of the m etropole. Thus the Iberian 
empires, like nearly all precapitalist structures of geopolitical power, 
can be visualized as geographical entities/ 

This unseparateness of politics and economics (the perception of 
'economies' as social orders) is harder to visualize today. Indeed, the 
contemporary international system could hardly look more different. 
Lines of political jurisdiction halt at fixed national borders, while those 
of economic activity speed on through a myriad of international 
exchanges without undermining the ramparts of formal sovereignty 
above. This appearance might seem to suggest that our structural 
method of analysis will not find the same purchase in the modern 
international system as it did when applied to the past. For, it could 
be argued/as long as traditional societies and states prevented the 
emergence of a self-regulating market, politics and economics were 
indeed intertwined and a sociological analysis was therefore needed 
to specify the particular structures of interference and corruption which 
resulted in each case;But once the wealth·creating properties of a free 
market were understood, the state conceived an interest in allowing 
the latter to regulate itself, and increasingly restricted its own activity 
to the more properly political funct ions of government. 

As a result, the business of wealth·creation now takes place in the 
market, \'lfhose workings are analysed by the science of economics. 
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Meanwhile. the struggle fOT power takes pl,ace within the state, a 
domain scrutinized by political science. The empirical interaction 
between the two spheres is studied by political economy. And soci
ology forms a residuary discipline. combining under the general rubric 
of 'society' the remaining accoutrements of social reproduction: the 
family, social class, deviance, education and so on,14) An equivalent 
separating out at the international level gives us a world market studied 
by international economics and a states-system studied by IR. 

If this view of history is correct - if what distinguishes the modern 
international system is simply freer markets and better behaved states 
- then no amount o f demonstrating the interconnection between social 
structure and geopolitical system in past historical epochs need have 
any critical implication for the division of labour among the contem
porary socia l sciences. After all, we are now living in a different world, 
one whose institutional differentiation does in fact correspond to this 
intellectual division of labour. If this were so, then ou r concl usions 
up to this point, and the historical materialist method we have de
ployed, would indeed be of historiographical interest o nly. 'Thus', 
wrote Marx, drawing out the extraordinary assumptions which such 
a view would entail, ' there has been hislory, but there no longer is 
any.'loI6 On the other hand, if it is not true, if the division of labour 
is, on the contrary, a naturalizing of the social forms of modernity 
which also m ystifies them, then Marx's method may be the key to 
a wo rld of insight which the orthodox social sciences could never 
unlock. This is the issue to which we turn in the next chapter. 

5====== 

The Empire of Civil 
Society 

As we have seen in the chapters above, Marx's method (tracing the 
correspondence between the strategic relationship and the wider forms 
of social power) can be used as a general method in historical soci
ology. But the principal deployment of it by Marx himself was of 
course in the analysis of capitalism. For it was by elaborating the 
~ctural uniqueness of capitalism as a mode 01 ~ that Marx 
sought to explain the distinctive institutional forms of modernity. Our 
purpose in this chapter is to extend this explanation to the dominant 
forms of m odern geopolitical power. 

The argument will be set ou t in six parts. First, we must identify 
the strategic relationship in modern Western societies and examine 
its connection with the political fo rm of the state. This leads, second, 
to the suggestion that sovereignty needs to be understood historically 
a.:.. a f~r.!!l_ g[pc:>litical ~culiar'to captta.!iim-:-Third, it is suggested 
that these structural connections (between capitalist relations of pro· 
duction and the sovereign form of the state) underpin the distinctive 
form of mode rn international power ~ and indeed explain how it is 
that we can have a global states-system at all. This observation is then 
developed, on the one hand, into a challenge to the widespread notion 
that the modern states-system dates from the era of absolutism, and, 
on the other, into a reinterpretation of another category of realist 
theory, namely the baJance of power. In turn, reinterpreting the balance 
of power makes it apparent that Marx himself provides a theory of 
anarchy - not as the timeless condition of geopolitics, but as the 
characteristic social form of capitalist m ode rnity. The argument 
therefore includes the theoreticall'edefinition promised earlier of the 
two core categories of realist IR. In a nutshell, the structural specificity 
of state sovereignty lies in itS ' abstractiqn: fr:9lJl_ ci~:iLi~iety - an 
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'!Ps lraction. which is~nstitutive of. the private spher:..2f the market , 
and _~_n..fe_l!!!ep~!a..21~1 .capuahst ;-C<!?Ji~ productie..n. Mean~ 
~e, anarchy - which, for realism comprises a presocial state of 
nature - is rediscovered as a historically specific condition defined by 
M arx as 'personal independence based on d epend ence mediated by 
things'. 

The Structural Basis of Civil Society 

Let us begin, as Marx recommended, with the relationship between 
the direct producer and the owner of the conditions of production. 
In capitalist societies the direct producers are no longer in possession 
of their own means of subsistence, and what binds them to the processes 
of surplus extraction is no longer political command, but rather the 
requirement to sell their labour in order to gain this subsistence. This 
necessity supports the distinctive capitalist relations of surplus extrac
~ themseJve.s: .~gally sancti0!!S9 con.~g.e between 
formal equals m w lch the labourer accepts authoritative subordina 
tion in- the ~ ~vate -re;'i;;-~_c~~--a~_[oxsoe.l..!!!y-ri&hts~ 
the produ.ct!!!..~ch~':t~I9r a,!:!-1l&:~~.d wa.se pa~.en!. 
~ a very stnking contrast here. In precapitalist societies the 
apparatus of public rule was implicated directly in the process of surplus 
extraction and the producers were therefore, as we would regard it, 
politically unfree. This does not mean that all precapitalist societies 
were prison camps. The non-econo mic means used to extract the 
surplus varied, as Marx obseTVed, 'from serfdom with enforced la
bour to a mere tributary relationship ',1 and an apparatus of domi
nation might bear down more or less heavily on the peasant majority. 
It does mean , however, that formal political inequality was basic to 
social reproduction. N ot so with capitalism. U nder capitalism the 
formal subord ination in production which accomplishes the extrac
tion of the surplus is not exercised through the state. Formal political 
inequality is therefore not inscribed in the relations of production. 
This d oes not m ean that a ll capita list societies are havens of human 
rights. Once again, the historical variation is considerable, and only 
a tiny number of capitalist societies h ave been able to sustain durable 
political democracies.2 But if any h ave been able to d o so, and to 
institu tionalize a formal political equality among the citizenry, this 
reAects the fact that unde r capitalist relations of production the direct 
extraction of a surplus is accomplished through ' non-political' rela
tions associated with new forms of social power. 
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What, then, are these new forms of social power? This is the riddle 
that Marx sets himself to answer in Volume I of Capital. We call them 
'market forces' and the rule of law. But ".Y~~_aJ1.1.. .is tfle f!1_~~? 
~n the firs~ _Elace i~~~~xe!:..R~it! not lUS! l;l . t:Q~!!g ~.J= iEhaJili. 
l¥--:.!'!'!~~!:!a.'~, put_sin:t~ltaneo~s_lx... a, ':."'ay we; co,!~c~ivelY,~r.:_~ ~2.Ci'=tr;' 

,~a histo rically spc;clfic ~~~I relatlo nsj>etween per~s which 
e..!!!:cts .lhe reQr~.~.ction of the social order in ~_de~9:IT:l~. 
~9~~~~e~..?jgc:!:ent rom~1 other m<!r~e.ts 
in .. h~st<:rti~~~ ~~e~~~.!!. ~I}!m.~i~~ti..?.n o[ lah?ur-pow~r . .\'V.here 
~ occurs, the m~~~~!.?.~y ~.$et of volun!ary ex~.nge 
~ions which circulat~ly a small fracu.Q.o ~( the _sqci<!!.1:urplus. 
It becomes a compulsory association, which subordinates aU its 
members to the impersonal rule of value. To uncover exactly what 
this new form of rule comprises, and how it operates, is the central 
object of Marx's substantive theory of capitalist modernity, the social 
theory of value elaborated in Capital.4 However, th e crucial point here 
is simply this: ~ca.use inc£"rporation.!m2 t!E!..M!-oci~~!L~ro.,!lK.~the 
lab.gu~ contr~g ta~es th~e form. of a relation of.exchange between legal 
e~l;I~J s, the p rocess of surplus ex;~raction is reconstitut~d as a private 
ag~ity of civi!...sP£.i,=ty. 

This is called economics. But what is economics? We are so used 
to assuming the presence of this distinct branch of social life that it 
is always surprising to recall how little the word itself discloses about 
the n ovelty and character of what it describes. A combina tio n of the 
Greek terms for house and law, 'economics' originally referred to the 
managem ent of the househo ld. And as late as the t7405, Adam Smith's 
teacher, Francis Hutcheson, still included marital, parental and master--
servant relations under the heading of 'Principles of Economics', In 
short, there is nothing in the earlier use of the word (unless it be the 
hint of a private sphere) which accounts for why it should have come 
to refer exclusively to market relations. And nothing is explained 
therefore by using the term 'economic' in its modern sense unless one 
already assumes (consciously o r oth erwise) the capitalist relations of 
production which create its object.3 Similarly, if one looks up any of 
the words we habitually use to describe the process of surplus extrac
tion under capitalism - market, business, industry, commerce - one 
finds that each of them is an etymological dead·end in the same way 
that 'economics' is.6 The t racks of modernity are well covered. 

At the same time, while the state no lo nger carries out the p rocess 
of surplus extraction itself, it has on the other hand assumed a new 
centralized m o nopoly of jurisdiction which it asserts through an 
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impersonal rule of law.' Thus we see a redefinition of political power 
in public, communal terms: it guarantees contracts between private 
individuals, it keeps the peace both internally and externally, it imparts 
a degree of collective management to the overall social development 
of the society. But there are also things that it no longer does, social 
roles which are by the same token removed from the domain of political 
power and redefined as private. Among these, the most striking is the 
process of surplus extraction. 

The emergence of distinct institutional spheres called the state and 
the economy is the signature of capitalist society. But no adequate 
social theory can take it at face value. For, as Ellen Wood put it, in 
a passage we have already cited in chapter 3 above: 

the differentiation of the economic and the political in capitalism is, more 
precisel); a differentiation of political funct ions themselves and their sepa
rate allocation to the private economic ' phere and the public sphere of the 
state. This allocation reflects the separation of political functions imme
diately concerned with the extraction and appropriation of surplus labou r 
from those with a more general communal purpose .... the differentiation 
of the economic is in fact a differentiation within the political sphere.' 

If this is true, then the very least that can be said is that under such 
an arrangement the activities denoted by the term 'politics' - or, indeed, 
'the state' - are going to be radically different from what these terms 
would refer to in other kinds of society. There is a kind of emptying 
out of certain powers and functions from the formal political realm 
of the state. The inverse applies, as already suggested, to the term 
'market'. Here we see a kind of filling up \vit~ new social powen a nd 
functions, centred on the processes of surplus extraction, which 
exchange relations never previously encompassed. Historically speak
ing, it is a very strange form of social organization.' 

Sovereigncy as a Capitalist Political Form. 

These observations may turn out to be of considerable relevance to 
IR. For what is the political form under discussion here if not the 
conceptual building-block o f the discipline. namely the sovereign state? 
This is a category in need of some clarification. Most commentators 
accept th at the primacy de noted by tht: term 'sovereignty' cannOt be 
defined straightforwardl , as the ability o f the state to control activities 
within its borders or resist external constraint on its freedom of action. 
Apart from anything else, there are just too many small, weak states 
in the world for this to be empirically plausible. For this reason, we 
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all learn that its absolute properties refer to its juridical status. A 
sovereign state does not share jurisdiction 'A-ith Church and nobility 
as under feudalism, or suffer systematic subordination to a party 
organization as under Soviet communism. Yet sovereignty is not just 
the legal paramountcy of the state - and even if it were, it is not easy 
to see how this could be sustained without exercising a preponder· 
ance of power. Much IR theorizing on the subject seems to waver 
uncertainly between these two definitions, substantive and formal, 
switching back and forth depending on the particular issues being 
discussed. Excited claims that the latest wave of military or commu
nications technology, o r the latest round of 'globalization' in the world 
economy, are rendering the concept of sovereignty obsolete alternate 
with firm denials of any diminution in the political, legal and military 
monopolies commanded by the state. As a result, students often find 
the whole issue of sovereignty deeply enigmatical: an absolute form 
of rule which seems never to be absolute in practice even though. for 
some reason, the formal constitu tion of the international system rests 
on the assumption that it is so. 10 

What are we lO do with what Waltz has called this 'bothersome 
concept'? 11 Perhaps a first step might be to cease thinking about sov
ereignty as a self-evident starting point - which is what we do if we 
accept its own legal or political self-definition. Perhaps instead we 
should think of it as ~r~cal rule historically specific tC2}~ 
distinctive confi ration -or sOcial i.:.d.a· s which define ca italis as 
a~~. For sovereigntY also, c rucially.)nvolves the idea of 
the state bel~~i"9~S!:_a~~.£iyil ~i~, ~~~n~ffiow.::Eurely 
political l

. What do these phrases mean? 
·J·n part, they mean that 'the primacy of geopolitics' gives the state 

executive a warrant to override internal interest groups in the con
duct of foreign policy. However, something like this could apply in 
any hierarchical society incorporated into a geopolitical system, and 
it is therefore not specific to sovereignty, the form of rule held to 
distinguish the modern state. Nor do they mean that the state is not 
involved in regulating civil society. It is, after all, the state which frames 
la\"\fS, upho lds contracts, raises taxes and implements policies designed 
to promote the development of the sphere of production. 

None of these, however, need involve the state moving into that 
other realm of political command, namely the privatized sphere of 
production, by taking over the process of surplus extraction itself 
Where it does do this, for example by extending its direct ownership 
through nationalization,12 it can find that the $overngn character of its 
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rule diminishes. It no longer stands over against cjvil society. Indus
trial disputes are immediately political disputes. The appropriation 
of the surplus becomes an object of public 'political' struggle within 
the state rather than private political struggle within the productive 
corporations of civil society. The private despotism of the workplace 
becomes the public despotism of the state. 13 A process such as this 
seemed to be a factor in the British 'Winter of Discontent' of 1978-
79: the sovereignty of the state was eroded because the day-to-day 
separation between politics and economics was blurred, and the 
government therefore found itself dragged into one industrial dispute 
after another. 

Conversely, however, the restoration of the sovereignty of the state 
in such circumstances is also the restoration of the private political 
sphere and of the class power of capital in this sphere of production. 
In fact, is this not what happened next in the British case? The Labour 
government feli, and was replaced by Margaret Thatcher's Conserva
tive administration, which came into office with a commitment to 
'roll back the frontiers of the state'. On the face of it, this commitment 
seemed to be contradicted by the evidence, namely the failure to 
reduce public spending levels, the reinforcement of the coercive arm 
of the state, and the transparent use of state legislative authority to 
intervene in industry by reducing the legal power of organized labour. 
But if we understand the capitalist separation of politics and econom
ics in the manner suggested by Ellen Wood, then a real underlying 
consistency emerges which concerns the sovereignty of the state. 

For the sovereignty of the state does depend on both a kind of 
abstraction from production and the reconstitution of the state
political sphere as external to civil society. But this is not an abstrac
tion which means that the sovereignty of the state is neutral. On the 
contrary, its very form is a dimension of class power because it entails 
the parallel consolidation of private political power in production. An 
illustration of what this can mean in practice was the British miners' 
strike of '984-85, Since it is known that the government gave the 
Coal Board every possible assistance behind the scenes,I4 its insistence 
that the strike was an industrial dispute and not the business of the 
state can be made sense of only in terms of a determination to redefine 
'the political' as outside and separate from surplus extraction, a re
definition whose other half was necessarily the restoration of private 
political power in production. Perhaps the two most oft-repeated goals 
of th e government during the dispute were that an impersonal rule 
of law should be upheld, and that 'management should be allowed 
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to manage'. In other words, the state was neither ...... -ithdrawing from 
civil society nor necessarily encroaching further upon it. It was 
reimposing the separation of political functions between public and 
private spheres which is the form of both class power and state po\vcr 
under capitalism. 

All this suggests that we should define sovereignty primarily not 
in terms of the practical ability of the state to command the behaviour 
of its citizens, nor yet as a kind of residual legal paramountcy. To be 
sure, without these there would be no sovereign states. But these 
descriptive attributes, enormous though their practical significance ~s. 
do not comprise an explanation of why the modern state assumes Its 
distinctive 'purely political' form. By contrast, if we define sovereignty 
as the social form of the state in a society where political power is 
divided between public and private spheres, it becomes apparent that 
at least some of the confusion over whether modern state power is 
strong or weak, autonomou~ or determined, sovereign or constrain~d 
has been unnecessary. For under capitalism, these are not necessanly 
dichotomies. 

The Sovereign States-System 

The Structural ImpficatWns 0/ Sovereignty 

The historical rise of the sovereign state is thus one aspect of a 
comprehensive reorganization of the forms of ~al po~r. The chans:e 
that it works in the form and content of the mternatlonal system lS 
no less startling. For under this new arrangement, while relations .of 
citizenship and jurisdiction define state borders, any aspects of SOCial 
life which are mediated by relations of exchange in principle no longer 
receive a political definition (though they are still overseen by the state 
in various ways) and hence may extend across these borders. And if 
political functions which used to be in state hands are now assi~ed 
to a private political sphere fronted by a set of exchange reiatlOns, 
then these political functions will travel. 13 

This is indeed what has occurred. It is now possible, in a way that 
would have been unthinkable under feudalism, to command and 
exploit productive labour (and natural resources) located under the 
jurisdiction of another state. This is because capitalist relations. of 
surplus extraction are organized through a contract of exchange whlch 
is defined as 'non-political'. It must be reiterated that it simply will 
not do to call this 'economics' and think we have explained anything 
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unless we riJMr say that this is the first time there has been such a 
phenomenon as 'economics' or define it more closely as capitalist 
economics. And either way, we have to include in our definition the 
pecu liar state-form which is its other half, because these functions can 
be regarded as non-political only on the assumption that politics has 
been redefined to restrict it to general communal functions. 

Historically, this transformation seems to have been accomplished 
in Europe in two broad, overlapping phases. The first ph!se C8!!!
P~ the..E-~~~of state-building, that is, the centralizing of ~cal 
au ont by. abs..?ll!..t!st !TI...2:f}~rffi~ the suPPr:ess.l9!J 0 n~~ 
power and -tlie construction of a bureaucratic machinery of govern
ffienC This madeupossible for -;n-;;nardis to e-;ercise a m~Cfl more 
i'hsOlute and exclusive jurisdiction, so that states became much more 
sharply defined territorially. The modern political map of the world 
is a perfectly fittingjigsaw in which all the separate, interlocking pieces 
are clearly marked in different colours.16 For much of orthodox JR, 
the modern world begins here, where the impossible patchwork of 
medieval Christendom is replaced by territorially unified jurisdictions. 
However,!aggin.&~m~way ,!>ehin.fl. this P~E'.s.2i..sj~l~-l?'@"dJ..n&..!here 
followed tEe-fiDeral transformation o f the state discussed above - which 
~ntualfl.. ~rthrew -absolutiJm .~A-n4 ~s~~lt:Of Ih,i.r, .£rocess, i.! 
actually becomes less and less realistic to try to theorize the interna
ti~n_aL~iSterri21] _t~Of relations bet;veeri .. ;t;:t~e:MoreOver, 
if we take the twO processes together over the whole period, we must 
say that what looks to the naked eye like an unprecedented concen
trating of power in the hands of the state apparatus (as certain func
tions are centralized as neve r before) is simultaneously a dramatic 
disaggregation of social functions and social power, between public and 
private spheres. I' 

Clearly, the trick here, as this overall shift takes place, is to keep 
our eye on both political spheres which emerge (that is, public and 
private), otherwise we will assume that what we are seeing is simply 
a shift from empire to states-system, which could safely be treated 
purely in its external aspect. In the public political sphere this is indeed 
the form o f the shift. And if we watch only that external. public sphere, 
it would then seem that we could theorize the international syste m 
by listing the differentia specifica of a slales-system as compared with an 
empire, and understand its properties sui gmeris as those of a narchy. 
This is the path of realism. But it ignores the changing structural 
definition and content of 'the political'. And its effect is precisely to 
ocdude the distinctive character of modern internatio nal power. 

T 
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For it is this formal disjuncture (between public and private polit
ical realms) which explains part of the paradox of sovereignty: why 
it is both more absolute in its 'purely political' prerogatives than other 
historical forms of rule, and yet highly ambiguous as a measure of 
actual power. J t explains how we can see simultaneously an enhanced 
territorial differentiation between states together with an unprec
edented porousness a nd interdependence. 18 

Viewed in this way, it becomes increasingly apparent that in re
alism reality is standing on its head. Realists tell us that the modern 
international political system is different because it is a states-system 
organized by anarchy rather than an empire organized by centralized 
command. However, if the above discussion is sound, then, to be true, 
this statement needs to be turned right way up. I.! ~~m.'!:!£.h-ili.at 
modern international ~is different because it is a states-s:tstem; 
~er, w~~.!!~~!?.\;!~~~~:sste-n:! 2';!Q: bs.sa~se .m~n 
'politics' is different. And the surest way to mlsunderstandmg here 
is preCisefyt:l1e attempt to theorize this difference in abstraction from 
the historically specific kind of society which produces this form of 
politics. For the form itself is not inert or neutral, but rather suffused 
with determinations deriving from its capitalist character. 

Once this point is seen, we can (and will) go on to explore the 
distinctive properties of this social form of geopolitics - induding the 
character of anarchy. But if empire is taken to mean the expansion 
of political command beyond the territory of the originating commu
nity in order to accumulate resources from outside, then the last thing 
this portends is the end of empire. Rather it means that the exercise 
of imperial power, like domestic social power, will have two linked 
aspects: a public political aspect which concerns the management of 
the states-system, and a private political aspect which effects the 
extraction and relaying of surpluses. 19 It means the rise of a new kind 
of empire: the empire of civil society.20 

Political lmplicatums of Sovereign!? 

It has just been suggested that what we witness in the emergence of 
the modern states-system is actually the development of a new form 
of imperial power characteristic of a fundamentally new kind of (capi
talist) social structure. It was also implied that a theoretical under
standing of con temporary international relations would therefore have 
to encompass both the public political and the private political as
pects of international power which emerge in the modern period. 
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This may seem to invite the charge that we have done no more than 
reinvent the wheel. For each of these aspects, public political and 
private political, has its own specificities: military, legal and territorial 
for the one; and civil, profit·seeking and transnational for the other. 
Moreover, they are largely carried out by identifiably distinct actors: 
states and private corporations. And therefore has not the work of 
international political economy already produced the necessary re· 
formulation by posing the discipline in terms of the interaction of 
states and markets? 

The answer must be negative. For assuming the separation of politics 
and economics as a starting point in this way is not a theoretically 
innocent assumption. It is to assume the automatic reproduction of 
the particular human social relations which bring about and sustain 
this institutional separation. And we cannot assume this, partly be
cause these relations have not obtained for most of history, perhaps 
more importantly because there a~ still large areas of humanity where 
they do not obtain; but mainly because even where they do obtain, 
they are continually being contested. Much of the content of inter
national relations, past and present, is the outcome of continuous 
struggle over the reproduction of these capitalist social relations. If 
we assume their reproduction, then we exclude from our account the 
very human agency and historical proass we are trying to recover as 
the basis of the socia] world. We see that world not as the daily outcome 
of definite social relations between real living individuals, but as the 
timeless clash of disembodied socia] forms: the remorseless grinding 
of the balance of power, the ghostly motions of the invisible hand. 

But this is to imply that, in some way parallel to the earlier ex
ample of the miners' strike, the sovereign form of the states-.rystem is 
itself the object and outcome of snuggle and contestation. \oVhat could 
this mean? 

Consider the fate of the New International Economic Order 
(NIEOV' From the mid 1970s, emboldened by the example of OPEC, 
a large group of Third World governments (organized as the Group 
of 77) used their numerical majority in the General Assembly of the 
United Nations to press through demands for a reform of the inter
national economy. In '974 the General Assembly adopted a 'Charter 
of Economic Rights and Duties of States' which included provisions 
for linking commodity prices to prices of manufacture, the expropria
tion of foreign investments, increased controls on the activities of 
multinationals, and so on. Here, then, was an attempt to challenge 
the separation of politics and economics, the separation which ena-

1 , 
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bled the private dimension of the relationship between \\'estern and 
Third ""'orld societies to count as non-political. Of course, majority 
votes in the General Assembly have no binding force, and the cam
paign for the NIEO failed for a number of reasons, including disunity 
among the southern states pressing for it. The point, however, is the 
form that this failure took. 

By the mid '980s, the UN was in financial difficulties due to the 
reduction or delay of funding by disenchanted Western governments. 
Moreover, a number of the Group of 77 were now submitting them
selves to International Monetary Fund (IMF) restructuring packages 
in exchange for debt-resche::duling agreements. Now, the negotiation 
of economic terms by indebted countries with the IMF does not count 
as a political process; none the less, it did embody a dramatic reversal . 
of the very programme which these countries had been attempting 
to advance by political means. For a prominent feature of these 
packages was a withdrawal of the state from direct control of prices 
through subsidy and tarilT - a withdrawal which effected, in principle 
at least, a new separation of politics and economics, and thereby opened 
these societies further to the world market. The geographical progress 
of this outcome among the cou ntries involved could be followed 
throughout the 1980s in the spread of what became known as 'IMF 
riots' - mass demonstrations against price increases implemented by 
governments as part of IMF restructuring packages. ByJanuary 1989, 
these had occurred in twenty-three countries.?2 

It would be hazardous to draw any substantive conclusions from 
these events. But the overall paltern of this episode is surely tOO 
suggestive to pass without comment. The Group of 77 pressed for 
further public political regulation through the UN; their defeat was 
registered in a fuiler than ever subordination to private economic 
mechanisms through the IMF. By reimposing the separation of the 
world economy from the formal political institutions of the states
system, the West was able to restore simultaneously the private:: free
dom of capital and the purely political sovereignty of the states-system, 
both of which were challenged by the N IEO. 

Significantly, this denouement of the 1980s coincided historically 
with a vigorous revival or both neo-liberal economic theory (and 
deregulation) and neorealist state theory (and flexing of the coercive 
militaty arm of the state). These supplanted the I970S vogue for 
'complex interdependence' and fears or international ungovernability, 
replacing them with a revived definition of the sovereign individuality 
of the state.23 
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The NIEO, however, was a comparatively minor episode. What 
was the entire Soviet experience and the Cold War which dominated 
world politics for the last four decades, if not an enormous geopo
litical challenge to the social form of the modern states-system? The 
Soviet Union was precisely not a sovereign state, in the sense that we 
have been discussing sovereignty. It did not stand outside a distinct 
private sphere of surplus extraction. It moved in and took it over. And 
it supported other governments who did the same - who, by over
throwing the separation of politics and economics, withdrew their 
societies from the world market, and hence from the reach of private 
Western power. This was ultimately the politicaJ content of the Cold 
War. With the best will in the world. it would be impossible to 
understand the Soviet presence in the international system in terms 
of states and markets. It was precisely an attempt to abolish both of 
them. 

Marx would have us go even further. For him, the increasingly 
global, continuously fought-over separation of politics and economics 
- meaning the actual construction of the world market and the linked 
emergence of a sovereign states-system - was the central unfinished 
theme of modern world history. In fact, for Marx it is what has 
'produced world history for the first time'.24 

Let us pause for a moment to take stock of where our argument 
has led us. We began, in accordance with the overall method of this 
work, by specifying the 'strategic relationship' of>modern Western 
society. The contrast with earlier kinds of society seemed to confirm 
that it was the distinctive character of this relationship which under
lay or constituted the institutional differentiation of spheres we call 
economics and politics, civil society a nd the state. We a lso saw that 
this differentiation was nOt a substantive separation or 'autonomy', 
and we illustrated the structural interdependence involved, using the 
examples of the 'Winter of Discontent' and the miners' strike of 1984-
85. By this stage we had already noted the descriptive affinities benveen 
the political institutions of the society in question and the theoretical 
ambiguities of the treatment of sovereignty in IR. These affinities led 
us to merge the two in a redefinition of sovereignty as the abstracted 
social form of the state specific to (and partly constitutive 01) capitalist 
social relations. Once this connection was made, we sought to de
velop its implications for theorizing the sovereign states-system. These 
implications were of two kinds. First, the differentiation of spheres 
provided the structural precondition for a simultaneous enhancement 
of territorial definitio n o f polities and yet deepening of material 
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integration of social reproduction across borders. This was seen 10 

give rise to a wholly new idiom of geopolitical power which we named 
'the empire of civil society'. But second, our attention to the under
lying structural interdependence of the public and private spheres led · 
us to identify sovereignty itself as a contested social form because of 
its profound imbrication in the reproduction of these new forms of 
(private) power. Searching for manifestations of this within contem
porary international history, we found first the NIEO, then the Cold 
War, and finally, pursuing a hint from Marx, the emergence of the 
modern international system itself 

Now, if sovereignty is redefined as a social form, and hence is£cifi.£ 
to a very disti~ lUna!:>f society, then-the consolidation of sover
e]gn~~iieraIiZa:Uonrnto a-giobal sta~~Y.!tc;.'::!l m~kup1Y 
a c~iitOriiQtprocess Ofsocii1tipbeaval ana transformation. And 
s~sproc--essJsW11it p uces e states-system in Its modern 
form, then arguably it is here - ratber than strictly in the diplomatic 
interchange benveen preconstituted states - that we shall find the real 
and continuing history of the international system. With this move, 
we have finally broken out of the realist framework for thinking about 
the origins of the sovereign states-system, and have instead linked up 
our account with the broader historical processes of social transfor
mation involved in the making of the modern world. The agenda for 
historical research to which this points will be spelled out in a little 
more detail in the last chapter. 

The Question of Absolutist Sovereignty 

We now have a historical puzzle to solve. The emergence of the 
modern idea of sovereignty is conventionally traced to the absolutist 
monarchies of early modern Europe. This seems at first sight to 
constitute a straightforward empirical refutation of our argument. For 
it was central to the definition of absolutism as a political form that 
the monarchy was a direct and major appropriator of the surplus. It 
could nOt constitute itself as sovereign in the sense in which we have 
redefined that term because it was based not on taxing surpluses 
already extracted in a separate private sphere - the European aris
tocracies did not pay tax - but rather on consolidating the grip of 
the state as a gigantic landord, a centralized apparatus of surplus 
extraction (on behalf of an emasculated noble class). This was a very 
distinctive political form, very different from the classic model of 
European feudali sm . Bringing it about involved many of the rigours 
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we associate with state-building: breaking the independent power of 
the nobility and the Church, maintaining standing armies, creating 
a bureaucratic apparatus, enforcing the King's law evenly across the 
territory, elaborating new diplomatic forms, and so on. In many ways 
it looks quite modern. Furthermore, it was indeed the absolutist 
monarchies who elaborated the concept of sovereignty to legitimate 
their suppression of rival cen tres of power within the state. No doubt 
for this reason, there remains within IR a broad consensus that the 
modern states-system dates from the absolutist epoch - in particular, 
from the Peace of Westphalia of 1648. What are we to make of this? 
Did the sovereign states~system emerge with absolutism or not? 

If one defines sovereignty very broadly, then the significance of 
Westphalia is indeed considerable. Let us take Hedley Bull's definition: 

On the one hand, states assert, in relation to this territory and population, 
what may be called internal sovereignty, which means supremacy over all 
other authorities within that territory and population. On the other ha~d, 
they assert what may be called external sovereignty, by which is meant not 
supremacy but independence of outside authorities.25 

Now, the terms of Westphalia were not wholly unprecedented; the 
Treaty of Augsberg in 1555 had already established a principle of agus 
regie, ~jus religio. Nor is it claimed that the treaties themselves accom~ 
plished the overall development which they recognized - that is, the 
emergence of a secular states~sys(em . But they did mark an end to 
the religious wars of Europe; they did (much to the fury of Pope 
Innocent XU) abolish the competing political rights of the papacy in 
the territories of the states concerned; and they did undermine the 
hierarchical geopolitical structure centred on the Holy Roman Empire 
by proclaiming the freedom of the German princelings to make 
alliances.27 In Bull's broad sense, both internal and external sover~ 
eignty were recognized. However, the matter cannot rest there, for 
an intriguing inconsistency creeps into the orthodox account at this 
point. 

It is generally recognized that 'the first systematic statement of the 
theme' of sovereignty is that of Jean Bodin.28 Given this, it is perhaps 
surprising that in the Anglo~American discipline of IR we find so little 
discussion of the Six LifJTes de La ripublique. Indeed, for the most part 
Bodin is only ever mentioned as a prelude to invoking a far more 
familiar icon of realist accounts of sovereign ty - Thomas Hobbes. 
The inconsistency involved here cannot be seen unless we take some 
measure of the societal distance between the two formulations of 
sovereignty involved. 
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An illuminating account of this distance has recent1y been advanced 
by Ellen Wood..29 Bodin's formulation was a defence of an absolutizing 
monarchy confronting a parcelJization of the state due to the persistance 
of feudal corporate forms. This reflected the structural basis of French 
absolutism: between 85 and go per cent of cultivated land was in the 
direct possession of the peasantry, with the consequence that the mecha~ 
nisms of surplus extraction were heavily concentrated in the local 
jurisdictional prerogatives of the nobility, forming an immediate 
barrier to juridical centralization. 30 Bodin's argument therefore takes 
the form of a plea for a superordinate power to join together 

the corporate constituents of the polity, and especially the three Estates, 
into an organic unity, a balanced hierarchical order based on 'harmonic 
justice', the justice of 'proportional' equality among unequal corporate 
entities.3I 

This is in strong contrast to Hobbes's method, which seeks to derive 
the need for a sovereign power from the self-destructive effects of the 
liberty of individuals in a state of nature - the famous 'warre of every 
man against every man'. As Wood points out, although this response 
to the turmoil of the Civil War wears French clothing (sixteenth· and 
seventeenth~century English thought is notable for its lack of an in~ 
digenous tradition of theorizing about 'sovereign£y'!~, the body of the 
argument reflects the strongly divergent path of English social devel~ 
opment. For the English state did not face the same obstacles of feudal 
parcellization confronted by its French counterpart. Not only had it 
achieved effective juridical and legislative centralization at an early 
stage,'S but also the much wider direct ownership of land by the 
aristocracy facilitated a lesser dependence on jurisdictional mechan~ 
isms of surplus extraction. Under these conditions, the way was more 
open for a unitary state to become not a competing form of politically 
constituted property, but rather - through the formula of the 'Crown 
in Parliament' - the public 'political' corollary of an incipient private 
'economic' mode of surplus extraction.'" 

While Wood's argument can be given only the briefest and most 
partial of summaries here, the conclusion to which it points for the 
place of Hobbes (and Westphalia) in IR theory is remarkable. For it 
suggests that insofar as the English Civil War was fought over control 
of the centralized state apparams (rather than being a contest of 
particularism and centralization) the issue was precisely not sovereignty 
in the continental sense. Rather, Hobbes uses the language of sov~ 
ereignty to elaborate what is becoming a very different problematic, 
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namely that of order in a 'purely political' state made up of legaJly 
equal individuals: 

In transplanting the idea of absolute and indivisible sovereignty to English 
conditions, Hobbes was obliged to impose it not o nJean Bodin's collection 
of 'families, colleges, o r corporate bodies' but on Sir Thomas Smith's 
'muhitude of free me n collected together' in a u nitary state. This did not 
mean that H obbes's conception of sovereignty was any less absolute than 
Bodin's. If anYlhing, it seems even more unlimited and uncompromising, 
perhaps because no corporate mediations stand between the individual 
and the sovereign state." 

More absolute precisely because it was not absolutist? Here, surely, 
we begin to pick up echoes o f the modern form of sovereignty dis
cussed earlier in th is chaptel". 

But what has all this to do with \-Vestphalia? Quite simply this: one 
major state '-\f3.S not represented at that Europe-wide convocation of 
powers - England. And yet it was Hobbes's England, not Bodin's 
France, which was to go on to play the leading role in extending the 
sovereign form of rule beyond Europe and defining the institutional 
form of the global states-system of today - England, follo\ved by the 
United States, a n even more thoroughgoing liberal polity, even fur
ther removed from the spirit of Westphalia. As Sayer puts it: 

a political form that was, much later, to become genera l throughout Europe 
(and the world), was sucessfully pioneered (here) rather earlier than ebe
where.36 

Could it be, then , that when we talk about sovereignty in IR we are 
really, without being fu lly aware of it, assuming this new and very 
special form of state - even if we hold formally, with Bull, to the 
absolutist definition? Certainly this would help explain the ambiguity 
of the term in IR. For the concept of sovereignty, which under 
absolutism really did add up to a kind of despotism , now means 
something else which the absolutist (and hence by extension realist) 
doctrine of sove reignty eQuid never g rasp.31 It might also explain why 
we do nOt read Bodin. 

But in that case, we should also be somewhat sceptical of the 
orthodox claim that the modern states-system came into being in 
.648 - or ' 7'3, 15 ' 5, '494, much less the maverick '4'4. An absolutist 
states-system was initialled at \Vestphalia. But this is not modern 
politics. To dellne the state in absolutist terms is to miss the specificity 
of 'purely political ' institutio ns under capitalism. Modern sovereignty 
is only allowed to be so absolute because it involves restricting much 
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more closely what is to count as the legitimate domain of politics. To 
miss this is, in Augustine Thierry's words, to 'lack the comprehension 
and sentiment of great social transformations' - which for Thierry 
at any rate was such a powerful lever of sociological insight. 

Historicizing the Balance of Power 

As we round this bend of ou r argument, something else comes into 
view, something which perhaps ought to have been visible all along. 
It was hinted earlier that a comparison might be d rawn between the 
'invisible hand' of the market and the balance of power. At that point 
the suggestion was that both of these phenomena appeared as im
personal, 'automatic' mechanisms needing to be translated back into 
the historically specific social relations which give rise to them, in 
order to rediscover the human agency which must lie at the heart of 
the social world. It was not noted at the time that this suggestion flies 
in the face of conventional wisdom about the balance of power, which 
understands the latter precisely as an automatic function of a plurality 
of competing decision-making centres in the absence of superordinate 
coercive power - a necessary function, that is, of a narchy. On this 
view, the eme rgence of a balance of power under such c ircumstances 
derives from a timeless logic, of which history provides me rely iUus· 
[rations. T h is, theflns et origo, if ever there was one, of realist theory, 
has always seemed unsatisfying and suspicious to its critics - not so 
much in its internal logic (the mathematics is flawless, even if the 
exponen ts of game theory have pressed it to absurd lengths) but rathe r 
with respect to how much it does not tell us, or illuminate, about the 
balance o f power as a h istorical institution. Yet the problem a lways 
was: what else is there to say about it? We now have the beginnings 
of an answer to this problem. 

If the line of argument developed in this chapter is valid. then the 
balance of power is not just Ilk the invisible hand. It is its other half, 
the equivalent in the public political realm of the alienated social 
form of the invisible hand in the private political realm of ' the 
economy'. This can be seen more clearly once we recognize that 
whal is distinctive about the modern balance of power is actually IWI 

the p lurality of armed actors. It cannot be that, for history is awash 
with geopolitical systems which fit this criterion. The twenty-odd taifO 
kingdoms which emerged from the eleventh-century break-up of the 
Caliphate of Cordoba spent aver three hundred years wheeling and 
dealing their way into oblivion - weaving, no doubt, a moving tapestry 
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of aliiance, calculation and counter-alliance which'would gladden the 
heart of any game theorist. During the Hundred Years' War, Edward 
III played his hand of coalitions with a cynicism and manipulative 
skill that might have made Machiavelli blush.38 Yet these cases - and 
the many hundred others like them - are rarely, if ever, discussed in 
IR. Why? 

Perhaps the answer is that the modern balance of power is indeed 
different from either the grasping of empire or the contending of 
princes. And what is so distinctive about it is not the number of players. 
It is its impersonality, its emptiness, its abstraction, its anonymity, its 
almost scientific technic ism. Indeed, this mechanical quality was an 
object of fascination for Enlightenment observers; it encouraged 
discussion of a political arithmetic of equipoise, and suggested the 
spread of Newtonian reason to the affairs of states. 

By contrast, feudal geopolitics was anything but impersonal: it 
revolved around personal (dynastic) claims to property in land, and 
wars were fough t by armies levied through ties of personal allegiance. 
While everyone, no doubt, calculated his own advantage, there was 
no sense in stabilizing the system territorially through a military 
balance, for war and political expansion were a major mechanism of 
surplus appropriation. This reflected feudal relations of production 
in which economic ownership and political jurisdiction were fused in 
the heritable fief Just as there was no sense of the state standing 
outside, over against civil society, so too there was no abstraction of 
the geopolitical system. In feudalism we find not an impersonal balance 
of power compelling its members to adjust levels of military prepar
edness internally, but rather a militarily defined struggle over sur
pluses expressed in the form of territorial competition between political 
units. In feudalism, the last thing anyone wanted was a balance: that 
wou ld have stopped the game. 

For contemporary capitalist societies, however, war p lays a differ
ent role because imperial processes of expansion (or, rather, those 
connected directly with surplus extraction) are now accomplished 
principally in the private sphere. Under lhese circumstances, war and 
military competition in general become instrumenlS for managing 
the international public political realm - which is itself now empty 
of the material sources of wealth that used to be the object of war, 
namely property in tied labour, trading monopolies, and so on. 

As a result of this emptying out, when modern Western states 
contend it is nOt because one has what another wants - like Louis 
xrv enviously eying the Dutch monopoly in Baltic shipping; they 
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contend over public poliq, that is, over the collective, linked organiza
tion of public international and private transnational spheres. Ad
vanced capitalist states do resort to military means in order to prosecute 
policy, where this is judged necessary. But because the use of military 
force is no longer itself the means of surplus appropriation, it, too, 
takes on a 'pure', 'technical' character, in line \vith the abstracted, 
sovereign form of the state as a whole. 

The balance of power is a pressure system which shows an un
mixed, 'purely political' aspect to the world. By this is meant that the 
immediate goals pursued through it are not plunder of wealth or 
territorial expansion, but rather the bending of other states to one's 
own will. The pursuit of power does not come any purer than this. 
As Morgenthau famously put it, 'statesmen think and act in terms 
of interest defined as power. '39 But this purity is not a funclion of some 
timeless essence of statehood. The 'pure' power of the political sci
entists, the medium of the balance of power, is in fact the power of 
the 'purely political' state, the sovereign state, the state which stands 
outside production and is therefore abstracted from the particularities 
of civil society - in short, the capitalist state. 

But for what purposes should one state wish to bend others to its 
will if it is not going to invade and p lunder them? \\That is all the 
power-mongering.fOr?There is simply no answer to this question unless 
one can point to those political functions which have been shuffled 
off into the private sphere, where the business of surplus extraction 
now takes p lace. But realist IR has t'ovice forbidden itself to look in 
this direction; once, because the private sphere is formally non
political, and a second time because it subsists in the domestic realm. 
This is why, whenever realism tries to theorize the international 
system, it can see only an empty, purely political struggle for domi
nation. The fruits of power lie elsewhere. All that breaks surface in 
the public political sphere is the mechanics of domination; and no 
amount of mapping the patterns and rehearsing the internal logic of 
these mechanics will ever tell us either what the balance of power is 
about at any given poim, or why modern geopolitics assumes this 
distinctive, impersonal form. In this sense, strange as it may sound, 
and precisely because it takes it for granted, realism has no theor.;' of the 
balance of power. Since realism has been known to rest its entire claim 
to authority on the assertion that the balance of power is the only 
international theory possible, this is a remarkable failure.«I 

Yet a theory of the balance of power must be able to do more than 
identify the historicaUy specific character of the states making up a 
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geopolitical system. To say simply that the goals of geopolitical com
petition lie outside the formally d emarcated sphere of geopolitics is 
to give a hostage to fortune. For such a claim might reinforce further 
the notion of a discrete logic operating within that realm, irrespective 
of the ends to which policy is turned. Thus if we truly wish to lay 
the ghost of realism, we have not only to insist that a full understand
ing of the international system requires us [ 0 look beyond the realm 
of the purely political; we have also to show that the abstracted 
competitive logic which haunts the purely Political sphere, a logic 
which seems to derive precisely from the absence of society, is itself 
a social form whose surface appearance bel ies the reality of what it 
accomplishes. We need, in short, a social theory o f anarchy. 

Karl Marx's Theory of Anarchy 

An Unexpecud Discovery 

It is often remarked that the same absolute character of the sover
eignty of the modern state which is the foundation of order wiJhin 
national borders simultaneously dictates the persistence of an external 
conditio n of anarchy among states. "''here no higher authority is 
recognized, a n underlying 'war of all against all', whether violent or 
not, must endure. Against those who condemn this arrangement as 
a chaos which must be mastered, two points in particular are usually 
urged. First, it is suggested that the condition oT anarchy does not 
actually promote the random behaviour o f states. Rather, it gives rise 
spontaneously to a distinctive, d ecen tralized form of regulation -
namely the balance of power - which tightly constrains the mult ilat
eral relations of states like an objective law of their existence. Despite 
having no centralized agency of enforcement, this regulation continu
ously 'socializes' states into the common norms and practices of the 
states-system. Second, the defenders of anarchy point out that the 
only conceivable a lternative to this dispersed form of authority would 
be its centralization in a world state (or empire); and since this g lobal 
Leviathan could exist only by overriding the sovereign independe nce 
of individual states (a nd with it the self-determination of nations) it 
would perforce consititute a kind of global despotism. In this respect, 
th e balance of power, by automatically producing coalitions against 
hegemonial pretenders, preserves the states-system and wit h it the 
liberty of the individual states. Such are the differentia speci/ica of 'the 
international ', properties which d istinguish this environment from the 
society which exists in the domestic realm.~ 1 

I 
I 
I 
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It migh t therefore come as something of a surprise to a student 
of IR, innocently leafing his or h er way through the pages of Volume 
I of Capital, to encounter the follO\ving set of reflections: 

Division of labour within /he workshop implies the undisputed authority of 
the capitalist over men .... The division of labour within socit[y brings into 
contact independent producers of commodities, who acknowledge no 
authority other than that of competition, of the coercion exerled by the 
pressure of their reciprocal inlerests,just as in the animal kingdom the 'war 
of all against all' more or less preserves the conditions of existence of every 
species. The same bourgeois consciousness which celebrates the division 
of labour in the workshop ... denounces with equal vigour every conscious 
altempt to control and regulate the process of production socially as an 
inroad upon such sacred things as the rights of property, freedom and the 
self-determining 'genius' of the individual capitalist. It is very characteristic 
that the enthusiastic apologists of the factory system have nothing more 
damning to urge against a gene.·al organization of labour in society than 
that it would turn the whole of society into a factory ... in the society where 
the capitalist mode of production prevails, .. narchy in the social division 
of labour and despotism in the manufacturing division of labour mutually 
condition each olher.n 

What would make this passage doubly arresting is perhaps not just 
the uncanny detail of the parallels between the condition of states and 
[he condition of firms - internal authority coupled with external 
anarchy, the Hobbesian state of nature, the nexus of competition, 
equilibrium and freedom, even the nightmare vision of a world state/ 
factory. Rather, diligent readers of Capital would have another, more 
compelling reason to linger over the passage quoted above. For they 
would recall that the anarchy in production to which Marx refers is 
not only central to his whole conception of capitalism as a kind of 
society - 'The point of bourgeois society', he says in a famous letter 
to Kugelmann, 'consists precisely in this, that a PrWri there is no 
conscious, social regulation of production'43 - it is a lso, a lbeit under 
a different heading, the subject of detailed theoretical exposition in 
the earlier chapters of the work. The remarkable parallels between 
the condition of states and the condition of firms have not gone 
unnoticed in orthodox IR. For the most part, h owever, they have 
been used to legitimate either a conception of anarchical syslems sui 
grow, o r the importing of theoretical frameworks from neoclassical 
economics inlo IR theory"~ Since the re exists such a powerful meth
odological as well as substantive contrast between these idioms and 
that of Marx's social theory, the question naturally arises whether an 
elaboration of Marx's theory of anarchy in production might suggest 
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an a lternative way of understanding the interaction of states which 
we call anarchical. 

The case may be stated more broadly than this, however. For if 
there is an overall historical schema in Marx's oeuvre, then it is arguably 
not that of the succession of five modes of production so often inferred 
from The Communist Manifesw and the '1859 Preface', with its sugges
tion of the transhistorical continuity of class struggle. U Rather, in Capilal 
Volume 1 (and in the Grundrisse, which includes Marx's longest dis
cussion of precapitalist societies~, the emphasis is much more on the 
discontinuity of modern world history, the fundamental rupture with 
all previous forms of human society which capitalism is held to 
comprise. Nor is this discontinuity registered in terms of a new pitch 
of social oppression contrasting with the more humane modes of society 
which went before.·? Its characteristic formulation strikes a quite 
different note: 

Relationships of personal dependence ... are the first forms of socielY, in 
which human productivity develops only to a limited extent and at isolated 
points. Personal independence based upon dependence mediaUd by things 
is the second great form, and only in it is a system of general social ex
change of mauer, a system of universal ~Iations, universal requirements 
and universal capacities, formed." 

'Dependence mediated by things' constrasts here with all earlier forms 
of soc ial organization, which rested 'on blood ties, or on primeval, 
natural or master-servant slave relations'.ig In place of 'direct rela
tions of domination and servitude',~ we now see an unending 'col
lision of unfettered individuals who are determined only by their own 
interests ... the mutual repulsion and attraction of free individuals'.)' 
However, as Marx almost immediately goes o n to warn, this new 
conditio n does not mark the abolition of relations of dependence. It 
constitutes rather 'the dissolution of these relations into a general 
form', a structural dispersal as a result of which they now 'confront 
the individual ... as external necessity'.52 With this shift from person
alized domination to impersonal necessity as the organizing 'form of 
social connectedness' we enter the paradoxical world of anarchy in 
which, to borrow Wight'S characterization of the international anar
chy, social 'action is most regularly necessitous'53 - despite (or pre
cisely because of) the fact that it remains formally uncoordinated by 
any overarching authority. 

Whether or not this COntrast suppresses the historical diversity of 
human socie tit!s (as Sayer suggests5i), its relevance to IR theory should 
be apparent. For Capital, as is well-known, contains no theory of the 
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state, no explicit account of 'the relation of the different forms of the 
state to the different economic structures of society'.~~ This is gen· 
erally taken to rule out the possibility of a Marxian theory of inter· 
national relations, where the requirement is to explain nOt the 
exploitative relations between persons and classes, but rather the 
anarchical relations between states. Yet in the passages cited above 
we seem to have a contrast which installs anarchy - conceived not 
as a technical feature of the economy but as a constitutive social form 
_ as centralIa Marx's overall conception of capitalist modernity. And 
while realism argues that an anarchical order will always be some
thing less than a 'real' society in the traditional sense (m eaning one 
raised Qu t of the state of nature by the operation of superordinate 
government), the implication of Marx's account seems to be that this 
anarchical order is a lready much more than a society in the tradi
tional sense. 

It might be argued that such a contrast does not entail the pos
sibility of a Marxian theory of anarchy, because the single term 
'anarchy' is being used to describe distinct phenomena in the two 
cases: the bare fact of independent, competing units in the realist 
case, as against some much more specific condition in that of Marx. 
This involves us in a methodological question which Marx addresses 
direcdy in the 'General Introduction' of 1857, and it m ay therefore 
be worth recalling his discussion here.~ 

In Marx's discussion , the category in question was 'labour in 
general', a deceptively simple abstraction which provided one of the 
conceptual foundations for the tradition of classical political economy. 
This abstraction was derived as a straightforward generalization: all 
acts of production must involve labour (though in practice its form 
differs in each case); therefore labour is 3 general precondition of all 
production. For Marx, the objection to such a method lay partly in 
the fact that it was doomed to barren circularity: 

There are characteristics which all stages of production have in common, 
and which are established as general ones by the mind; but the so-called 
general cQndUioru of all production are nothing more than these abstract 
moments with which no real historical stage of production can be grasped.)' 

Beyond this, however, the abstraction 'labour' as a descriptive gen
eralization across history not only ignored differences between modes 
of production, it a lso persistently obscured the way in which the 
abstraction of labour as an actuaisocial process (which in turn forms the 
historical condition of being able to think the category 'labour in 
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general') is unique to capitalism. In this society the abstraction of 
useful labour, its reduction to a homogenous 'abstract labour', is a 
key mechanism of social reproduction, and one which differentiates 
this society from all others: 

The simplest abstraction, then, which modern economics places at the 
head of its discussions, and which expressesan immeasurably ancient relation 
valid in all forms of society, nevertheless achieves practical truth as an 
abstraction only as a category of the most modern society.~ 

There are likewise two senses in which the term anarchy may be 
applied to the modern international system. First, that system lacks 
superordinate government. But this has almost always been true. There 
has never actually been a world government, so there has always been 
an element of 'Thucydidean realism'. However, this very general point 
(like ' labour in general') is routinely conAated with a second sense of 
the term anarchy: when it is used to denote the dynamics of power 
characterizing the modern states-system. For what distinguishes the 
modern form of geopolitical power is not that it is exercised by a 
plurality of independent units (anarchy in general), but that it no 
longer embodies personalized relations of domination (which cancel 
the forma! independence of the dominated), being impersonal, me
diated by things. It is this structural shift which explains why me units 
are no longer empires but bordered, sovereign states. This anarchy, 
anarchy as a structurally specific social form, is persistently obscured 
by being conRated with the transhistorical generalization 'anarchy in 
general'. So mystifying was the concept of 'labour in general' (obscur
ing even, or perhaps especially, the historicity of its own formulation) 
that Marx's eventual discovery of 'abstract labour' as a real historical 
form appeared, in Engels's words, 'like a thunderbolt out of a clear 
blue sky'. But Marx's method here, the deciphering of the historicity 
of concepts, is fit for wider use. And we must turn it now on the realist 
concept of anarchy. 

Tiu C[u" BIuz SIg 

Where, then, do we find 'the anarchical society' in me work of Marx? 
It is to be found principally in part one of Volume Iof Capital, where 
the analysis of the commodity as a social form is initiated.MI There 
we encounter a community made up of isolated individuals who secure 
their diverse material needs and desires by exchanging the products 
of their own private labour with those of others. This recourse is 
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dictated by the conjunction of a significant division of labour with 
the private character of their production (which renders each indi
vidual the proprietor of all he produces). Individuals therefore are 
constrained to produce social use-values for the purpose of exchange: 
that is, they secure their own subsistence by producing commodities. 

This immediately distinguishes this community from most socie
ties known to history. For as a rule the process of production is directly 
social: the total labour carried on by the society is organized through 
personal relations of dependence which authorize command over 
labour and its product.6O Here, however, such relations are not to be 
found, and seem to be ruled out by the formal equality and independ
ence of individual proprietors. Yet aU collectivities with any degree 
of division of labour must have some means of co-ordinating their 
divided labours in order to accomplish the overall task of social 
reproduction. As Marx put it, 'this necessity of distributing social labour 
in definite proportions cannot be done away with by the particularform 
of social production, but can only change the form it assumes.' 61 How, 
then, do the private labours of these individuals become social? How 
are they assimilated into (and in turn organized by) the overall labour 
of collective reproduction? Or, to recall the formulation current within 
the problematic of IR: in what way do they constitute a society?62 The 
answer is that in this case the private labours of individuals become 
social only through the exchange of products as commodities. And 
this in turn gives a unique role to exchange-value as a central mecha
nism of overall social co-ordination: 

the form in which this proportional division of labour operates, in a state 
of society where the interconnection of social labour is manifested in the 
prWou txdiQ1VJt of the individual products of labour, is precisely the exthiJ1lf11 
value of these products." 

Thus, where other collectivities constitute themselves as societies 
through direct (personalized) relations of authority, this one is repro
duced through exchange relations between things. 

This mediation of human social relations by exchange relations 
between things has three principal effects. First, it depersonalizes the 
processes of social reproduction such that the individual confronts his 
material incorporation into society in the form of external, quanti
fiable relations between the prices of things. 

Second, because the exchange-value of a commodity is not inher
ent in it but is rather a function of the totality of relations among the 
whole world of commodities, the actual mechanism which determines 
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price and hence organizes the distribution of social wealth is not under 
the control of any individual. It is alienated onto a dispersed or 
anarchical property of the society as a whole - the market. How this 
mechanism operates 'behind the backs of the producers'M to bring 
order to their collective labours is truly a thing of wonder. For it can 
have no substance apart from their active relations with each other, 
and yet it reflects that collective agency back to them in the form of 
an automatic, impersonal movement: 

It has been said and may be said that this is precisely the beauty and the 
greatness of it: this spontaneous, this material and mental metabolism 
which is independent of the knowing and willing of individuals, and which 
presupposes their reciprocal independence and indifference.f,) 

Finally, the perceptual corollary of this linked objectification and 
alienation is a rt:current mystification of the processes of social life 
in the minds of their authors, an unavoidable tendency to lose the 
constitutive social relations between persons beneath the price rela
tions between commodities which mediate them and are their only 
visible expression - commodity fetishism: 66 

Their own movement within society has for them the form of a movement 
made by things, and these things, far from being under their control, in 
fact control them." 

Marx has some striking observations to make about the connec
tion between the role played by the exchange of things in this an
archical order and the bases of individual human freedom. This 
connection centrt:s on the formal character of the act of exchange 
itself, which makes no distinction of status or right between the actors 
involved. On the contrary, 

As far as the formal character is concerned, there is absolutely no distinc
tion between them .... Each of the subjecl$ is an exchanger, Le. each has 
the same social relation towards the other that the other has towards him. 
As subjects of exchange, their relation is therefore that of UJuaiig.w 

The variety of specialized labours in which individuals are en
gaged, which might be expected to endanger this equality, in fact only 
reinforces it by compelling all producers to enter continuously into 
acts of exchange which posit their mutual formal equaJity.6'1 More
over, because the individuals involved do not simply take what they 
want by forct:, but rather implicitly recognize one another each as 
the sovereign proprietor of the product of his own labour/o they also 
thereby posit each other as ..fru, formally not subordinate to the will 
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of another. This line of reasoning is pressed to a startling climax: 

Equality and freedom are thus not only respected in exchange based on 
exchange values but, also, the exchange of exchange values is the produc
tive, real basis of all UJua/ity and.frudom. As pure ideas they are merely the 
idealized expressions of this basis; as developed injuridical, political, social 
relations, they are merely this basis to a higher power." 

One further dimension of these relations may be noted here. The 
formal properties of the act of exchange as positing equality and 
independence may be seen as constitutive of the distinctively modern 
conception of 'the individuaJ'. For as Marx elsewhere observes, far 
from being the natural starting point of social evolution, part of the 
explanans of social theory, this individual, apparently existing in 'dot
like isolation'12 is a historical outcome: 

The more deeply we go back into history, the more does the individual 
... appear as dependent, as belonging to a greater whole .... Only in the 
eighteenth century, in 'civil society', do the various forms of social 
connectedness confront the individual as a mere means towards his private 
purposes, as external necessity. n 

The above discussion suggests that the organization of social re
production via exchange relations does not simply accord greater 
recognition to individual rights. It actually constitutes the individual 
as a novel social form. Take away the anarchical form of regulation, 
and the individual as ideal must go with it; for then the members of 
the society must submit once mort: to dirt:ct relations of domination. 7. 
The predominance of exchange relations thus actively creates the 
boundaries around the person which other societies do not recognize. 
As Marx puts it: 

The less social power the medium of exchange possesses ... the greater 
must be the power of the community which binds the individuals together, 
the patriarchical relation, the community of antiquity, feudalism and the 
guild system ... . Each individual possesses social power in the form of a 
thing. Rob the thing of this social power and you must give it to persons 
to exercise over persons. n 

Personal independence (hence the category of the individual) is based 
on relations of dependence (individuals depend upon mutual exchange) 
mediated through things (the exchange relations established between 
their commodities). 

Here, then, we have an anarchical society: the plurality of inde
pendent individuals; the lack of superordinate direction; the emer
gence none the less of an impersonal mechanism of social organization 
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which lies beyond the control of individuals; the paradoxical role of 
this collective alienation as the basis of individuaJ freedom; and the 
peculiar objectified form in which individuals confront their relations 
with each other. 

Now let us look again at the parallel conception of anarchy en
countered in IR. It clearly belongs to the same genus: the plurality 
of sovereign independent states lacking superordinate direction; the 
emergence none the less of impersonal mechanisms of social organi
zation (the balance of power and the invisible hand of the market) 
which escape the command of individual states; the paradoxical role 
of this collective aJienation as the precondition of sovereign independ
ence; and the novel forms of internationaJ power which characterize 
such an order. 

This similarity points to a remarkable implication. For orthodox 
IR, as we saw in chapter I , claims to be founded upon the opposition 
between realism and ideaJism. And yet it now appears that these two, 
far from being opposites, are actually variations on this single theme 
of anarchy, emphasizing respectively its public and private articula
tion. Cobden predicted that the triumph of free trade would enable 
the reversion of the international environment to a municipal form 
of government,11> Palmerston insisted, against Cobden, upon the 
efficacy of the balance of power.11 In this they advanced against each 
other the claims of rival, differentiated public and private political 
spheres. But it is striking that the mechanisms they invoked (the invisible 
hand and the balance of power) bore the same stamp for all that -
namely that of personal independence based on dependence medi
ated by things. And the pragmatic interdependence of these mecha
nisms was clearly recognized on both sides. Cobden and Bright saw 
non-intervention as the other side of free trade - 'God's diplomacy', 
Cobden called it. 78 But, arguably, Palmerston himself saw free trade 
(and the consolidation of the liberal political institutions which went 
with it) as a necessary condition of the doctrine of non-intervention, 
and hence of the organization of the international system through a 
bala nce of power.19 In fact it was the memorable boast of the British 
state in the age of Palmerston that it gloried in the anarchy of both 
spheres. Two quotations from that ebullient statesman will perhaps, 
in their combination, serve to make the point: 

\Vhy is the earth on which we live divided into zones and climates? Why, 
I ask, do different countries yield different productions to people experi
encing similar wants? \Vhy are they intersected with mighty rivers - the 
natural highways of nations? Why are lands the most distant from each 
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other, brought almost into contact by the very ocean which seems to divide 
them? Why, Sir, it is that man may be dependent upon man. It is that the 
exchange of commodities may be accompanied by the extension and 
diffusion of knowledge ... multiplying and confirming friendly relations. 
It is, that commerce may freely go forth,l eading civilization with one hand, 
and peace with the other, to render mankind happier, wiser, better.eo 

Therefore I say that it is a narrow policy to suppose that this country or 
that is to be marked out as the eternal ally or the perpetual enemy of 
England. We have no eternal allies, and we have no perpetual enemies. 
Our interests are eternal and perpetual, and those interests it is our duty 
to follow." 

Here we see adopted, as the very watchword of foreign policy, that 
presupposition of 'reciprocal independen ce and indifference' which 
Marx noted above as fundamental to his anarchical society. 

Now, if the invisible hand and the balance of power are not the 
stark opposites which they are often presented as being, this suggests 
that their doctrinal antagonism, consolidated in the disciplinary oppo
sition of liberal utopianism and political realism, might be equally 
misleading. 87 Although it coloured the language of British foreign policy 
debates throughout the nineteenth century, the contrast none the less 
reflects an oscillation wholly internal to the problematic of an emer
gent liberal international order. Given this, it is hardly suprising that 
these anarchical themes have a definite historical anchorage. Far from 
being t imeless, they emerge in the course of the eighteenth century, 
and their development is anticipated as the geopolitical corollary of 
the broader social transformation which \ve associate with the emer
gence and spread of capitalism as a kind of society. 

The ThunderboLt 

Thus far, liberaJism. Yet Marx's unravelling of these social forms has 
only JUSt begun.8) For despite its appearance as a presocial state of 
nature, this anarchy entails a very advanced form of society, in which 
the direct producer is separated from the means of subsistence and 
obliged to sell his or her labour-power as a commodity in exchange 
for money-wages: 

Only where wage-labour is its basis does commodity·production impose 
itself on society as a whole; but it is also true that only there does it unfold 
all its hidden potemialities." 

Thus Marx 's anarchical society reviewed above has no historical 
existence except on the basis of wage-labour. Wage-labour, however, 
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as we know from our previous discussion, is the strategic relationship 
of capitalist society. GeneraJized commodity·production, it turns out, 
is thus not the idyllic precursor of capitalist society: iJ is its surfaufonn. 

Let us loo k a little fu':ther into this. In the previous section, we 
noted that individual freedom consists in not being formally subor
dinated to the will of another, a condition avoided by relating to othe rs 
through the exchange of things. In addition, mutual recognition of 
property (mean ing he re the ownership of things) was in turn the basis 
of equality in the relatio n of exchange. Now we are told that human 
labour-power (whose expenditure previously established the owner· 
ship of the things p roduced) has itself assumed the social form of a 
' thing' (that is, has been commodified). And as we work through the 
implications of this new fact, we see, before our very eyes, the 'laws 
based on the production and circulation of commodities become 
changed into their direct opposite through their own internal and 
inexorable dialectic. 'S} 

First, anyone who relates to another through the alienation of this 
thing in exchange has contracted to make himself subordinate to the 
will o f another, since labour power as a commodity is not physically 
separable from the living activity of its owner. Thus we have an 
exchange relation which entails (albeit beneath the realm of circula
lion where the exchange takes place) precisely what relations medi· 
ated by things were supposed to avoid: direct relations of power by 
one person over another. At the same time, the law of property which 
was the bulwark of equality at the anarchical surface now sanctifies 
the right of the new owner of this commodity to consume it as his 
own. But consuming labou r-power means setting it to work in pro
duction. And labour power, conjoined with the means of production, 
can be made to produce a greater sum of values than comprise the 
~o~t of its reproduction. (This is indeed the only reason for purchasing 
It m . the first place.) So long as th is holds good, the formally equal 
relation between buye r and seller of [his commodity, though they 
exchange equal values, becomes one of actual appropriation. Fo r the 
product of labour no lo nger belongs to the direct producer but rather 
to th e owner of the commodity whose consumption produced it. 'The 
separation of property from labour thus becomes the necessary con. 
sequence of a law that apparently origi nated in their identity.'M 

So anarchy is based on 'dependence mediated by things' - hence 
both its impersonality and the new forms of freedom and subjectivity 
a ssociated with it. But, in turn, 'dependence mediated by things' is 
based on the commodification of labour-power, a strategic relation-
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ship between the direct producer and the owner of the conditions of 
production - in short, a relation of surplus extraction - hence the new 
forms of social power. 

When this is first realized, it might seem to imply that the play 
of anarchy is mere appearance, 'the surface process, beneath which, 
however, in the depths, entirely different processes go on, in which 
this apparent individual equality and liberty disap~.ar'.'7 Should we 
therefore ignore it, and concentrate on the underlying processes? To 
do so would be to miss the real power of Marx's social theory. For 
if, instead, we now reverse the direction of our explanation and work 
our way back up from 'the depths' to 'the surface', we find that in 
this society relations of exchange between things (anarC:hy) are not the 
opposite of relations of domination and appropriation between per
sons (hierarchy): they are the social form through which this kind of 
hierarchy is reproduced." As Isaac Rubin put it: 

Marx did not only show that human relations were veiled by relations 
between things, but rather that, in the commodity economy, social produc
lion relations inevitably took the form of things and could not be expressed 
except through things." 

Thus when Saint-Simon anticipated that 'The government of men 
would give way to the administration of things',to he was at best only 
half right. What capitalist society has actually given us is more like 
the government of men through the administration of things. When 
social relations are routed through things in this way, those things 
themselves become su ffused with social determinations. Marx calls 
this the secret of the commodity. What is then required is a theory 
which can show us the actual social relations between persons which 
underlie this form without tither abbreviating their sociology to the 
visible relations between things or denying the effectivity of the an
archical character of their reproduction. For this reason, vulgar Marxist 
attempts to play down the importance of anarchy because it seems 
to dilute the explanatory power of 'class' are as wide of the mark as 
their inverse: the liberal or realist apprehension of anarchical liberties 
at face value. In the end, a class analysis of anarchy needs also to 
embrace the anarchical constitution of class. This is the unique 
achievement of Marx's theory of value, which is grounded in a dis
tinction between value (as a relation between persons) and exchange
value (as the relation between things which mediates the value relation). 
And, as the reader of Capital soon discovers, in the space opened up 
between these two emerges a sociology of biirgerliche Ge.se/lscJw.jl which 
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is simply beyond the analytical reach of the orthodox disciplines of 
economics and politics. 

In this context, we may recall again Ian Craib's third criterion for 
assessing rival social theories.91 For by posing historically specific social 
relations between persons as the key to understanding anarchical social 
forms (such as the market and the balance of po~r). Marx identifies 
and illuminates a constitutive dimension of the social world whose 
existence is not even suspected by liberal theories which take those 
social forms to be natural - the logically determined outcome of 
unregulated interaction between preconstituted individuals. There is. 
as it turns out, rather more than this to be explained. And there is 
therefore, contra Wight, every need for international theory. For this 
anarchy is no ordinary state of nature: it has 'ontological depth' - and 
the depths powerfully subvert any understanding drawn straightfor
wardly from observation of the surface appearance. 

Marx's analysis is conducted at the level of 'domestic' social re
production. Yet it is full of implications for IR. These implications 
may be grouped into two categories: formal and substantive. An 
immediate formal implication can be seen if we recall that in IR 
anarchical social forms and hierarchical structures are emphasized by 
competing schools of thought (realism and structuralism) which sup
posedly represent incommensurable paradigms. It follows from our 
discussion that this is a false dichotomy. And just as the earlier dis
cussion of public and private political spheres resolved the contradic
t ion between realism and idealism, so here Marx's theory of anarchy 
provides a means of overcoming this so-called 'paradigm debate'. 
Theoretically, after all, the supposed incommensurability is simply an 
elaboration of the formal theoretical cha1lenge set up by Marx as the 
central object of his theory of value at the end of chapter 5 of Volume 
I: namely, to understand how an anarchical interaction of independ
ent individuals resolves into systematic class relations of subordin a
tion and appropriation without introducing either unequal exchange 
or any formal qualification of individual freedom and equality. (It 
might be added that our broader discussion suggests also that the 
third, 'pluralist' paradigm is really just a descriptive encounter with 
the differentiation of state and civil society. And there the redefinition 
of sovereign ty advanced above would hence seem to have greater 
explanatory power.) 

Satisfying though this formal, disciplinary clarification may be, the 
real excitement must attach to the new possibilities for substantive 
theoretical explanation of international phenomena which now come 
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into view; For the implication is that with the international anarchy, 
too, beneath the realm of 'Freedom, Equality, Property and Bentham', 
the domain of 'the free trader vulgaris',92 'entirely different processes 
go on, in which this apparent individual equality and liberty disap
pear'. Is it true, then, of the international anarchy of states that there 
is an 'ontological depth' to the structures of social reproduction which 
must be plumbed before their apparently self-evident surface appear
ance can be understood? 

In one respect, such a speculation might seem inappropriate: states 
are nOt biological individuals who buy and consume each other's 
labour- power. There can thus be no simple mapping of the condition 
of states onto that of persons. But this is nOt the point. What holds 
for both is the condition of social relations mediated through things, 
rather than through personalized relations of domination. It is this 
difference which underlies the historical shift from empire to states
system. But. by the same token, it is this same alienation of social 
relations onto impersonal mechanisms - the balance of power and 
the invisible hand of the market - which provides the social forms 
through which the new kinds of power peculiar to value relations 
operate in the international system. There is therefore a determinate 
task of sociological recovery yet to be undertaken, in order to resolve 
the actual workings of these anarchical mechanisms of the interna
tional system back into their constituent social relations. It is a task 
which needs to be addressed both as theoretical explication and as 
historical reconstruction. The major obstacle standing in the way of 
such a project has always been the realist definition of anarchy as a 
presocial state of nature.93 For insofar as the internationa1 system could 
not attain the setded properties of a society, it was for the same reason 
held to be resistant to sociological analysis: the rules of existence in 
the state of nature are unforgivingly brief Anarchy has therefore a1ways 
represented the strongest argument for those resisting the intellectual 
integration of IR into the broader social sciences. But if anarchy is 
not presocial. if it can be shown to be the geopolitical form of capi
talist modernity, then this last, most basic argument for realism need 
no longer hold us back. 

In fact, there is a much broader warrant for this intuition. which 
emerges if we contrast our understanding of anarchy point for point 
with the realist understanding. Realists have argued variously that 
anarchy is a property of international politics which distinguishes the 
character of that domain from domestic politics and requires an analysis 
sui gennis. They have supposed that as such it is a transhistorical, 
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timeless feature of states-systems. And they have assumed that be
cause it comprises a presocial state of nature, there is no ontological 
depth to the recurrent patte rns of anarchical behaviour: the logic 
informing these patterns is already manifest in the two-dimensional 
game-plans of the balance of power. 

Against this composite realist understanding, we have argued that 
the experience of anarchy studied in IR is not transhistorical but 
peculiarly modern. We have suggested that, far from being a pecu
liarity of geopolitics, it is the constitutive social form of capitalist 
societies. And we have glimpsed how this apparently simple and 
natural form of interaction can in fact be understood only by uncov
ering the ontological depth of its daily reproduction through a very 
particular kind of social relations between people. 

This rediscovery of anarchy as a social form comprises a decisive 
break with realist theory in much the same way as the earlier redefi
nition of sovereignty enabled us to break decisively with realist history. 
There the effect was a release from the tyranny of diplomatic history 
which finally made it possib le to connect the emergence of our in
ternational system with the wider processes of social transformation 
involved in the making of the modern world. Here the result is a 
sudden collapse of tluorelica/ partitions which reveals something equally 
startling. To see what this is, we need only look out into the surround
ing terrain of classical political economy and classical sociology which 
is no longer barred from view. 

Sociology is commonly defined as 'the study of society'. Yet this 
apparent universality bears its own historical stamp. For 'society' 
does not presen t itself as an object o f study outside political philoso
phy before the institutional differentiation of public and private 
spheres, state and civil society, which characterizes the modern West. 
As Frisby and Sayer suggest: 'the very possibility of abstractly con
ceptualizing society at all would seem to have been historically 
dependent upon the concrete development of hiirger/iche Gesellschaft 
market society, civil society, bourgeois society. 'M And once this dif
ferentiation of spheres has occurred, what most immediately needs 
to be explained is precisely how social reproduction is organized by 
means other than direct political co-ordination. (Polanyi argued that 
the same requireme nt underlay the emergence of classical political 
economy. In a chapter ent itled 'Political Economy and the Discov
ery of Society' he suggests that new forms of understanding were 
needed because 'no human community had yet been conceived of 
which was not identical with law and government. ' ~5) The intellec-
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Iual novelty of this problematic thus reflects the historica1 novelty of 
an actual historical formation. 

Much of classical sociology is therefore implicitly a reflection on 
the theme of anarchical regulation. Is this not the meaning of 
Durkheim's question: 'How does it come about that the individual, 
whilst becoming more autonomous, depends ever more closely upon 
society?'96 It echoes through Herbert Spencer's notion of an 'evolu
tion from militant to industrial societies, from 'compulsory cooperation' 
between the elements of the whole society to 'voluntary cooperation, 
from centralization to decentralization'." Simmel's speculation on 
'how is society possible?>9lI has a strangely familiar ring to any student 
of IR theory reared on the question 'Can there be a society of states?' 

It might be suggested that the significance of these parallels has 
gone unremarked because of the disciplinary remoteness of IR from 
sociology. In one respect, however, this would not be accurate - and 
here we come upon one of the most bizarre twists in the whole story. 
T he central, organizing category of the English School of IR is 'in
ternational society'. What is the sense of the term 'society' here? One 
of its sources is undoubtedly the 'great society of states>99 which Grotius 
describes as the outcome of the 'impelling desire for society' which 
even sovereigns conc~ive on account of their mutual dependence: 

there is no state so powerful, that it may nOt some time need the help of 
others outside itself, either for purposes of trade, or even to ward off the 
forces of many foreign nations united against it. 100 

However, we may also identify a second strand of analysis, deriving 
from classical sociology, which seeks to fix as a definite quality the 
com parative looseness of international association which migh t other
wise be regarded simply as a kind of incompleteness due to the absence 
of world government. Notable in this regard is the work of Georg 
Schwarzenberger, who drew upon Ferdinand T6nnies' distinction 
between Gemeiruchafl and Gesellschafl - usually translated as 'commu
nity' and 'society': 

Whereas the members of a community are united in spite of their indi
vidual existence, the members of a society are isolated in spite of their 
associalion. 101 

Now although it is true that Tonnies formulated Gemdnschafl and 
Gesellschafl as ideal-types, it is a lso the case that he had a definite 
historical application in mind. As he put it: 'Gemeinschaft (com
munity) is old; Gesel1schaft (society) is new as a name as well as a 
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phenomenon.'l02 Schwarzenberger - unlike, for example, Charles 
ManninglOl - retains this historical dimension, arguing that 'the inter
Christian State system [i.e. medieval Christendom] had many fea
tures which make us inclined to classify it as a community', and that 
the emergence of modern geopolitics therefore comprised 'its trans
formation from a community into a society'.lGf 

But once the anarchical character of the modern international 
system has thus been identified as a definite historical form - its 
Gesellschtifj-type relations distinguishing it descriptively from the 
GemrinsdUlfl-type geopolitical relations of feudal Europe - it is clearly 
of some relevance to ask: why does it now assume this different form? 
Schwarzenberger does not press this question - perhaps because he 
is content to have found an ideal-type which captures his sense of the 
quality of modern relations between states - 'isolated in spite of their 
association'. TBnnies himself, however, did not hesitate to make this 
final link: 

Gesellschaft ... is to be understood as a multitude of natural and artificial 
individuals, the wills and spheres of whom are in many relations with and 
to o ne another, and remain nevertheless independent of one another and 
devoid of n:autual familiar relationships. This gives us the general descrip
tion of 'bourgeois society'.'o~ 

Whatever conclusions we may draw from this, the main point may 
perhaps be a llowed to stand: the problematic p f anarchy, so long 
regarded as the differentia specf!icQ of IR theory, turns out instead to 
be perhaps the central preoccupation of modern social thought. 

At a certain point in the Grundrisse, Marx asserts that 'The analysis 
of what free competition really is, is the only rational reply to the 
middle-class prophets who laud it to the skies or to the socialists who 
damn it to hell.'loo Something very similar may be suggested concern
ing our subject here: namely, that the analysis of what anarchy really 
is is the only rational reply to the realists who laud it to the skies or 
to the idealists who damn it to hell. It would be difficult to imagine 
a more decisive affirmation of the structural unity of social forms and 
geopolitical systems - unless it be the writing of that alternative history 
of the emergence of the international system to which the considera
tions developed in this chapter now point. 
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Tantae Molis Erat. Prospectus for 
an Alternative History of the 

International System 

Tantu mom nut to unleash the 'eternal natural laws' of the capitalist 
mode of production. 

MARX' 

The Method 

Towards the end of Capital, Volume I, Marx breaks off from the de
tailed analysis of the dynamics of capitalist production and devotes 
the last eight chapters to the subject of 'so-called primitive accumu
lation'. Classical political economy had recognized that the precon
ditions of a capitalist 'economy' - in particular, the conjunction of 
some individuals possessing money and means of production with a 
much larger group who possess no means of subsistence and are hence 
compelled to sell their labour-power in order to survive - were not 
naturally occurring. In order to explain this conjunction which makes 
capitalism possible, some authors therefore posited a preceding phase 
of social development in which the diligence and frugality of a few 
enabled them to accumulate sufficient wealth to employ others, while 
a much larger number failed to husband their resources so well and, 
having squandered their property, came to maintain themselves by 
hiring out their labour. The deepest inadequacy of this account of 
'primitive accumulation' is not so much its 'nursery tale' naiVety.2 It 
is rather that by representing the emergence of capitalism as a quan
titative accumulation of money rather than a qualitative transforma
tion of social forms it reads back into what is supposed to be a 'state 
of nature' the very differentiation of politics and economics which 
constitutes capitalist society. It offers an explanation of the emergence 
of capitalism which unwittingly presupposes the existence of capitalist 
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social relations as part of the explanation.' In such a 'state of nature', 
the labour of modernity is already accomplished, and it remains only 
for the multitude of naturally occurring 'unencumlxred selVl!s' to sign 
the requisite contracts - that is, the social contract and the labour 
contracl. 

It is not difficult to see the parallels with the supposed 'state of 
nature' of IR theo ry, and its nearest equivalent to the 'civil state', 
namely ' international society'. There, too, the sovereign individual
ity of the state is read back into the state of natu~, hence suppressing 
the labour of its historical emergence, and leaving only the signing 
of treaties to make the difference between a state of nature and 
international society. This is very clear in Bull's work, which, as we 
saw in chapter 2, draws a contrast betweeen international system 
and international society, the latter obtaining by virtue of formal 
mutual recognition and shared rules and practices among the states 
involved" The injunction pacta sunt servaruJa. (' treaties are to be obeyed') 
may not be as law.inspiring as the gaze of the Leviathan, but they 
have this much in common: each is a contractual solution to a 
problematic of anarchy which is assumed to be natural but which 
actually requires historical explanation. How then do we get at this 
hidden history? 

Marx did not reject outright the 'nursery tale' of primitive accu· 
mulation. Instead, he reworked it into an empirically open category 
for charting the entire series of actual his[Qrical processes and trans
formations which comprise the emergence of capitalist society. Ex· 
actly what these processes are cannot be specified in advance: this 
is a matter for empirical research. Indeed, Marx later objected vig. 
orously to any attempt 'to metamorphose my historical sketch of the 
genesis of capitalism in Western Europe into a historico·philosophical 
theory of the marck~le imposed by fate upon every people, whatever 
the historic circumstances in which it finds itself'.s What can be said, 
however, is that since for most of history most humans have been 
peasants in possession of the means of subsistence, the emergence and 
spread of capitalist society must be brought about by a historical process 
of expropriation which reconstitutes them as propertyless individuals 
compelled to sell their labour. This historical process he calls 'the 
secret of primitive accumulation'. 

So-called primitive accumulation, therefore, is nothing else tha n the his
torical proccu of divorcing the producer from the means of production. 
It appears as 'primitive' because it forms thc pre-history of capital, and 
of the mode of production corresponding to capita1.6 
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We should add that since over the same period most appropriating 
groups have been politically constituted elites extracting a surplus by 
extra·economic coercion at the end of the production process, the 
consolidation of the capitalist property form must also involve a 
historical process of internal pacification or state-building, by which 
their personalized political and military power is broken and recon
stituted in the impersonal form o f the sovereign state, leaving them 
with predominantly 'economic' forms of power. In other words, state
building is an integral part of primitive accumulation.1 These things 
do not come about spontaneously or without violence. They form an 
uneven history which, as Marx put it, 'is written in the annals of 
mankind in letters of blood and fire'.' They are the object of fierce 
struggle which 'assumes different aspects in different count~es, and 
runs through its various phases in different orders of succeSSion, and 
at different historical epochs'.9 

The question then arises: can we extend the scope of this reworked 
category of primitive accumulation beyond individual societies in order 
to recover the emergence of the capitalist inlernatWTUli system as a 
determinate set of historical processes of structural change? (Can we, 
in other words, uncover a historical 'secret of primitive accumulation' 
buried within the international 'state of nature'?) The core assertion 
of this book has been that there is a connection between the strategic 
relation of production and the social form of the geopolitical system. 
And this, of course, does entail that the generalizing of a new strategic 
relation would be associated with a transformation of the geopolitical 
system. 

As we noted in chapter 4, Marx himself was by no means insen
sible to the international components of primitive accumulation, nor 
to their association with a sequence of leading 'national' centres: 

The different moments of primitive accumulation can be assigned in 
particular to Spain, Portugal, Holland, France and England, in more or 
less chronological order. III 

Nor did he assume that these were merely developments within 'civil 
society', having nothing to do with the state. Of the same processes 
he writes: 

These methods ... all employ the powcr of the Slate, the concentrated and 
organized force of society, to haste n, as in a hothouse, the process of trans
formation of the feudal mode of production into the capitalist mode .... 
Force ... is itself an economic powcr. 1I 

The GrUlldrisse shows Marx projecting a huge multi·volume critique 
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of political economy which, from the evidence of his correspond
ence,12 was 10 h ave included a volume on the state, and which singles 
out the themes of war and the 'inRuence ... of international relations' 
on internal social development." 

These observations a~ scattered and incomplete in Marx's work. 
They certainly do not comprise an explicit theory of the international 
system. But taken together with the discussions of the British in India 
and some right hundred pages of journalism on the Eastern Question,I4 
they might make one think twice before endorsing a claim that ' in
ternational relations did not particularly interest the two founders of 
marxism.'u 

But how can rvIarx's insistence that 'the expropriation of the 
agricultural producer, of the peasant, from the soil is the basis of the 
whole process'16 be applied to the emergence of the modern inter
national system? 

The Data 

It is a curious feature of IR theory that the nineteenth century seems 
largely to have dropped out of view. Wight's academy of 'interna~ 
tional thought'l7 is fully staffed by the end of the eighteenth century, 
while the locus classicu.rof the political realism imported by Morgenthau 
into the US after ""orld War II is Max Weber's 1918 lecture 'Politics 
as a Vocation'." In the first case, the implication~ must be that the 
experience of the nineteenth century did not add anyrhing significant 
which was not available at the end of the eighteenth. 19 As for the 
second, by 191B the international world of the previous century was 
already a distant, shattered memory. If Churchill looked fondly back 
on it - 'The old world in its sunset was fair to see'2'O - Weber's eyes 
were fixed sternly on the world ahead. And all he saw was 'a Polar 
night of icy darkness and severity'." Moreover, such extended treat~ 
menls of the nineteenth century as we do possess in IR tend to focus 
on the eruption of European nationalism, the evolution of interna
tional institutions among pre~existent states, or the alternation of 
concerts and balances within Europe.22 To be sure, these are all 
important themes. Yet it was the nineteenth century which saw the 
incorporation of nearly the whole of the earth into a single geopo
litical system , thus inaugurating the era of world history. And this did 
not come about through the progressive entry of more and more pre~ 
existing political e ntities into balances and concerts.'13 On the con
trary, its main dynamic was visibly the expansion - not to say explosion 
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_ of European societies outwards, which eventually brought the larger 
part of humanity under the formal or informal rule of European 
states and the white settler states of the Americas. In other words, the 
actual historical path to the modern global states-system - the world 
of anarchical freedoms - lies not through the widening interaction 
among pre-existent sovereignties, but rather through the construction 
of the greatest colonial empires the world had ever seen. Thus the state 
of nature of IR theory, for a ll its elemental appearance, is in fact the 
historical outcome of determinate processes of change. These pro~ 
cesses are not far to seek. 

For the nineteenth century was a lso, as Hobsbawm described it, 
'a great machine for uprooting countrymen'.24 If we could visualize 
the European social formation and its connections with the wider 
world early in the second half of that century, the most striking feature 
would undoubtedly be the gigantic movement - local, regional and 
intercontinental - of populations. This 'greatest migration of peoples 
in history'2} in fact comprised three distinct but crucially related 
movements: from the European countryside to the towns, from Europe 
to the Americas and other regions of white settlement, and (by non
Europeans) between Asian and African regions under European 
political control. These three movements, each made up mostly of 
dispossessed direct producers (peasants), were dynamically and struc
turally related. To understand how this is so is to begin to appreciate 
something of the vast labour of social transformation which the 
emergence of the capitalist world market entailed at its birth.16 

When we referred a moment ago to the nineteenth century in 
terms of the explosion of European societies, this may have seemed 
like a colourful exaggeration. But in fact the metaphor is apt in at 
least three ways, each one of which relates to one of the vectors of 
migration listed above. 

First, an alternative phraseology such as the 'expansion' of Europe 
would miss the extent to which European societies themselves were 
in a turmoil of transformation, visible above all in the 'flight from the 
land' and the periodic revolutionary crises which formed the after· 
shocks of the great earthquake of '789- 1815' Between J600 ~and 1800 
the urbanized population of Europe had undergone no significant 
increase as a proportion of the (expanding) total.21 After IBoo, how~ 
ever, it showed a continuous heady ascent: newly unified Germany 
crowded its people into towns at such a rate that the proportion 
doubled from one-third to two-thirds in four and a half decades.28 In 
mid~nineteenth~century Manchester, more than two~thirds of the 
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population over twenty years of age had been born e1sewhere.29 As 
Colin Murray suggested, 'the study of migration is the study of 
processes of structural transformation'.30 And certainly, this migra
tion to the towns involved far more than a simple physical relocation 
of population. 

The dynamo here at the heart of all three movements was the 
capitalist industrialization of Europe. Having said that, the actual 
process was uneven in the extreme. And it WQuid be misleading to 
say simply that all over Europe the introduction of liberal property 
laws on the land was rapidly expropriating the peasantry, raising 
agrarian productivity to feed the towns and creating a supply of landless 
labourers to work in the expanding ind ustrial sector. The French 
peasantry remained more or less intact.'l The Russian 'Great Re
form' of 1861 did not generalize private property in land.n The peasants 
of southern Italy, 'privatized' in the early part of the century, were 
not actually dislodged till after the 1860s, when the conjunction of 
agrarian recession with new cheap imports of grain from the US 
began suddenly to turf them out almost by the million. In fact it is 
arguable that the only country which followed the 'classical' road to 
capitalist industrialization was Britain - and that Britain itself could 
do this only by dint of being the first to industrialize. Britain's priority 
was more fundamental than this, however. For when the early cotton
mill owners of Lancashire looked out into the countryside they beheld 
an advanced agrarian order unlike anything in any other major 
country: no peasantry clinging tenaciously to the land or bolted to 
it by legal subordination to semi-feudal landed elites. On the contrary, 
the processes of expropriation of the direct peasant producer and the 
parallel consolidation of private property in land had already been 
largely accomplished, leaving behind a capitalist agrarian economy 
dominated by the triad of p rivate land-owner, tenant farmer and 
landless labourer. By contrast, every other state that wished to com
pete with the world's first industria l power confronted an 'agrarian 
problem' which often reached into the heart of the state itse1C The 
imperative to industrialization entailed the transformation of prop
erty relations on the land in order to raise productivity and liberate 
labour for redeployment into the urban industrial sector. But these 
property relations were the foundation of the political power of landed 
classes who were stron gly represented within the state. Thus indus
trialization spelled not only population movement and social trans
formation but also political contradiction and crisis. Partly for this 
reason , much of the geopolitics of nineteenth-century Europe was 
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preoccupied with managing the tensions between old and new classes, 
the constitutional struggles of liberalism and absolutism, and the 
territorial and political consequences of the divergent strategies pursued 
by different states to produce industrial economies. 

Thus the Europe which plunged into the catastrophic general crisis 
of 1914- 45 was no longer the same kind o f social formation which 
the legitimists had vainly attempted to restore a century earlier.33 

Europe's societies were a1so exploding in a second sense. The period 
saw a massive o utflow of population from the continent. Most crossed 
the Atlantic, forming an 'enormous and continuous flood of human
ity driven year in, year out, onto the shores of America'.:W But others 
travelled to areas of white settlement elsewhere. Over the century up 
to 1914 some fifty million people left Europe. These people were almost 
all peasants sh ed by the revolution on the land gathering pace across 
Europe. As Wolf notes: 

The main ractors pushing these people out or Europe were the spread or 
industrial capitalism and the commercializatio n o r agriculture. U 

Indeed it is possible to observe successive national waves of trans
atlantic migration corresponding to 'the liming of the industrializing 
process in the various countries ... a process which in itially liberated 
labour power on a massive scale in the agricultural and handicraft 
sectors everywhere.'36 Thus Britain provided three-quarters of Euro
pean emigrants between 1821 and 1850, something over half between 
1851 and 1880 (when numbers were swelled by oth er north European 
states) fl,ndjust over a quarter between 1881 and 1915 - by which time 
the outflow from south-eastern Europe comprised over half the to
tal. " There are partial exceptions to this pattern, such as the exodus 
in the middle decades of the century from Ireland and Germany, 
spurred n ot by industrialization but by famine. Moreover, as the century 
wore on, cyclical downturns in internatio na l trade displaced cohorts 
of workers from European industry itself. )8 However, as Kenwood 
a nd Lougheed aver, 'most European migrants during the nineteenth 
century were rural workers'.'9 And although it was land-hunger which 
drove them out, they too were mostly reconstituted as (unskilled) 
industrial wage lahour . .o 

In 1800 the United States was 'a small agricultural nation settled 
a long the Atlantic seaboard"~1 numbering some five million people. 
By 1914 it was a leading industrial power of over one hundred mil
lion. n In the intervening years it had absorbed some two-thirds of 
the fifty million people who left Europe for the areas of white settle
m ent overseas. 
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Now, it is a commonplace that European emigration underwrote 
American industrialization. But this formulation drastically under
states the extent to which Europe and America ~re caught in a 
single explosion. For Europe's role in shaping the new society was not 
only demographic. Woodruff suggests that the westward movement 
of the US frontier was itself paced in part by the expanding European 
demand for American products,·] a demand which multiplied as 
European industrial production expanded. This was certainly the case 
in the South. It was the m echanical tempo of the Lancashire mills 
which (absorbing a I .soo-fold increase in US cotton production 
between 1790 and 1860) beat out the westward march of the planters, 
leading to the Indian wars and political expansion of the period.+< 
(Indeed at this time, cotton comprised some two-thirds of US ex
ports~l and was, overall, 'the most important proximate cause of 
expansion' in the US economy.4 But in the North, too, later on in 
the century, European demand for wheat played its part in bringing 
areas newly accessible by rail under the plough. This latter develop
ment, in turn, had further important consequences. For, as Wolf notes, 
the 'massive inflows of American and Russian wheat' which came on 
stream during the Great D epression 'shook the foundations of Euro
pean agriculture and intensified the outward flow of migrants to the 
AInericas'. Indeed in some cases it seems that the very ships which 
brought the American grain to Europe carried on the return run 
Italian peasants dislodged by the trade . .f7 .., 

The stimulus of external trade should not be exaggerated. The 
expanding internal market of the North soon became the principal 
dynamo of expansion. But the deeper relevance of these obselVations 
lies elsewhere: they remind us of what the United States actually is, 
historically. Far from being just another great power,""' this great, 
defining fixture of postwar international relations is the child of the 
industrial-capitalist transformation of Europe.·' Indeed, having no 
formal ethnic definition, its national (constitu tional) identity is prac
tically indistinguishable from the purest ideological expression of 
capitalist relations of production. The truths declared to be self-evi
dent in the Declaration of Independence are, as Marx might have 
put it, 'the idealized expression of this basis; as developed injuridical, 
political, social relations, they are merely this basis to a higher power. ':.0 

Thus when Max Weber sought to characterize 'the spirit of capi
talism', he quoted (citing its 'almost classical purity') not a tract of 
German Protestantism but a pamphlet by a signatory of the American 
Declaration of Independe nce, Benjamin Franklin .ll Similarly, when, 
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in 1845, Marx singled out what he called 'the most perfect example 
of the modern state', he chose not France - the birthplace of the 
absolutist idea of sovereignty and site of the revolution regarded as 
the very fount of modernity - not even Britain - pioneer of agrarian 
and industrial capitalism - but rather 'North America'.52 For here was 

a country where bourgeois society did not develop on the foundation of 
the feudal system, but developed rather from itself; where this society appears 
not as the surviving result of a centuries-old movement, but rather as the 
starting-point of a new movement; where the state, in contrast to all earlier 
national formations, was from the beginning subordinate to bourgeois 
society, to its production, and never could make the pretence of being an 
end-in-itself; where, finally, bourgeois society itself, linking up the produc
tive forces of an old world with the enormous nalurailerrain of a new one, 
has developed to hitherto unheard-of dimensions and with unheard-of 
freedom of movement.)' 

This is the power which (with the assistance of its liberal forebear, 
England) was to remake the institutional framework of the inter
national system in the 1940S and after. Should it really be a matter 
for controversy to suggest that, whatever the enormous diversity and 
uneven development of human societies in the world today, the 
dominant institutions of the international system reflect the distinc· 
tive social forms of capitalism ? 

The third and final way in which the metaphor of 'explosion' is 
apt concerns the direct co-ordination of Europe's internal transfor
mation with its external reorganization of the non-European world 
outside the areas of white settlement. For the non-European societies 
which, as it were, caught the force of the blast and came under 
European rule were not only shattered militarily. Nineteenth-century 
imperialism was not simply what is referred to generically as 'the 
imperialism of great powers'. Almost everywhere they went, the 
Europeans sought either to transform the social order directly (some· 
times by abolishing traditional forms of land-ownership and replac
ing them with private property) or at least to reorientate production 
in order to integrate it directly or indirectly with the needs of Euro
pean industry. Again , practices varied considerably between the 
different imperial powers. But what holds for all of them is that 
European external expansion was not just an external geopolitical 
process. It a lways also involved a forcible reorganization of social life 
in o rder to facilitate commercial extraction of resources. And what
ever the amnesia of later generations, the sheer immensity of what 
this involved was not lost on those involved at the time. As Lord 
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Lynon, Viceroy of India, expressed it in 1878, in a justly famous 
passage: 

It is a fact which there is no disguisi ng ... and also one that cannot be tOO 
constantly or too anxiously recognized that ... we have: placed, and must 
pc:nna~ently maintain, ourselves at the head of a gradual but gigantic 
revolution - the greatest and most momentous social, moral, and rc:li
giaus, as well a$ political revolution which, perhaps, the: world has ever 
witnessed.~· 

The colonial echo of Cobden's irenic hymn to free trade was thus 
a crash programme of compulsory social transformation . .u This rolling 
upheaval contributed in turn to large·scale migrations within and 
between these non·European societies as labour was redeployed out 
of traditional forms of life onto plantations and European·owned farms 
or mobilized for the infrastructural projects that would facilitate the 
material integration of the regions into the expanding world market 
centred on Europe. In the hundred years after the British abolition 
of slavery in I833, this new system of bonded labour, or 'coolieism', 
organized the international movement of between twelve and thirty. 
seven million people.)t\ And when the colonial empires withdrew -
the last step in the formal emergence of a global states·system - they 
left behind not only political apparatuses commanding demarcated 
territories, but aJso a pattern of economic linkages by which the societies 
were partly integrated into the transnational structures of the world 
market. 

One must be careful not to overstate the immediate impact of 
European colonialism, in particular the speed and scale of the social 
transformations wrought by it. The latter were highly uneven, and, 
as Kiernan has o bserved, Marx's own journalism on India tended 'to 
pull out the thread of history faster than the Three Sisters were weaving 
it '.}7 That said , we need to retain a sense of the overall sociological 
content of imperialism. And if we take Marx's formulation as an 
empirically open tool for thinking about this, then it surely remains 
th e best way of sidestepping empty debates about whether nineteenth
century imperialism was primarily 'economic' or 'strategic': 

England has to fulfil a double mission in India: one destructive, the other 
regenerating - the annihilation of old Asiatic society, and the laying of the 
material foundations of Western society in Asia.)t 

OutAow of population, internal transformation, external conquest 
and upheaval: the intellectual challenge of IR is surely to grasp th ese 
several dynamics as a whole. For what we witness in these linked 
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processes of geographical expansion and structural transformation is 
nothing less than the dawn of the modern international system - the 
object of study of IR. 

The Result 

If we now step back from the turmoil, we can see this emergence 
more clearly by obseIVing the basic historical shift in the form of 
iInperial power which has been associated with this world·wide 'up
rooting of. countrymen'. In the sixteenth-century Spanish Empire, 
accumulatIOn of resources could not have been accomplished without 
territorial expansion .. This was clearly not a 'purely political' state. 
Whether in the Habsburg domains of Europe» or in the lands of the 
Aztecs and the Incas, the scale of Spain's imperial structure could be 
measured by the extent of its formal jurisdiction. Not so with the 
British some three hundred years later. Taking British materiaJ ex
pansion as a whole, the bulk of it was concentrated in Europe and 
the Americas, where it did not involve formal political command. So 
much so, that it may even be that the vast formal empire ran at a 
10SS.60 The postwar Pax Americana was different again: no territorial 
expan~ion . this time, but pressure on the colonial powers to grant 
sovereign mdependence, and considerable military intervention to 
stabilize the emerging system internally and preserve it from the Soviet 
threat from without. No map of sovereign jurisdictions could show 
us the extent of US international power. For its rise went hand in 
hand with the globalizing of the sovereign states-system.61 

When do the interests of a rising imperial power promote not 
political subjection but political independence? They do so when the 
~Iitical independence in question is not substantive political posses
sion of resources by an autarchic state (in either communist or radical 
nationalist forms) but rather the consolidation of sovereignty. This 
?reaks the political link with the former imperial power, while open-
109 the newly. demarcated sphere of 'the economy' to the private 
power of foreign capital,62 that is, to the social form of dependence 
mediated by things. Historically, the US fought communism and anti. 
Wester n radical nationalism and supported the emergence of sover
eign independence, irrespective of whether it took a democratic political 
form. In other words, it promoted the separating out of private and 
public spheres at the international level. 

Like Lord Lytton before them, US foreign policy planners during 
World War II, many of them associated with the think-tanks of the 
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Council on Foreign Relations. showed themselves quite aware (albeit 
in a more pragmatic sense) of the historical specificity, and hence the 
necessary institutional form, of their coming ascendancy. As recorded 
in chapter I above, by May 1942 it was recognized that 'the British 
Empire as it existed in the past will never reappear and that the United 
States may have to take its place.·n Since at the same time it would 
have to 'avoid conventional forms of imperiaiism',64 America could 
step into Britain's shoes only if it innovated (and dominated) institu· 
lions which internationalized the exercise of formal political power. 
Such weTe the reflections of Isaiah Bowman which fed directly into 
the drafting of the US proposal for the establishment of the United 
Nations. In this strategy, implying a determination to universalize the 
exercise of geopolitical power through the control of things, we see 
the attempted global extension of the anarchical social form of capi
talist geopolitics - for all that it was hedged about by the Soviet system 
on the one hand and the actual recalcitrance of non-captialist social 
formations on the other. 

But why then was British empire part formal and part informal? 
Gallagher and Robinson long ago pressed this question with great 
insistence. They argued that where, as in the 'import-export sectors' 
of the regions of white senlement, the movement of commodities and 
investment could proceed without either meeting political resistance 
or generating new social instability, there was no need for direct rule. 
The institutionally demarcated sphere of the economy, presided over 
by local 'satisfactory political frameworks',6~ facilitated the expansion 
of private political power. The British foreign secretary, Canning, 
referred to the new form of international power which would be 
deployed in this expansion when he commented in 1824: 'Spanish 
America is free, and if we do not mismanage our affairs sadly she 
is English.'66 In the decades which followed, British capital built the 
railroads and the cattle ranches of Latin America, and 'by 1913 over 
a quarter of [all British] investment abroad was invested in that 
region.''' Of course this was not a socially harmonious process and 
the public political power of the British state was repeatedly required 
to intelVene on behalf of the private stockholders against expropri
ating nationalist regimes.68 But so long as the separation of public and 
private was maintained (partly accomplished h ere, as elsewhere, by 
'purely political' pressures), imperia l expansion (the widening com
mand over produc tive resources) could assume a 'non-political' form. 

The main factor which prevented non-European societies from 
being treated in the same way was the very different social structure 
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of those socie ties, in which labour was not a 'th ing' able to be com
manded by money, production was oriented towards subsistence, and 
financial investment was therefore unable to lay hold of the means 
of wealth-creation. Thus, as already mentioned, although much of 
imperialism was devoted to straightforward plunder, a great deal of 
effort was also made, in particular by the British, to bring about social 
changes which would integrate these populations into the expanding 
realm of the world market - whether by compelling a shift to export 
crops or by forcibly changing the institutional forms of authority and 
ownership in order to open the society to commercial penetration. 
As Ronald Robinson summarized it elsewhere: 

Mro-.-'\sian economies, being largely undifferentiated from their socio
political institutions, were more or less invulnerable to the play of the 
international market. The instilUtional barriers to economic invasion proved 
intractable; economic reform was subject to the political veto of social 
conservatism .... 

In while colonies the international economy worked through oeo
European at titudes and institutions which enabled their export- import 
sectors to convert British economic power inlo colonial political collabora
tion with empire. In most Afro-Asian examples, institutional gaps kept 
industrial impulS too small to empower such a mechanism. Small as they 
were, they had to be dri,,-en in by the hammer of European intervention. 
External political pressure had to supply the lack of economic leverage on 
the indigenous poli tical economy before a measure of economic collabora
tion cou ld be obtained.69 

These COntrasts may be viewed in one further aspect. For the chang
ing political form of the imperialist states was paralleled over the 
same period by an equivalent shift in the form in which surplus labour 
was extracted by the agencies of imperialism from the foreign direct 
producer. The Iberians used slave and forced draft Amerindian labour, 
followed by African slaves. The British were the principal overseers 
of the peripheral coolie migrations or bonded, or semi-free, labour. 
The internationalization of American production has depended for 
the most part on the availability of free labour forces and private 
property rights upheld by alien state authorities. 1O 

In the course of his discussion of primitive accumulation, Marx 
observes that 

the historical movement which changes the producers into wage-labourers 
appears ... as their ema ncipation from serfdom and from the fetters of the 
guilds." 

Similarly, the historical m ovement of 'geopolitical' expropriation 
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(imperialism) which brought about the partial integration of non
European peoples into the world market (in some cases effected by 
a forced ' liberation' of labour) appears in its outcome, the world of 
independent 'nation-states', as the sovereign emancipation of the 
peoples. What we actually see emerging here is the geopolitical 
corollary of capitalism: sovereign independence based on depend
ence mediated by things. Behind the contemporary world of inde
pendent, equal states stands the expropriation of the direct producer. 

It is in this respect, then, that the spread of the world market, the 
emergence of a global sovereign states-system, the internal explosion 
of Europe, and its tumultuous impact upon peripheral societies - in 
short, the linked processes of geopolitical expansion and social trans
formation which created our modern international system - must all 
be seen as parts of a single enormous upheaval: the ongoing world
historic upheaval of capitalism. 

Conclusion 

Every historical episode of imperial expansion elaborates its own 
distinctive ideological legitimation according to the specific forms of 
domination and surplus appropriation involved in its reproduction. 
For sixteenth-century Castile this meant theories of kingship and 
theological disputes about the rights of non-Christian Amerindians. 
For the twe ntieth-century United States it means the liberal idea of 
freedom, and a discipline of IR which concentrates on the purely 
political world of sovereign equality and anarchical competition in 
which the imperial character of American world power is least visible. 

If we want to understand the modern international system we 
cannot take this purely political world at face value. For the formal 
shift from territorial empire to sovereign states-system does not mean 
that direct political command over persons no longer extends across 
borders. Rather it means that this extension of command assumes a 
differentJorm as a result of the disaggregation of political functio ns 
between public and private spheres, coupled with the organization 
of material relations between persons through social relations between 
things. Any theory of international relations therefore needs to begin 
by grasping the historical uniqueness of both sove reignty and anarchy 
as social.forms arising out of the distinctive configuration of social 
relations which Marx called the capitalist mode of production and 
reproduction of social life. Only then \Viii it be able to see its object 
for what it is: a set of social relations behlleen people. 
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Arguably, it is in this determined rediscovery of our own collective 
human agency in the anonymous social forces and processes around 
us that social theory finds both its surest methodological and its deepest 
political premiss. For, as Marx himself put it: 

It is nothing but the definite social relation between men themselves which 
assu mes here, for them , the fantastic form of a relation between things.T2 

IR has not been without its mavericks and principled oppositionists. 
(M:orgenthau himself opposed the Vietnam War.) Nor has it lacked 
for \lITiters and teachers possessed of a sincere revulsion against war 
and injustice. But it has failed to reappropriate the fantastic forms 
of states and markets, and thereby to explain what the great modern 
drama of our international system has actually been about. Surveying 
the systematic character of this failure, o ne is driven to conclude that 
the US has found in the modern clerisy of this ~erican social science' 
a rather more serviceable ideologue than Charles V \Vas able to 
command in the Dominican Order of his day. 
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external relations by which one social order forms part of a larger 5Ocia1 formation 
- irrespective o f the form or dynamic which these relations might assume. It is this 
latte r caveat which rules out the use of the more famil iar 'international', which 
designates the specifically modern form of geopolitics. 

2. DJ. Hill , A His/Qty ~ D':pbmuuy in the Inln"n.aJWnal Dtvtloflmml ~ Europe, Vol. 
3, London 1914, p. 339. See abo Morgenthau, Politiu omong.NatWns, p. 199, and 
'Night, Power Polities, p. 174. There an: writers who remember Utrecht in rather 
different terms: 'at the Peace of Utrecht, England extorted from the Spaniards ... 
the privilege of being allowed to ply the slave trade .... Liverpool grew fat on the 
basis of the sla\'C trade.' (K. Marx, Cop':llIl, Vol. I , introduced by E, Mandel, 
Harmondsworth 1976, p. 924.) 

3. M . Wight, SJStems 0/ Slo,la, Leicester 1977, p. III. For a discuuion of the 
circumstances, see G. Mattingly, Renowl1Mr Diplonuuy, Harmondsworth 1965, 
chapter 8 . 

4. For detailcd discussion of Westphalia, see K. Holsti, Pt(Xt and rVar: Armed 
Co'!/lids and InternaJionol Orti" 1648- 1989, Cambridge 1991, chapter 2. 

5. Wight -V'11ems ~ Slates, p. 129. 
6. See Hill, vol. 3, pp. 332-4. 
7. For the following, see E. Wolr, Europe and flu Ptopfe without Hislory, Berkeley 

1982, pp. 151- 3. 
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Seventeenth and Eighteenth Centuries', World PoliJies, I (I), 1948, p. 10. It must 
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(Marx, Copito.l, Vol. I, p. 175.) 
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Centuries, London 1969, pp. 10- 11. 
11. \'\'olr, pp. 138-9. 
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Braudel, The hrspeclil)t; 0/ tIu u-&rld, London 1984, p. 218.) 

13. For the following, see ibid., pp. 216-19. 
14. Wolr, p. 153. 
15. H.G. Koenigsberger, EarfyModtrnEurope, 1500-1789, Harlow 1987, p. 172. 
16. E. Hobsbawm, TheAgto/ Revolution, p. 184. 
17. To those who demanded a direct military intervention in Spain in 1823 on 

the grounds that France's countcrrevolutionary invasion had upset the balance of 
po~''Cr, the British Fon:ign Secretary declared: 'If France occupied Spain, was it 
necessary ... that we should blockade Cadiz? No. I looked another way - I sought 
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be Spain "with the Indies". I called the New \'\'orld into existence to redress the 
balance of the Old.' (Cited in K. Bourne, cd ., The Foreigrl Policy 0/ VICtorian Engfond, 
Oxford 1970, p. 210.) 

18. Wolf, pp. 172-3. 
19. I. K ant, P"/Xwal Prau and Othn- Eua)'s, ed. T. Humphrey, Indianapolill 1983, 

p.108. 
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143. 

22. 'The Origins of Our States-System: Geographical Limits', in Systems ~ 
Sto.Us, p. 114. 
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31. A. Giddens, The Conslilul;rm qf Socie9', Cambridge 1984, pp. 30- 1. 
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TIle Case for a Classical Approach', World Polities, 18 (3), 1966, pp. 367, and M. 
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38. j , Merrington, 'Town and Country in the Transition to Capitalism', in R. 
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p. 7. 

40. The conditions of reproduct ion may extend far beyond those aspects of 
social reality which they invoke directly and formally. 
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41. See, for example. Giddens The umslitulion of SocitD'. pp. 12- 13: ' to say that 
the existence of a social state A needs a social practice B 10 help it 10 survive in 
recognizably similar form is to pose a question that then has to be answered; it does 
not iuclf aruwer it. The relation between A and B is not analogous to the relation 
that obtains between "'ants or needs and intentions in the individual actor. In the 
individual, wants that arc constitutive of Ihe motivational impulses of the actor 
generate a dynamic relation between motivation and intentionality. This is not the 
case with social systems, except where actors behave in cognizance of what they 
take to be social needs.' In other words, 'What "must happen" for certain 
conditions of system reproduction to occur is posed as a counterfactuai question, 
not as a covert version of functionalism.' (Ibid. p. 191.) See also D. Sayer, ~ 
Vw/enc, rif Abstraction, Oxford 1987, chapter 5. 

42. LilUages rif the Absolutist SUIte, p. 216 
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ing the International' , &OMmY and SocV!>" 18 (3), August 1989, p. 355. 

44. Th, Constitutum rif ~~, p. 242. 
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46. Wolr, p. 76. 
47. Th, (Anstitutum rif SocV!)" p. 164. Incidentally, this fo rmulation does at least 

avoid the unnecessary embarrassment which some sociologists declare at the sense 
of closure implied in the word 'society'. For example Mann: 'It may seem an odd 
position fo r a sociologist to adopt; but if I could, I would abolish the concept of 
"society" altogether.' (The Sourw rif Social Pou;er, Vol. I, Cambridge 1986, p. 2.) It 
is odd. As Giddens suggests (TM COTlStitulion rif Socie!>" p. 163), the ambiguity of the 
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work of British historical sociology. (See J. Hall, ' They Do Thinp Differently 
There, or, The Contribution of British Historical Sociology', British Journal rif 
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rejection of a notion of 'society' as the object of sociological inquiry. The tradition 
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D. Frisby and O. Sarer, Soci,!)', London 1986, pp. 54ff.) That there are ways of 
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'society' and 'social formation'. (Pa.uogtsfiom Antiquity /(J FnuJalism, London 1974). 
And Marx himself inveighed against the use of the term 'society' as an abstraction. 
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1989. 

48. For the following, see Wolf: pp. 73- 7. 
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agents involved and claims for more remOte or diffuse forms of social causa Ii!)'. 
G iddens's assimilation of 'practical consciousness' to the recursive definition of 
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50. Marx, Capi/(ll, Vol. I, p. 290. 
51. Idem, U:ipi/(ll, Vol. III , p. 791, italics added. 
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llibtT and 1M Thony tif Motkrn PoiiJics, 2nd edn, Cambridge 1985. 

54. Craib, p. 26. 
55. It is a curious feature of Giddens's work that, despite the initially construc
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widespread of caricatures. Indeed, his own generic theory of power, elaborated in 
the twO volumes of A Omlt:mp6rary CritU;UlIrif HistQrico.lMaleriaiism, is premissed upon 
the claim that historical materialism is incapable of grasping the discrete impor
tance of 'authoritative resources' in the reproduction of social structures, involun
tarily reducing them to the class analysis of 'a1locative resources' which supposedly 
defines its optic. But Giddens is actually a great hedger on !.his wue: he will not 
say what comprises his understanding of the potential of historical material ism. He 
rarely mentioru it without adding a rider such as 'if that term be taken to refer to 
the interpretation of history that Marx outlines in the "Preface" to A Contribution 
/(J 1M CriliqUll rif Poli.JUoJ Economy' (TM /{ation-S41.uarui Vwimce, p. 8). More than once, 
the term retreats into scare-quotes. (Compare, for example, the usages on pp. xxix, 
34 and 227 of TIu Constitution rif .'S«it!J.) Sayer has described cenain aspects o f 
Giddens's account of Marx as 'simply laughable' ('Reinventing the "'''heel', p. 242). 

56. Marx, Grwuiriss,. foreword by M. Nicolaus, Harmondsworth 1973, p. 472. 
57. For a clear account of why the baJe-superstructure model set out in the 

1859 Preface cannot be taken as representative of Marx's hi$lorical method, see 
, E. Wood, 'Marxism and the Course of HislOry',NewLeflll.nMw, 147, September/ 

October 1984. 
58. A. Gramsci, Sel«tions.fivm Prison Notebooks, ed. Q Hoare and G.N. Smith, 

London 1971. p. 176. 
59. Hedley Bull (T"IrI AMrchical SocU!>'. London 1977. pp. 13-1 4) $Ought to 

distinguish ber-yeen an international socU!J (showing the features just mentioned) 
and an international !)Islm! (comprising the bare co--existence and interaction of 
states which ho'vever make no formal recognition of common interests and rules 
of behaviour). In terms of the usage of the term society adopted here, this wouid 
be to suggest that we could conceive a system that was not a social system . This 
is clearly a nonsense, and I recognize that Bull's usage is different; but in that case 
it must be challenged on historical grounds: did such geopolitical systems ever 
exist? To reKfVC the term 'society' for systems which show formal, bureaucrati
cally ordered institutions is misleading - a hangover from a tradition of political 
theory in which it seems all too easy to mistake the theoretical device of the 'state 
of nature' for the description of a real historical condition. 

60. 'The nation-state, which exists in a complex of other nation-states, is a set 
of institutional formsof governance maintaining an administrative monopoly over 
a territory with demarcated boundaries (bordeo). its rule being sanctioned by law 
and direct control of the means of interual and external violence.' (Giddens, T~ 

I Nation-S41.te and VwtDlCl, p. 121 .) 
61. This is why it is very difficult to ask a question like 'Why do states compete?' 

without fortifring proto-realist assumptions about how to explain international 
politics. Difficult though not impossible: if one were to ask the question 'Why do 
pmpk compete?', tWO kinds of answer might be returned: a naturalistic allswer in 
terms of human nature; and a sociological answer in terms of historically specific 
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institutions and pract ic~s. It is important to observe, however, that the la.tter 
answer, while being more satisfying. docs overturn the form of the quesuon. 
Addressing a similar issue in The Ctnnan ldeology{pp. 34-5), Marx and Engels noted 
that Feuerbach 'says "man" instead of " real, historical men". "~ian" is really "the 
German".' The paraphrase almost writes itself: realism says 'states' instead of 'real, 
historical institutions of political rule'. 'The state' is really 'the capitalist state'. 
These points will be developed in more detail in 0apter 5 below. . 

62. V. Berghahn, Mi/iUJrism: Histqry 4" an Infern.ahqnQI Debate, Cambndge 1984; 
M. Mann, 'Capitalism and Militarism', in Wm:: SUJte and Soeie!1,. London 1984; ~~d 
idem, 'War and Social Theory: Into Battle with Classes, Nallons and States, 10 

M. Shaw and C. Creighton , eds, T1u Sociology 4" War and Prou, London 1987. 
63. For a discussion, see Therborn, pp. 168 and 177fT. 
64. Polanyi, p. 5. 

3. Secr et Origins of the State 

I. Wight, Pouxr Politics, p. 30. This is a fleeting reference. Neither \Vight, nor 
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conditions of this (by thei r own account) world-historical development m ight have 
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2. The Tuxn!J Jean' emu, 2nd edn, p. 63. 
3. Pc:trarch, cited In Anderson, u 'neagtJ 4" the Absolutist State, p. 149. 
4. Sormion here refers to the drawing of lots as a means of filhngpublie office. 
5. Less eommonly remarked is the reappearance in strength in Renaissance 

Italy of another prominent classical institution: slavery. Denys H ay (Eu~ in lIu 
Fourtet1ltlz and Fifl«ntlz Centurits, London 1966, pp. 374-5) suggests that In four
teenth-century Genoa, slaves may have accounled for 10 per cent of the popula
tion. Howcvcr, as Anderson emphasizes, these tended to be domestic seiV3.nts, 
slave labour in production being confined to the overseas sugar plantation and 
mining colon ies (linMges 4" llle Absolutist SliIte, p. 151 ). . . . . 

6. 'The Eighteenth Brumaire of Louis Bonaparte', In SuroeysJrom Exile: Po/ltual 
w+iti,,&"s, Vol. II, cd. D. Fernbach, H armondsworth 1973, p. 149. 

7. 'State and Society in International Relations: A Second Agenda', p. 217. 
8. The Communes were by no means united in their hostility to the Empire. 

Many of them had, after all, sealed their independence from episcopal.rule .by 
winning imperial recognition of their autonomy. (See D. ~aley: T1u IUJ/w.n C'!Y
Republies, 3rd. edn, Harlow 1988, pp. 32-4.) And the papal-:-Impenal contest would 
continue to provide the ideological form - though decreMlngly the actual content 
_ of both geopolitical and internal factional conflicts for many years. to c?me. On 
the Guelphs and the Ghibellines, see ",raley, pp. 145-56, who also gtves. mstan.ces 
where this diplomatic panisanship continued to have a very real matenal bMI$ -
e.g. Florentine Guelphism (p. 148). 

9. lintagts 4" tlze Absolutist SUJte, p. 143. 
10. Mattingly, p. 65. 
I I . The ruling groups of the early Communes were the major landholders; the 

late r rise of trade did not produce a landless commercial bourgeoisie (an index 
pcrhaps of the very weakness here of seignioria l power). By contrast with the cities 
of no rthern Europe, 'the quintessential burgher ... is not identinablc' in Italy 
(Waley, p. 118). 
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selection by lot. See H ay, p. 120, and for further examples, Waley, p. 37. 

14. See Waley, pp. 42-3. 
15. Ibid., p. 43. 
16. Anderson, PtuUlgtsfiom Antiqui!J> to FrudQlism, p. 192. 
17. A. Sereni, The IliIlian Qm~epMn 4" /nl6ruzMruz/ Law, New York 1943, p. 42. 
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tional Relations Theory', &Ww ~ Internab.Onai Swdw, 15 ( I), 19B9, pp. 13-1 4.) 

19. M attingl» p. 53. 
20. Waley, p. 6B. 
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in hierart;hical modes of domination, see Wolf, p. 83. 
22. Cited in Sereni, p. 14. 
23. Waley, p. 88. 
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25. Sereni, p. I I. 
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especially T1u Nati.on,SliIte Qnd VlOltnct, chapter 4. 

27. Wale)" p. 42. 
28. Holmes, pp. 81 - 2. 
29. Matteo VlSCOnti secured the Imperial Vicariate in 1294 (Hay, p. 167). 
30. Among the exceptions were Venice and Florence, which had expanded 

sufficiently to secure thei r own defences. 
31. Cited in Waley, p. 158. For a discussion of the formal survival of republican 

institutions, see L. Martines, Power and lmo.gi.n.atiqn: Ci{y-SliIJes in RmaisSlUIU IliI!f, 
New York 1979, pp. J02ff. 

32. Martines (p. 103) observes that 'For all their original violence, signqri knew 
that they could endure only by regularizing procedures and afTecting to side with 
the rule of law ... The major legislative bodies survived in nearly all the cities that 
fell subject to signorial rule.' 

33. Cosimo held supreme public office fo r only three two-month terms during 
the entire period of hit ascendancy (H. H earder a nd D.P. Waley, A Shari Hutqry 0/ 
llaiy, Cantbridge 1963, p. 85). 

34. Marx, 'Critique of Hegel's Rethtsphib»ophu', reprinted in Readingsftom KlUl 
Mane, p. 116. 

35. See H olzgrc:fe, p. 12. 
36. M att ingly, p. 53. 
37. 'On the J ewish Question', reprinted in &adings From. Karl Man:, p. 125. 
38. See, for example, 'The Critique of Politics and Political Economy: Capital

ism, Communism and the State in Marx's Writings of the mid- 1840s', SociologicQ/ 
Rroiew, 33 (2), 1985. 

39. RuuJingsfiom KQr/ MlUX, p. 124. 
40. Ibid. 
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antiqu ity, then the still migrating hordes with their herds on the Asiatic plateau 
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Habmnas: Critical D~baUs, London 1982. 
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(c,,!';n o f the absolutist period) thai 'It wu usually beyond the ingenuity of even the 
most skilful cartographer to indicate: on one map alone areas of mixedjurisdic. 
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power. 
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accomplished through the expansion of Europe in the era of capitalist industriali
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32. The same is true laler, as Wood notes, of that other liberal great powe~ the 
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seem that the <=;<>ncept of the sta~ ~u lJ:een least well ~e.fined precisely when:: the 
formal separauon of state and CIVIl society charactensuc of capitalism occurred 
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respect to the geopolitical definition of the state. It is remarkable that Britain and 
the .V!5 - the o."ly IWO truly world f>O'~-ers there have been - both had to import 
the Idiom of TtlUOIi d'ilalfrom abroad. This is especiallyc1ear in the role of Niebuhr 
and IVforgenthau in thedevel~pme.ntof 1:-'5 realism. But Carrtooderi ... "eS utopianism 
above ~II from Anglo-Amencan liberalism, and cites two Europeans (M:annheim 
an~ . N,ebuhr) as the most imponant intellectual influences on Till TwmD' rtOl)"' 
Cnsu. See the Prerace to the first edition. 

33. '[T] ile truth is that legal sovereignty, exercised by the "Crown in Parlia
~ent", was becoming a reality in England long before it existed even as a gleam 
In the eyes of Frcnch legal scholars.' (Wood, 7"Ju Prish'ne Culture oj Capilaiism., p. 48.) 

34. Ibid., p. 28. 
35. Ibid., p. 55. 
36. D. Sayer, 'A Notable Administration: English State Formation and the Rise 

of Capitalism',Ameri((UI]oll.rnnloj ~ioIOV, 97 (5), March 1992, p. 1393. Sayer, like 
\V~, ~s so far as t.o 5u~est a direct reversal o f the (sociological) assumptions 
of hlstoncal reS(:arcll In tillS matte r: 'From the point of view of its contribution to 
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the: rise of capitalism, there would appear to be: every reason for regarding s~ch 
a polity as paradigmatic rather than peculiar,' (Ibid.,~. 141) For a ~o.re detaded 
comparative history of European state-building wntu:n 10 the: Splnt of these 
obscJVations, see C. Mooers, The MoJdng of &urgecu ~,London 1991: . 

37. In other words, the absolutht doctrine of SO<.'CTClgnly as the centrahzauon 
of political power would be unable to explain its disaggrtgaliM into p,u?iic and 
private: spheres. Onc: writer who has recogniud very ~learl~ the dlSJunct~re 
between the absolutist and the liberal versions of sovereignty IS Roy Jones: An 
achi~menl of the liberal tradition is to have constructed a notion. and a structure, 
of statehood which is the antithesis of sovereignty. The liberal $latc was inspired 
by a plUSion to regulate:, even do away with, sovereigns..' ~. Joncs, 'T.hc Engli.sh 
School of Intcrnational Relations: A Case for Closure', &view 0/ inlernohomU Siudus, 
7(1 ), 1981, p. 6.) Thc implied suggestion. that ~e .term.itself should al~ be donc 
away with is logical enough. Howcver, smce thlS lS unhkdy to happen In r~, th.e 
alternative path of theoretical and historical redefinition has becn preferred In thIS 
work. 

38. See Holmes, pp. 28-47. 
39. Morgenthau, p. 5. . . . . 
40. ' If there is any distinctively political theory of mternallonal politiCS, bal-

ance-of-power theory is it.' ('Naltz, in Keohane, ed.,~. 116.) .. 
11. Bull's work The A'WT(hi(al Society probably pTOVldes the most expliCIt ~nd 

consistent vel"$ion of this account. Bull observes: 'The classical argument agamst 
world gO\'ernment has been that ... it is destructive of lilx:rty or freedom: it 
infringes the liberties of Slates and nations.' (Ibid., pp. 252- 3.) However, the 
nostrums are general. In a section entitlcd 'TIle Virt~e5 of Anarchy', "Val~z 
comments that 'StateS, like people, are insecure in proportion to the e:o;tent of theIr 
freedom. If freedom is wanted, insecurity must be accepted: (Keohane, ed., p. 
110.) 

42. Marx, Capiwl, Vol. I, p. 477. Italics added. ... 
43. IIJuly 1868,reproducedin TheCornspondmuofM~~Engds, ed.D. Torr, 

London 1934, p. 245. It would be wrong to suggest that It lS more central. than 
the beuer-known analysis of the despotism of the workplace; :u suggested In the 
earlier quotation, they are two sides of the same ~o~n. . 

44. Well-known instances of these include Gilpm, War and Change III . W~ 
PoiiJiu and the work of Kenneth Waltz. Indeed, Waltz uses the analogy to Jusufy 
the t~ditional realist segregation of domestic; and international politics: 'With 
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be wriuen in the absence of a thcory of the firm. The answer IS very eaSily. 
(Keohane, cd., p. 60.) . 

45. For a critique of this traditional view, see Wood, 'MarXIsm and the Course 
of History'. 

46. The so-called 'ForOlcn', Grwuirim, pp. 471 -5 14. 
47. On the contrary, Marx is quite clear that '[e]quaHty and freedom p~e$up

pose relations of production as yet unrealized in the a~cien~ w.orld and In the 
Middle Ages' (ibid., p. 245). And his condemnation of the undlgOlfied, stagnatory 
a nd vegetative life' of the Indian village is well known. (See Marx and Engels, On 
Colonialism, Moscow and London 1980, p. 36.) 
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48. Gt-undrUse, cited by Sayer, Capiwlism aNi Modn-lIi!J, pp. 13--14. This transla* 
tion is here preferred. over the Nicolaus version which substitute5 'objective 
dependence' for 'dependence mediated by things', (GrwuJrUse, p. 158.) 

49. Grundris~, p. 161. 
so. Capi.Jal, Vol. I , p. 173. 
SI. Grundrisst, p. 649. 
52. Ibid., pp, 164 and 84, respectively. 
53. 'Why Is There No International Theory?', p. 26. 
54. See his discussion of these points in Sayer, CapilalUm aNi Modemip, pp. 

13-22. 
55. Marx to Kugelmann, referring to thc Grwuiris.u, cited by Nicolaus in his 

introduction to the Penguin edition (p. 59). 
56. Marx's method here is very dearly elaborated by Sayer in The V'rolmu of 

Abstractioll, chapter 6. 
57. Grundrisst, p. 88. 
58. Ibid. , p. 105. 
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61. Letter to Kugelmann, Tke Cornspondnut 0/ Marx and Engels, p. 246, 
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bound by a common law?' etc. 

63. Marx 10 Kugelmann, T1u Omupont.Unu of ,\farx aNi &gels, p. 246. 
64. Gt-undrisse, p. 135. 
65. Ibid., p. 161. 
66. Marx describes precapitalistsocial relations as 'much more transparent and 

simple' than those organizing generalized commodity production (ibid., p. 172). 
67. Capital, Vol. I, pp. 167-8. 
68. Grundrim, p. 241 , 
69. Ibid., p. 242. 
70. Or as Marx puts it 'they recognize one another reciprocally as proprietors, 

as penons whose ~vill penetratcs their commodities.' (Ibid., p. 243.) 
7 1. Ibid., p. 245. Marx goes on to note that this sharply distinguishes the 

character of modern freedom from its predecessors in history: 'Equality and 
freedom as devdoped to this e:o;tent are exactly the oppositc of the frecdom and 
equality in the world of antiquity, where developed exchange value was not their 
basis.' 

72. Grundrisse, p. 485. Marx descrilx:s the predecessors of this new social form 
of the individual as 'TOOled to the spot, ingrown' (ibid., p. 494). 

73. Ibid. , p. 85. 
74. For Marx the caveat to this proviso is a third social form, lying beyond 

'dependence mediated by things': 'Free individuality, based on the universal 
dC\.'elopment of individuals and on their subordination of their communal, social 
productivity as their social wealth.' (Gnmdrisse, p. 158.) 

75. Ibid., pp. 157- 8. 
76. 'I believe that the desire and the motive for large and mighty empires; for 

gigantic armies and great navies ... will die away; I Ix:lieve that such thin&$ \vill 
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cease: to be necessary, or [0 be used when man beom.es one family, and freely 
exchanges the fruits of his labour with his brother man. I believe that, if we could 
be allowed to reappear on this sublunary scene, we should see, at a far distant 
period, the governing system of this world revert to something like the municipal 
system.' (Quotation from a speech of 1846; in Bourne, cd., pp. 269-70.) 

77. ror example, in the H ouse of Commons Debate on 'Russia and the POTte', 
16 August 1853: '''''e went to war, not for the purpose of increasing the expon of 
our commodities. but in defence of the libeny and independence of nations, and 
for the maintenance of that balance of power, which, however the hon. Gentleman 
may treat it with contempt and sneer at it, because: he does nOt understand it -
everybody else considers to be a point deserving of assertion, and essential to the 
liberty and well-being of mankind.' (Cited in ibid., p. 329.) 

78. Cited in ibid., p. 85. 
79. Sec also Palmerston's response to the oveTthrowof tlle French Restoration 

monarchy in 1830: '''''e shall drink the cause of Liberalism all over the world ... 
This event is decisive of the ascendancy of Liberal principles throughout Europe; 
the evil spirit has been put down and will be trodden under foot.' [Cited in ibid., 
p.29.) 

80. House of Commons Speech on the Corn Laws, 1842, extracted in ibid., p. 
255. 

81. Palmerston, I March 1848, extracted in ibid., pp. 292-3. 
82. In the end, Carr maintained, utopianism ran far deeper than the childish 

fantasies of deluded international lawyers. He traced it inkralia to the father of the 
'invisible hand' himself: Adam Smith. (Tk Twm!J' rum' Crisis, 2nd edn, p. 43.) In 
other words, modern utopianism,like modern realism, is TOOted in the experience 
of anarchical .social fo rms. 

83. If our argument were following the rhetoric.al51rueture of CapiwJ, we would 
have read\ed no further than the fifth of thirty-three chapters in the first of three 
volumes. 

84. CtzpilQ,l, Vol. I, p. 733. The quotation cited earlier from the Gnuulrisse which 
eulogiu:d the 'spontaneous interconnection' of the market goes on to insist: 'But 
it is an insipid notion to conceive of this merely objatioe band as a spontaneous, 
natural attribute inherent in individuals and inseparable from their nature .... This 
bond is their product. It is a historic product.' (o,undrisse, p. 162.) 

85. CtzpillJ./, Vol. I, p. 729. 
86. Ibid., p. 730. 
87. Gnmdrisse, p. 247. 
88. For th is reason, Marx also chides 'the foolishness of those socialists ... who 

demonstrate that exchange and exchange-value etc. are origitwlly ... or esstnlially 
... a system of universal freedom and equality, but that they have been perverted 
by money, capital etc.' (Ibid., p. 248.) 

89. Rubin, p. 6. 
90. Cited by S. Lukes, 'Saint· Simon (1760-1825)" in A. Donini and]. Novak, 

cds, Origim and Growth oj &tW.al 7kory, Chicago 1982, p. 59. 
91. 'The better theory will be able to specify in more detail the causal processes 

at work and the situations in which causal mechanisms come into operation.' 
(Craib, p. 26.) In this case, if value theory can illuminate underlying social relations 
which are opaque to realism and yet which can be shown to be constitutive of the 
balance of power as a historically specific social form, then the claim holds that 
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nutrgallOn of the state of nature, not by uncovering iu historicity as a social form. 
This holds even of the finest critiques, such as Charles Beiu's Po/itUal Tkttny and 
InkrnauOIIaf Relatioru, Princeton 1979. 

94. Frisby and Sa),!:r, p. 120. 
95. Polanyi, p. 114. 
96. Tlu Division oj lAbour, cited in Frisby and Sayer, p. 44. 
97. Frisby and Sayer, p. 28. 
98. For a brief discussion of Simmel's treatment of this question, see ibid., 

chapter 3. 
99. Grotius, Prolegomena to On tlu Law oj ~ar and Ptaa, in M. rorsyth et al., 

cds, Tk T"-Y of Inkrnalitmal Relatioru: &lal«i Tuufiom Gmb.'ii 14 TreiJ.sdlke, London 
1970, p. 48. 
100. Ibid., pp. 42 and 50. 
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Plcuming, London 1941, p. 35. 
102. Communi!J' and Assodalion (Gmuirudrafl und Gtstllsthafl), London 1955, p. 39. 
103. Manning's brief discussion of these terms abstracts them from both their 

historical and their theoretical context: 'international society at the pn::sc:nt time 
being so palpably 1101 a GcmeinsduJfl. a Gu/Jsdl4l it therefore is taken to be.' (Tlu 
NaIlJrtoj InkrnolionalS«U!!, London 1975, p. 176.) 
104. Schwarzenberger, pp. 35 and 42. 
I 05. T~nnies, p. 87. 
106. Gnmdrisst, p. 652. 

6. Tantae Molis Erat 

I. CtzPitll/, Vol. I,p. 925n: 'The full quotation is TanlatnwlistraJRtmuuumiamtkrt 
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2. Ibid., p. 874. 
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found in Roben Brenner's critique of Sweezy, Frank and Wallerstein. See 'The 
Origins of Capitalist Development'. The analytical core of the argument is set out 
more brieAy in Brenner's 'The Social Basis of Economic Development', in). 
Roemer, ed., AnaI)'I~ta1 ,\1arxism, Cambridge 1986. More recently, Brenner has 
argu~d that Marx hU1~s:elf full y escaped the Smithian model of capitalist origins 
o:nly III the mature: ~vntmgs, fT?m the Grwuirisn onwards. See 'Bourgeois Revolu
uon an~ the ~ran$l.tJon t? Capitalism' in A. Beier et at, eds, Tk FlnlModern Soat!J': 
Essays III &iglisJr Hutory III Honour of LaU,Ttnte S14ne, Cambridge 1989. 

4. Th,AllardiicalS«U!>"pp. 13- 14. 
5. Letter to the editor of the Og«tswenn!re Zapisky, reproduced in 1M Corre· 

spondente oj Marx (Vld Eng,Is, p. 354. 
6. CtzpillJ.I, Vol. I , pp. 874-5 . 

. 7. ~arx I~int,s at this political dimen5ion but does not develop it here: 'The 
mdustnal capitalists, these new potentates, had on their paT! not only to di5place 
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the guild masle" ... but also the feudal lords,' (Ibid., p. 875.) Sayer develops the 
argument much more clearly in 'The Critique of Politics and Political Economy', 
concluding: 'state formation is an euential facet of bourgttJu society' ( p. 234). 

8. Ibid., p. 875. 
9. Ibid., p. 876. 

10. Ibid., p. 915. 
11. Ibid., pp. 915-16. 
12. The CurnsPCMt7Ict of Marx tmd £nee4, pp. 105 and 119. 
13. Grundrisse, p. 109. 
14. TIuEasUrn Qyeslion, cds. E. Marx and E. Avcling, London 1897. 
IS. V. Kubulkova and A. Cruicklhank, Marxism tmd /nlerfUltlqnal &lDtions. Ox

ford 1985, p. 27. 
16. Capital, Vol. I, p. 876. 
17. Wight sets out the trio of Hobbes, Grotius and Kant 3.$ comprehending, 

albeit schematically. the range of approaches available within political theory (or 
IhinlOng about international relations. See 'An Anatomy of International Thought', 
Reuiewoj illluno.lionaf Studies, 13 (3), 1987. 

18. For the claim that 'more than any other figure Weber established the 
discourse of the realist approach to international relations', see MJ. Smith, 
chapter 2 (quotation from p. 53). 

19. WIght'S is in fact a remarkable selection. For Hobbes, as we saw above, 
articulated philosophically the social forms of agrarian capitalism; Kant's 
universalism is the very signature of liberal thought. Meanwhile the inclusion of 
Grotius, most of whose work is now inaccessible except to the specialist, sometimes 
took on the air of an enigma to Wight himscl[ (At one point he remarks with 
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24. Ibid., p. 23 J. 
25. Ibid. , p. 228. 
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European warfare in the same period. See ' Internal Crisis and War since 1870', 
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35. Wolf, p. 364. 
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43. Ibid., p. 664. 
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45. V.'oodruff, 'TIle Emergence of an International Economy, 1700-1914', 
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46. Wolf. p. 279. . 
47. Ibid., pp. 313 and 319. 
48. As Bull regards it in Tht Arundlicai &cie{J, chapter 9. 
49. 'The economic development of the United States is itself a product of ~hc 

large-scale industry of Europe. or, to be: m ore prttise, of England.' (Marx, CaJ:nUll, 
Vol. It P. 580n.) 

50. GnJ.ndrisse, p. 245. Two qualifying points should be made here. First, the 
preindustrial emergence of the English colonies Wal already, a by.blow of ~c 
emergence of English agrarian. capitalism. The l!S .'~ thus, ~ It were, born l";"Ice. 
Second the di$Cussion above 111 not meant to dlmmlSh the Importance of eu her 
Southe;n slavery o r Nonhern homesu:ad farming in the making of the United 
States. However, since the ~atter was based on private property and eJ(cha~gc: 
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moted by the Southern slave-based mode of production was submerged by the 
outcome of the C ivil War. 

5 1. Max Weber, The Proeutant Ethic and the Spin:: of CopiWUm, introduced by 
Anthony G iddens, London 1985, pp. 4B--50. 

52. Tht Germon U fOlogy, p. 60. In the Gnl1ldtisSl!, Marx dt$Cribes the US as 'the 
mOSt modern form of existence of bourgeois society' (p. 104). 

53. Gnl1ldtisst, p. 884. . ' . 
54. Cited in T. \'on Laue, Tht J.%rld Rtvowlwn of Wtsltnu,o:allOn, Oxford 1987, p. 

15. Or as t-.brx put it of the British in India,. twenty-five yean; e~rl.ier: 'They ~re 
the defenders of propeny, but did any revolutionary party ever ongmate agranan 
revolutions like those in Bengal, in Madras, and in Bombay?' 'The Future Results 
of the British Rule in India', in Marx and Engels, On UXonialism, p. 81. 
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from the triumph of the principle (of fn:e trade)'. (Bourne, ed., p. 270.) 

56. cr. Potts, pp. 7 1-3. ." . 
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58. ''111e Futun: Results of the British in India', in On Colonialism, p. 77. 
59. The terms and effectiveness of Habsburg jurisdiction varied widely be

tween provinces. The key point, however, is that H.absbu.rg power - unli~e. its 
British and American sucCC$sors - could not be exen;lSCd wlthout formal political 
submission. 

60. See P. O'Brien, 'The COSLS and Benefits of British Imperialism 1846-191 4', 
Past and Prtsml, August 1988. However, Gallagher and Robinson suggest that 
studies of the Empire which an: concentrated on the areas under form:al rule may 
be compared to 'judging the size and character of ice~rgs sole ly f~m the p~rts 
above the waler-line'. ('The Imperialism of Free Trade, Et:onoml( Hr.story /U!IUIW, 
second series, VI (I), 1953, p. 1.) Something similar may apply to O'Brien's 
calculat ions in this article, empirically round though they m ay be. 
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6 1. As Stedman Jones observed, US imperialism has been distinctive on two 
counts: 'its non-territorial character ... and its possession of a form:ally anti
imperial ist ideology'. &e 'The H istory of US Imperialism', in R. Blackburn, ed, 
ldeowg)' in Sodo.l &ittKt: Rmdillls in GriiKal Social TIwry, Glasgow 1973, p. 212. 
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